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Abstract

Given the absence of critical studies of Rider Haggard's short
stories, this study critically examines the short stories finding in
them justification for the claim that after the outstanding
successes of King Solomon's Mines, She, and Allan Quatermain
there is a notable decline in Haggard's writing.
As a critical perspective of this phenomenon, the Introduction
examines biographical factors conditioning the quality of
Haggard's writing and offers a brief history of the nineteenth
century short story genre. Chapter 1 asks: Was Allan
Quatermain Haggard's spokesman or was he merely an
imaginative manifestation of the escapist hero-worship of the
Victorian age? In Chapter 2, the hero's flaws are discussed in
the context of Allan Quatermain's reappearance in the short
stories. Chapter 3 examines Haggard's spirituality in the context
of his short pieces, and Chapter 4 draws conclusions from the
foregoing, suggesting that Haggard's aspirations were always
towards the romantic adventure and that it is erroneous to seek
to judge him against the major novelists of his day: he never
sought to be more than a story-teller. An Appendix graphically
illustrates Haggard's detachment from innovative themes in
fiction writing.

INTRODUCTION

Out of the tissue of things remembered
and forgotten, half-remembered and halfforgotten, the novelist weaves his fiction,
and though this is a tissue which cannot
be consciously aimed at, its creation
involves a whole rhetoric of effect melodrama, suspense, voice, style which is the result of design and
calculation...These effects are all lavishly
present in the Victorian novel. 1

If one were to take a random-age poll today, asking 'Who was Sir
Henry Rider Haggard?' the answer would generally be 'Who?';
even among "well-read" fiction readers. But if asked, 'Have you
read King Solomon's Mines ?' the reply is more likely to be: 'Yes,
but only at school', or more probably, 'No, but I've seen the
movie'.2 Asking about She and Allan Ouatermain, or any other of
the remaining fifty-six novels he wrote, would educe either
complete memory lapse or total lack of interest. Yet Rider
Haggard was perhaps one of the most prolific and best-known
fiction writers of the latter part of nineteenth century England.

1 I a n Gregor (Ed), Reading the Victorian novel: detail into
form,
Vision Press, London, 1980, pp 10-11
2 The latest movie a d a p t e d f r o m t h e w o r k of Rider Haggard is Allan
Quatermain and the city of gold (1987) starring Richard Chamberlain
in w h a t is described as A thrilling r o m a n t i c - a d v e n t u r e w h i c h t a k e s
up w h e r e King Solomon's Mines l e f t o f f .
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Given the absence of any study of this nature, I will examine
selected short pieces of Henry Rider Haggard's work in order to
ascertain reasons for not supporting negative literary criticisms
that classify the author as being merely a minor, amateurish
nineteenth century romance novelist; despite the outstanding
successes of King Solomon's Mines, She, and Allan Ouatermain.
My intention is to examine and comment upon the merits and
weaknesses of the short works in attempting to assess their
ranking among Victorian literature of that genre. Though few in
number, I believe those selected here serve best to reveal
something substantial of the nature of Haggard's achievements in
the short story.
As a critical perspective of this phenomenon, the Introduction
examines biographical factors conditioning the quality of
Haggard's writing and offers a brief history of the nineteenth
century short story

genre. Chapter 1 asks: Who was Allan

Quatermain? Was he Haggard's spokesman or was he merely an
imaginative manifestation of the escapist hero-worship of the
Victorian age? In Chapter 2, the hero's flaws are discussed in the
context of Allan Quatermain's reappearance in the short stories.
Chapter 3 examines Haggard's interests in spirituality in the
context of his short pieces, and Chapter 4 draws conclusions from
these, suggesting that Haggard's aspirations were always towards

the romantic adventure and that it is erroneous to seek to judge
him against the major novelists of his day: he never sought to be
more than a story-teller. An Appendix graphically illustrating
Haggard's detachment from innovative themes in fiction writing is
included.
The structural leanness required of the short story imposes
writing restrictions on the author, so that the essence of a
storyline should be perceived by the reader in the quickest time
possible. The plot however, should not be so simplistic as to be
incredible. This is especially important in constructing character.
Every word should serve to maintain reader interest up until the
last word on the last line. In certain aspects, it should have the
qualities of the thriller. Those descriptive embellishments
customarily found in novels should not be allowed to distract the
reader of short stories nor delay the climax unnecessarily. The
best short stories generally have a surprising punchline (a literary
vestige of the joke).
Rider Haggard generally works skilfully within these formal
and thematic restraints. Though I believe it is not extreme to
suggest that many of his critics have trivialised his work
unnecessarily by not fully appreciating the way in which he
"managed" his material to meet the demands of this genre within
the constraints of Victorian mores, it is conceded that financial,
security appears to have been the driving force of his work more
than the creative instinct.

Though Peter Haining^ has compiled an anthology of Rider
Haggard's short pieces, and although the author's autobiography,
his private diaries, and, recently, several biographers examine the
writer's canon in detail, no one, I believe, has critically assessed
the author's short pieces. Before I do this, I will examine some
of the factors contributing to the characteristics of Haggard's
fiction which the above epigraph encapsulates. I will also refer
briefly to the development of theories about the English short
story in the context of Rider Haggard's works in that area.
This essay thus explores those areas where Rider Haggard uses
Allan Quatermain as an instrument for propagating his personal
philosophies, or rather those that he perceived as conforming to
the aspirations he interprets (from sales) as mutually shared with
his audience. Also highlighted are aspects of his family
upbringing that shaped the concepts of adventure written into
Quatermain's history. Deficiencies in Quatermain tending to
reduce the calibre of the hero are reflected in occurrences and
influences that had disillusioned Haggard himself and these are
illustrated and discussed. Rider Haggard's work is also examined
in the light of his religious tenets, and how these were generally
asscociated with his early family upbringing and compounded by
the public confrontation brought about in the Victorian era
between estabhshed and "enlightened" Christian ideahsm. Finally,

3
Peter Haining (Ed) The best
Michael-Joseph, London, 1981.

short

stories

of

Rider

Haggard,

I attempt an appreciation of Rider Haggard's short pieces in
relation to the thinking and models of the nineteenth century. I
have also appended a chart briefly illustrating how Rider Haggard
doggedly continued to use his basic plots and themes at a time
when the novel as a genre was undergoing considerable
experimentation; suggesting, peihaps, that he was either unwilling
to or, more likely, unable to work through the medium of new
fiction writing opened up by contemporaneous writers.
THE MOULDING TIME

Considering the number of works Haggard produced in his fortyeight years of professional writing, there are very few
comprehensive critical works about him. Indeed, he might well
have remained in a literary limbo but for a revived interest in
him in 1956, at Norfolk in England, on the occasion of the
hundredth anniversary of his birth.4
Cohen's (1958) biography re-constructs the notable personal
incidents of Haggard's life and career. It also appears to have
exhausted the available anecdotal material. I feel, however, that its
4 His published biographers are his daughter Lilias Haggard (1951),
Morton Cohen (1968), P B Ellis (1978), D S Higgins (1981), and latterly
Norman Etherington (1984). Additionally, there is the author's own
autobiography. Days of my life (1926), and The private diaries of Sir
H Rider Haggard 1914-1925, edited by Higgins (1980). Cohen's work,
Rider Haggard: his life and his works (1968), is recognised as being
the first authoritative account of Rider Haggard's life and writing;
although D E Whatmore's H Rider Haggard: a bibliography (19 87)
records some 303 items (up until 1968) imder his "Books and articles
about Haggard and his works", including Lilias Haggard's account of
her father's life (1951). Morton Cohen was the first to deal with Rider
Haggard and his family on an academic plane.

treatment is insufficiently incisive in dealing with the
subcutaneous layers of Haggard's life and times. Cohen perceived
Rider Haggard's work as falling short of greater distinction
because he vacillated between serving his country and focusing
fully on his fiction. I concur, but would also suggest that the
author's work became increasingly hackneyed mainly because he
was continually pressed into personally alleviating many
incautious financial problems incurred by his extended family.
Additionally, nephews and nieces, cousins, aunts, uncles, and often
mere acquaintances, had no inhibitions about descending
collectively on his o^n family at will to remain there all found
for as long as they fancied.
Cohen's biography was instrumental in bringing about a revival
of interest in Rider Haggard's writing, but it was the only
accredited authority until the biographies of Higgins (1981), EUis
(1978) , and Etherington (1984) were published. But, essentially,
none of the five biographers recreates the substantive
environmental effects that living and writing within the Victorian
era would have had on the author.
A biography has yet to be published where sufficient
investigation has been made of Haggard's domestic and social
milieu, investigating inter-relationships with the extensive family
and its circle of friends, business associates and those frequently
even closer: its domestic staff (such as the Hocking and Adcock
family retainers, and the family of Ida Hector, his longtime

secretary who could 'read his mind so well'). This is an area
deserving more elightening discovery, although Higgms (1981)
introduces several previously unpublished incidents giving insight
into the boyhood period.
In his autobiography, Haggard carefully avoids anything but
cursory reference to the period of his youth. This suggests that
the period was a somewhat unpleasant source for reminiscences,
but it simultaneously establishes it as the most probable catalyst
for the escapisim of his adventure-romances. There have been
seven (published) postgraduate theses available dealing with
Haggard, and these have all been presented between 1968-1976. In
his own lifetime, however. Haggard's work attracted some
twenty-six Victorian lampoons and satires of a purely
contemporary nature. The first fuUy comprehensive bibhography
by J E Scott (1947)5 has recently been superseded by that of
Whatmore (1987), which is the work I shaU rely on for accuracy
because of its most recent, definitive expertise and its
exceptionally helpful system of cross-referencing and its coverage
of hitherto unlisted material.
Henry Rider Haggard was bom in a farmhouse on 22 Jime 1856
at the family estate of West Bradenham HaU, Norfolk, England in
5 In J E Scott's, A bibliography
of the works of Sir Henry
Rider
Haggard,
1856-1925,
Elkin Mathews, 1947, there is an exceUent
feature titled, "A note concerning the late Mr Allan Quatermain", in
which the author has presented a life history of the famous fictional
character based on careful research of Haggard's series on Allan
Quatermain.

the nineteenth year of Queen Victoria's reign. He was not bom in
the manor house because this had been let, in order to ease
pressing, family financial problems. The estate extended to about
four hundred acres^ inherited by his energetic, barrister father,
William Meybohn Rider Haggard. The Haggard's claimed
descendancy from Sir Andrew Oggard, a Danish emigrant to
England in Henry VI's reign. In later years Rider Haggard was to
become preoccupied with this alleged lineage. He was the sixth
son in a family of ten children and was a sensitive, quiet boy,
especially when compared with the other males of the family who
were, without exception, loud-voiced and quick-tempered. As an
infant he suffered recurring jaundice which nearly killed him, and
which, because of it, was to attract a lasting but unfounded label
of his being rather a weakling. Although domestic help would
have been always at hand, to relieve them from the likely day-today household management chores and usual responsibilities
arising from such a large family, neither his mother'^ nor his

6 For the Haggard children, there were many interesting things to
explore. Apart from the large manor house, there were numerous
outbuildings, stables and a summer house. The rural prospect
included open, tilled and untilled pastureland, woodlands, and a small
lake. Additionally, there were inumerable cattle, dogs, sheep, horses,
pigs and fowl, as well as all sorts of pastoral wildlife.
7 Ella Haggard, as joint heiress to her Father, Bazett Doveton (a public
servant based in Bombay), was reared in India. She was sophisticated,
well read, and worldly wise. She was born in Bombay in 1913 and
only settled in England twenty-one years later. She had brought the
prospect of considerable wealth to Squire Haggard. She married
William on 13 May 1844 aged 31 years.

father spent much time with their children in intellectual pursuits.
Nevertheless, they appeared to be otherwise affectionate parents,
if somewhat remote, in the Victorian mould. Table talk was
confined to the more mundane matters typical of a rural
background.
Haggard's biographers suggest that there was always a close
relationship between Haggard and his mother, particularly when,
while a schoolboy, they found mutual interests in literature. Ella,
his mother, whom the young man thought of as 'an angel that had
lost her way and found herself in pandemonium', seemed to sail
through this frequently chaotic upbringing with a certain serenity:
or, perhaps, that air of resignation which is so often attributed to
the Victorian matriarch. But this did not prevent her from
instilling in the young boy the idea that he was as heavy as lead in
body and mind' (Cohen, 1968:24).
The combination of misguided parental care and such typical
denigration was to result in Haggard's developing an
embarrassing speech impediment.^ Although his mother had
written poetry and songs, which an assortment of journals had
pubhshed, it is unlikely that she was the principal influence on his
future literary bent, as the biographers suggest. Indeed, Ella, his
8 In the forward to The cloak that I left, [Lilias Haggard, Hodder &
Stoughton, London, 1951] his nephew, (Sir) Godfrey Haggard, relates
that, 'Though his
immediate family was entirely unaware of it he
pronounced his Rs like Ws, and TH was beyond him; so that a Very
Thorough Rogue would sound rather like a Yewy Forough Wogue.'
p.17

sister, may have influenced his writing more than anyone. But it
only came to full fruition out of his African experiences. In later
years, he records that his mother 'talked well, was a good
musician and an admirable correspondent. She sang sweetly and
drew with skill, and to the last was thoroughly acquainted with the
literary, religious, social and political questions of the day' (H R
Haggard: 1926). His mother's death, the first one in the family,
was a painful episode. In his autobiography he says, 'I stood at her
death-bed and received her last blessing. But of that long, drawn
out and very sad scene, even after the lapse of two-and-twenty
years, I cannot bear to write.'
Rider Haggard was often the specific target of his father's
bullying when 'his father heaped imprecation after imprecation
upon him for his stupidity' (Cohen, 1968:24), while Andrew, his
brother, would often overhear such public recriminations and
reserve them as ammunition for cruelly taunting Rider at every
opportunity. None of this personal criticism was conducive to
building up self-esteem or self-confidence in the boy Haggard,
and consequently he reveals a developing insecurity; noting in
Days of my life that 'without doubt I was slow at my lessons,
chiefly because I was always thinking of myself (1926: 1.28). He
does not, however, play out the nature of those thoughts, but there
can be little doubt that this earlier predisposition affected the boy,
and that it shaped his later introspective dreaming, which
eventually was to find an outlet in his adventure-romances. As

Squire of Bradenham, his father was often boisterous, often
belligerent, even tyrannical. Samuel Adcock, the estate manager,
was also often the the butt of his employer's abuse, but not less
obnoxiously than the household staff when the squire, as Ellis
explains, 'would send back his soup with a request to the cook to
drink it all herself, or some other infuriating message. He could
pull at the bells until the feet of the connecting wire hung down
the wall, and announce when whoever he wanted appeared that
Thorpe Idiot Asylum was her proper home'. (Ellis 1978:14-15)
The author was rather proud of his father nevertheless, writing
that, 'Notwithstanding his hot temper, foibles and tricks of
manner, there was something about him that made him
extraordinarily popular, not only as I have said in his household
but in the outside world'. (Ellis 1978:15-16) On the eve of his
death, William Haggard had asked Hocking, the maid, to give his
gold watch and chain to Rider, but the death did not appear to
affect his son nearly as much as other deaths had. One wonders if,
upon receiving the watch, and nothing else, Haggard was not
immediately reminded of the times it had been produced at church
services in order to castigate late arrivals, and if it was not,
perhaps, a callous reminder from beyond the grave that any
mutual affection had arrived too late because of the perceived
inadequacies of the son. In any case, his immediate attention was
focused on the business of joint executorship with brothers

William and Arthur, as he wrote to his other brother, Jack, the
following day:
He died at 9.40 Will, Arthur and 1 are executors under a holograph
will executed a few days before his death by which he leaves everything
to William. The affairs are confused and I am doubtful if his personal
estate is solvent, if it is not William will have to buy what he wants
[sic]...The worst of the business is the state of the trust affairs...
(ffiggins 1981:154)

Despite many valid reasons why Haggard should have little
attachment to his late father, he always retained a deeply seated
awe of him, writing that: 'Nobody could be more absolutely
delightful than my father when he chose, and, per contra, I am
bound to add that nobody could be more disagreeable. His rows
with his children were many, and often on his part unjust'.
(Higgins, 1981:3)
The boy Rider had a limited early education, conducted by a
series of family governesses of various nationalities and
questionable education. It has never been explained why Rider
Haggard was not given a Public school education when his six
brothers had been much better educated^; except that he was 'not
9 (Sir) William (Diplomatic Corps) and Bassett (Barrister) went to
Winchester, Alfred (Indian Civil Service) to Haileybury, Andrew
(Army) to Westminster, Arthur (Army) to Shrewsbury and Jack
(Royal Navy). This represents the career pattern expected of males
from a typical Victorian, upper-class family. [Various sources.]

thought to be very bright' by his parents and, consequently, by his
siblings. Formal education started

with two day-schools in

London; one of which was to focus on commercial training.
Thereafter, he was put in the care of a parson-tutor, a Reverend H
J Graham of Garsington Rectory, from where he was next
enrolled in his first day-school where he incurred the anger of a
junior master who gave him such a cruel thrashing that he (the
teacher) was dismissed when Squire Haggard found out.
His second day-school was not notable, but it gave his father
time to ponder further which career his son should take up. This
concluded in the boy's being tested by Ella's fiancé, the Reverend
Charles Maddison Green and the regrettable statement of his
father who said to his ten years old son, 'in a voice like an angry
bull', that he was 'only fit to be a greengrocer' (H R Haggard:
1926). This brought the taunt from brother Andrew, in whom he
had mistakenly confided his plight: 'I say, old fellow, when you
become a greengrocer, I hope you'll let me have oranges cheap'.
It was something that he never absolved Andrew from: 'To this
day I have never quite forgiven Andrew for that most heartless
remark' (Higgins 1981:5).
As a schoolboy, he led a somewhat unhappy existence, mainly
because of a tendencey to be withdrawn. His two boyhood
passions were for ridinglO and shooting game, such as partridges
10 Always the afterthought,
he was given
a seedy grey mare, only
after his brother Bazett had lamed it permanently. It was called BodySnatcher.

and hares, and which once, unfortunately, but characteristically,
included a first-class, laying duck belonging to a neighbouring
farmer. Because of the misuse of the rifle he had been presented
with, the sport nearly killed him as a boy, just shortly after
narrowly missing his brother Andrew in another incident.
Although made captain of a school football team at Ipswich
Grammar School - to which he had been despatched in
preparation for a Foreign Office career - his participation very
soon diminished because he had never been attracted to the
constraints of teamwork; having earlier succumbed to the
conditioning pangs of being only just tolerated by his siblings and
parents when playing games in the home environment.
While at school. Haggard had written some Latin poetry that
was of a very high standard. Because he had earned the
reputation of being a dimwit, he was erroneously accused of
plagiarism (a spurious accusation which was to become attached to
his creative writing technique in later years). A denial attracted
the accustation of lying. But in proving this to be unfounded by
writing a further series of verses of similar high standard. Rider
was vindicated. The master, Mr Saunderson, was honourable
enough to apologise at full assembly. Again, by sheer mishap, this
schoolmaster had awarded first prize to young Haggard for an
English essay which graphically described a medical operation of
which he could have had no practical knowledge--but he forgot to
present it to him. The boy then took this badly, and it is quite

probable that, thereafter, his writing suffered. Of his time at
Ipswich he later wrote: I did not distinguish myself in any way at
Ipswich-I imagine for the reason that I was generally engaged in
thinking of other things than the lesson in hand'.
The early years of Rider's childhood were plagued by
unwarranted insults, criticisms rebukes and upsets. These were
brought about, in the main, by the Squire's insensitivity and his
mother's apparent, tacit concurrence, which, like her distressing
assessment that he was 'as heavy as lead in body and mind', were
bottled up only to perturb his psyche. But, despite this, the worst
factors were discarded and the years between first boarding out
and embarking for Africa were remembered as the most
pleasurable period of his youth, principally because he had been
gratefully freed from immediate paternal control. However, such
primary conditioning within the family further amplified an
already painful introspection. This was then made worse by more
rebuffs whilst travelling frequently in Europe, when he was
repeatedly rough-housed by his brothers, and chided by a father
and mother who did not understand him. He stored these painful
encounters, very rarely showing his resentment overtly. Higgins
(1981) notes that Haggard's notebooks affirm 'that he frequently
referred to the Book of the Dead, by E W Budge, who in time
became a close friend'. The process of dying and death had
already become an entrenched fascination with the young
Haggard; a preoccupation which was later to extend to Egyptian

rites of mummification and reincarnation. This subconscious
morbidity was to surface in romances like She and in the short
piece 'Smith and the Pharaohs', for instance.
Despite many reasons for being withdrawn, Rider Haggard did
not turn to pessimism. This, perhaps, originated in a mutally deep
attachment which had developed between his eldest sister Ella
(who was eleven years older) and himself. From this relationship,
he drew considerable comfort and often the pair would go off
together, either riding or shooting wild game. Ella was also the
one who taught him to read, which eventually lead him to
literature,! 1 and to say,

I loved those books that other boys love, and I love them still. I well
remember a little scene which took place when I was a child of eight or
nine. Robinson Crusoe held me in his golden thrall, and I was expected
to go to church. I hid beneath a bed with Robinson Crusoe and was in
due course discovered by an elder sister and a governess, who, on my
refusing to come out, resorted to force. Then followed a struggle that
was quite Homeric. The two ladies tugged as best they might, but I
clung to Crusoe and the legs of the bed, and kicked till, perfectly
exhausted, they took their departure in no very Christian frame of mind,
leaving me panting indeed, but triumphant.(Ellis 1978:23)

11 In dedicating The Brethren
to his sister Ella, he writes that she
'opened to my childish eyes that gate of ivory and pearl which leads
to the kingdom of Romance.'

His other literary fondness was for the Arabian Nights, The three
Musketeers, the Tale of two Cities, the The Coming Race and the
poetry of Poe and Macaulay. On this predilection for fantasy,
Ellis notes that, 'Haggard's heroes would not bow down to
Victorian scruples, if they loved a person from an alien culture
they would not deny that love to meet the Victorian code of
morality'. This notion is clearly written into Haggard's adventureromances, such as Montezuma's Daughter, and She illustrate.
In his last year at Ipswich, the prospect of finally choosing a
career arose, and he attempted to qualify for a commission in the
army but failed the examinations. He must have taken this
stoically, however, because he later wrote that, 'Had I passed I
might have gone on with the thing and by now been a retired
colonel with nothing to do, like so many whom I know.' Haggard
senior had now determined that Rider should enter the Foreign
Office and for this reason he was entered for private tuition to
brush up a compulsory facility with the French language (for
diplomatic reasons). The school was run by a tutor who was
married to one of the Plymouth Brethren although he himself was
liberally minded. The sensitive youth was to write that, 'the rows
were awful. I never knew a more ill-assorted pair'. (Ellis
1978:27) The encounter was one more in a continuous series of
misfortunate, negative factors shaping the young boy's character.
And much of such adolescent experiences are thinly veiled in

18

Love Eternal in which Godfrey Knight re-enacts young Haggard's
relationships.
Another tack was steered when Squire Haggard realised that
these conditions would achieve little, so that he was next enrolled
at Scoones, one of the numerous "crammer" schools available at
the time for "less intelligent" boys pursuing parental ambitions.
Alone in London, his first encounter was with a young widow as
landlady: a situation he regarded as far from respectable. Moving
to new lodgings, he was to ponder that, 'At this age (seventeen) I
was thrown upon the world, as I remember when I was a little lad
my elder brothers threw me into the Rhine to teach me to swim.
After nearly drowning I leamed to swim and in a sense the same
may be said of my London life'. From this point on. Rider
Haggard was beginning to think for himself; after having been
almost completely insulated against this by prior family
conditioning.
In the spring of 1875 Haggard met Lilith (or Lilly) 12 at a ball
in Richmond and was at once besotted by this 'very beautiful
young lady a few years older than myself to whom I was instantly
and overwhelmingly attracted'. He deliberately acquired her
address from a butcher, since, he says, 'it occurred to me that
even a goddess must eat'. Although they met often over a period
of two months, her family was unlikely to approve any deeper
12 Remembered years later as 'one of the three reaUy lovely women
whom I have seen in my life' he last saw her on her death bed,
wasted away by cancer.

attachments because of their much superior wealth. Undaunted, he
considered himself secretly engaged to her. But once again, father
Haggard's headstrong will prevailed, and the whole family was
taken to Tours - on one of his innumerable, erratic whims where Rider could further improve his French; for the Squire
believed the time spent at Scoones had merely provided a more
frivolous education in worldly affairs.
Upon reading in the Times that his friend and neighbour Sir
Henry Bulwer was the newly appointed Lt Governor of Natal, the
Squire's next caprice was to contact him immediately, seeking a
position on his staff for Rider; mainly, because he had misgivings
about his son's ability to pass the entrance examinations for the
Foreign Office. The reply was favourable so, willingly or not, the
nineteen years old Rider Haggard left for Africa within days.
Within his baggage, he carried the seven-verse poem To my son
Rider - which his mother had written on 16 July 1875 to mark
his departure - ending with:
So, go thy way, my Child! I love thee well;
How well, no heart but mother's hearts may know Yet One loves better, - more than words can tell Then trust Him, now and ever more; - and go!

Apart from becoming the model for Squire Bozard in
Montezuma's Daughter, the one and probably only, fruitful

service William Haggard senior did for the future writer, was to
despatch him to Africa as a mere lad who must have been totally
unprepared for the experiences about to be encountered. Thus
Rider Haggard was unwittingly, but effectively, detached from the
potentially destructive paternal influence; which, had it continued
unchecked, might well have deprived the Victorian era of an
exemplary civil servant—as well as as highly esteemed
professional storyteller.
Any sense of adventure which Rider Haggard might have felt
during the long sea voyage to Africa would have been tempered
by the more pressing worries of the uncertainties which were
overtaking him as he became more and more distanced from
homeland, family and friends; but especially from his beloved
Lilly, whom he had not been able to contact before sailing. Here
he was, a lad of barely nineteen years, extremely unworldly,
travelling towards a country whose mysterious hinterlands had
only begun to be extensively explored by Europeans in his own
lifetime. Ignorant of the precise nature of his duties, and
surrounded by experienced colonial administrators who were not
only fully established public servants, but much older than he.
Haggard must have sometimes despaired of understanding his fate.
Over-riding this would have been the fear of turning out to be the
failure which his father and mother, his siblings and his peers,
collectively, had always expected him to be in the first place. He
would have been mortified, had he been aware that, in his diary

notes of 28 August 1875, the acting Governor of Natal, Sir
Garnet Wolseley, was to write of him that, 'Sir H Bulwer, called
upon me in the aftemoon...His only staff consists of a leggylooking youth not long I should say from school who seems the
picture of weakness and dulness [sic]'.l^
Young Haggard (who still maintained 'an air of conceit',
according to Ella his sister) was not altogether uncomfortable in
his new environment. His company, although much older,
comprised upper-class progeny of country squires much like his
father. The moves to the colonies often induced in them
pretensions to superiority and authority which Victorian,
imperialist ideologies were to imprint throughout the known
world, whenever new territories were acquired for "protective
custody". 14 Britannia ruled the population and territories of one
quarter of the known world. Twenty-four of Queen Victoria's
closest relatives were among the crowned heads of Europe
simultaneously. The full majestic might of its espoused philosophy
of industrialised free enterprise reached out from England to 'life
under the suns of India, in the backwoods of Canada and the
13 South African diaries of Sir Garnet Wolseley (Lt General (Sir)
Garnet Wolsey, np, London, 1971) p 27.
14 Haggard, in his article, "A Zulu War-dance" {The
Gentleman's
Magazine,
Vol 243 July 1877) wrote: 'When the strong aggressive
hand of England has grasped some fresh portion of the earth's
surface, there is yet a spirit of justice in her heart and head which
prompts the question, among the first of such demands, as to how
best and most fairly to deal by the natives of the newly-acquired
land'.

United States, or the grassy downs of Australia, over the wide
Ocean among the isles of the Pacific, or on the distant shores of
C o l u m b i a ' a n d to darkest Africa, where Haggard was now
destined to serve as proselyte. Rider Haggard understood this
philosophy to be merely an extension of the rules for running
hereditary landed property at home: the familiar awe in which
servants and farmworkers held the lords of the manors of
England was merely being transferred to menial men and women
of a different colour, but with much less strain on the resources
of the squirarchical purse. As Bulwer and entourage sailed for
Africa, Haggard's task was to analyse masses of paperwork in
order to filter out useful information about their destination for
use by Bulwer. Whilst in transit. Rider's very first public writing
was in a preface to a daily shipboard bulletin.
Arrived at Maritzburg, Haggard was installed in comfortable if
not commodious accomodation. Here, he came against demanding
social and political protocols which caused considerable stress.
Rider was piqued at not having been appointed as Bulwer's
secretary, which meant that he had no official salary as part of the
staff. The youth's disappointment was expressed in writing to his
mother to say he was 'very sorry, very sorry, still to be
dependent on my father, but you may be sure, my dear mother,
than I will be as moderate as I can. At any rate I shall cost less
15 Edward Salmon, Juvenile literature as it is, np London, 1888 .

than if I had been at home.' (Higgins 1981) Even at this distance
he must have felt the distressing chagrin of patemal dominance.
He used all of his spare moments to explore the history and
makeup of his new environs and was especially excited about the
Zulus living in kraals 'filled with round beehive-like huts, bronzecoloured, noble-looking men and women clad only in their
moochas.' A skillful researcher, his brain ingested volumes of
official information which was then aggregated with countless
talks with people who had been in direct contact with the Zulu
culture, sometimes for more than forty

years. All of his

impressions were to be stored in a creative mental cache from
which he later extracted scenes, exemplified in King Solomon's
Mines, such as the witch-dance he witnessed in March 1876
which, nine years later, was creatively enriched and published:

Quicker and quicker she danced, till she lashed herself into such a frenzy
of excitement that the foam flew in flecks from her gnashing jaws, her
eyes seemed to start from her head, and her flesh to quiver visibly.
Suddenly she stopped dead and stiffened all over, like a pointer dog
when he scents game, and then with outstretched wand began to creep
stealthily towards the soldiers before her. It seemed to us that as she
came their stoicism gave way, and that they shrank from her
Suddenly the end came. With a shriek she sprang in and touched a tall
warrior with the forked wand. Instantly two of his comrades, those
standing immediately next to him, seized the doomed man, each by one

arm, and advanced with him towards the king
Almost before the
words were uttered the horrible deed was done. One man had driven his
spear into the victim's heart, and to make assurance doubly sure, the
other had dashed out his brains with a great club, (pp 106-107)

Haggard's official regional tours with Bulwer brought him in
close personal contact with many tribal spectacles. One
memorable encounter was with Chief Pagate when a war dance
was staged to honour the Governor. His notes detaihng this event
were the basis for a second, pubUshed newspaper a r t i c l e which
appeared in The Gentleman's Magazine of July 1877, headed: 'A
Zulu war dance, by HRH'. His first pubhc address - which greatly
impressed Sir Alfred Page - was made in Durban at a banquet
celebrating the cutting of the first sod for a railway line to
Maritzburg. It was at this time that Haggard became seriously
interested in politics and public affairs.
Since the Boers had founded the separatist northern region of
the Transvaal as a result of their Great Trek (ISSS)!^, Europeans
there had been the target of the discontent of the tribal chiefs.
Two of the paramount Zulus were Chief Secocoeni and King
16 His first published article was 'The Transvaal', in
Macmillan's
Magazine, vol 36, pp 71-9 dated May 1888. Between 13 March and 6
November 1882 he wrote eight letters to the Standard and one to St
James's Gazette on the African situation.
17 The Great Trek was the basis of Haggard's plots for Marie (1912)
and Swallow (1899).

CetywayolS, who had begun to mobilise their combined forces in
preparation of an all out attack on the Boers. In his article, 'The
Transvaal'^O, Haggard confirmed his approval of annexation:
'Decidedly, the day when the British flag~a flag that has always brought
blessings in its train-is first unfurled there should be a glad day for the
Transvaal, Republic no more—for the South African colonies, who will
welcome a new and beautiful sister, and for England, who will add
another lusty child to her splendid progeny'.^!
18 Cetywayo and his white neighbours
(published by Trubner,
London, 1882) was the first of Haggard's principal non-fiction works.
It was subtitled Remarks on recent events in Zululand, Natal and the
Transvaal.
The historic cultural account evolved from experiences
gained in Africa and was the main source of background detail for
his fictional works with the African backdrop. The book is discussed
in greater detail below.
19 British sovereignty had been proclaimed over Natal in 1843 and
the Hon Henry Cloete appointed Commissioner (1843-1840). Many of
the Boers had retreated to beyond the Drakenburg because they
would not concede British dominion. In 1872 the death of Mpanda,
King of the Zulus, resulted in the succession of his son Cetywayo who
was to command the bloody Zulu War of 1879.
20 Macmillan's Magazine, London, 1877, svol 36, pp 71-9.
21 In "Mr H Haggard" of The Literary World (March 15, 1906) an
extract reads: 'It is obvious that he has never been content simply to
be an imaginative writer; he has always had too vital an interest in
the practical affairs of life and too strong a desire to take some active
part in the business of the world to be content with such a role...Mr
Haggard was disgusted at the action of the British Government in
restoring independence to the Boers, and like the traditional
Englishman, he wrote to The Times. If The Times had inserted his
letter, possibly Cetywayo and his white neighbours would never
have been written, and possibly Mr Haggard would never have
discovered that he had a literary gift that might be put to other
purposes than sending letters to Printing House-square'.

While correctly based on British opinion, its expression did
nothing to enrich relations with the Boers, particularly when
compounded by: Take the average Dutch Boer...you see an
awkward-looking man, of large stature, and somewhat obstinate
face, which is lit with a broad and kindly smile of greeting. His
home, it is true, is not over-clean, nor are his habits over-nice,
but his hospitality is most hearty'. The article did not improve
Anglo-Boer relations, nor endear him to many Boer settlers. It is
not surprising, therefore, that, when writing to his mother on 6
October 1876, he asked her not to 'say anything to anybody about
my having written these things in magazines'. (Higgins, 1981: 2021)
It is at this point that Haggard's writing began to blossom
outside the drafting of correspondence and reports connected with
his career. Out of a long standing-habit of making copious notes
from detailed observation of cultural matters, and from long talks
with his friend Sir Theophilus Shepstone - Secretary of Native
Affairs in Natal - young Haggard accumulated a reservoir of fine
detail which was later to become the basis for his fictional African
adventures. Shepstone had been resident there since three years of
age, and Haggard and he had become firm friends, despite the gap
in their ages. Much of the factual and anecdotal material provided

by the older man was incorporated in Allan's Wife^^ where
Quatermain emobodies Shepstone's characteristics:
I was always a keen observer of the ways of men and nature. By the
time that I was twenty I could speak Dutch and three or four of the
Kaffir dialects perfectly, and I doubt if there was anybody in South
Africa who understood native ways of thought and action more
completely than I did. Also I was really a very good shot and horseman.

Additionally, Nada the Lily bears a dedication to Shepstone and he
is also characterised in The Witch's Head. On being included in
Shepstone's trip into the Transvaal on official duty, Haggard's
obvious hero-worship of his older friend manifests itself where he
writes to his mother in December 1876:
First, we are very good friends and he was kind enough to say he wished
to have me as a companion. Second, I imagine that there will be a great
deal of what is called the champagne and sherry policy up at Pretoria and
he wants somebody to look after the entertaining. It will be a most
interesting business.

Accompanied by a small troop of mounted police, the party took
thirty-five days to arrive at Pretoria during which time Haggard
22 In 1889, the same year in which he wrote the non-fictional, The
last Boer war.

gathered material which, by coincidence, presaged Africa's
condition some twenty years before writing A farmers' yearbook
in which he says that, 'Those wastes, now so dismal and desolate,
are at no distant date destined to support and enrich a large
population...This vast land will one day be the garden of Africa,
the land of gems and gold, of oil and com, of steam ploughs and
railways.' (Higgins 1981: 22)
The trip itself yielded many characters for Haggard's fiction.
There was Captain Marshall Clark, Melmoth Osborne and
Mazooku his Zulu servant.23 in their fictional roles they were
generally said to have become, respectively. Captain Good of
King Solomon's Mines. Mr Alston of The Witch's Head and,
Mazooku the former impi who, in The Witch's Head), was:

23 H R Haggard's, "A journey through Zululand" {Windsor Magazine,
Vol 45, pp 85-90, December 1916 London.) states that, 'When I was a
young man in Africa, this Mazooka was my body-servant, a very
faithful fellow, who once saved me from death. I was lost in the veldt
and injured by a fall from my horse, and lay upon the ground,
perishing of wet and bitter cold. Everyone else had given up
searching for me, but he persisted, and, guided by the marvellous
instincts which these savages possess, at last discovered me. When I
reached Maritzburg, in Natal, on the recent journey of which I am
speaking, there was Mozooka waiting to receive me, grown old like
myself, but otherwise very much the same. It was strange to wake up
in the morning and find him in attendance, just as he always used to
be five-and-thirty years before. Moreover, he accompanied me all
through Zululand, showing himself as faithful as ever, and when at
length we were obliged to part-I suppose for the last time-I think
he almost wept.'

Not very tall; but standing there nude except for the moocha round his
centre, his proportions, especially those of the chest and lower limbs,
looked gigantic. He had been a soldier in one of Cetywayo's regiments,
but having been so indiscreet as to break through some of the Zulu
marriage laws, had been forced to fly for refuge to Natal, where he
became a groom, and picked up a peculiar language which he called
English. Even among a people where all men are fearless he bore a
reputation for bravery.

According to Haggard's authorial note24, the fictional battle scene
in Child of storm replicates the real one at Tugela (1856) - in
which Chief Panda's sons fight as rivals to the throne - which
Melmoth Osbom witnessed, but did not participate in.
But of all the fictional characters bom out of the experience,
the group's chief servant, called Umslopogaas, was to be
remembered more than the others. Aged sixty and the son of the
King of Swaziland, Mswazi, he was 'a tall, thin, fierce-faced
fellow with a great hole above the left temple over which the skin
pulsated, that he had come by in combat'. His early years are
described in Nada the Lily, but he appears in Allan Ouatermain as
the
24 'My friend, Sir Melmouth Osbom, who died in or about the year
1897, was present at this battle, although not as a combatant. Well do
I remember his thrilling story, told to me over thirty years ago, of
the events of that awful day.' (Rider Haggard, Days of my life, 1926)

very tall, broad man, quite six feet three, I should say, but gaunt, with
lean, wiry-looking limbs...He came out with his thin aristocraticlooking hand placed before his face to hide a yawn, so I could only see
that he was a Keshla, or ringed man, and that he had a great threecornered hole in his forehead. In another second he removed his hand,
revealing a powerful looking Zulu face, with a humorous mouth, a short
woolly beard, tinged with grey, and a pair of brown eyes keen as a
hawk's. I knew this man at once...'How do you do, Umslopogaas?' I
said quiedy in Zulu.

That annexation was inevitable was quite clear, but in two
months of relative inactivity Haggard now pondered his financial
dependence on his father, because he was still only an honorary
staff member. Despite this financial impasse, he determined to
marry Lilly; although Shepstone tried to make him abandon the
notion. Rider was adamant, so, finally, he was conveniently given
the task of returning to England with official papers, and was
promised reinstatement upon his return. Writing to his father, he
was excited about this privilege, telling him that

it is indirectly a great compliment to myself. Any young fellow can carry
dispatches, but it is not everyone of my age and short experience who
would be trusted to give private information on so important a subject as
the unexpected annexation of a splendid territory as large as Great
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Britain, information which may probably be made use of in Parliament.
(Higgins 1981: 25)

There was no mention of marriage.
In Cetywayo and his White Neighbours Haggard describes the
events which led to annexation in fine detail, and the part he
played therein is fictionalised through Allan Quatermain in
Finished. The enactment brought with it a letter from his father mailed prior to Haggard's own - forbidding him from resigning
in order to return home. It also berated him for overdrawing his
annual allowance of £100 by £25. Even thirty-four years later,
this further humiliation was remembered as: 'this most painful
letter... hurt me so much that immediately after reading it I
withdrew my formal resignation and cancelled the passage I had
taken in the post-cart to Kimberly en route for the Cape and
England'. So, once more it had become clear that his lifestyle was
being shaped by his overbearing, churlish father, and that he still
had little control over his own aspirations.
One of the proudest events in Haggard's life was the honour
given him in hoisting the British flag at Pretoria on the Queen's
birthday, 24 May 1877.25 The hostility borne by the Boers
against Britain appeared to fortify his pride, prompting him to
25 He wrote to his mother that 'Twenty years hence, it will be a great
thing to have hoisted the Union Jack over the Transvaal for the first
time'.
Many times it was to be mentioned in condensed versions of
his life and in articles to the Press. (D S Higgins, Rider Haggard:
the
great storyteller,
1981)

write 'A visit to the Chief Secocoeni's' which included a pen
picture of a Boer family which he described in uncomplimentary
terms: 'In the comer, on a chair, made twice as large as any of
the others, reposed the mother of the family, a woman of large
size. The whole household was pervaded by a sickly odour, like
that of a vault, whilst the f i l t h and grime baffle description'.26
Such overt indication of loyalty, added to his natural diligence for
the job, resulted in two simultaneous promotions. First he was
raised to English Clerk to the Colonial Secretary's Office (£250
p.a.) and then to Clerk to the Executive Council (£50 pa). Writing
to his father once again, he could hardly contain his enthusiasm,
saying that, 'I think I shall always do pretty well here. However,
my aim is of course to rise to the position of a Colonial
Governor, and to do that I must trust to good fortune and my
interest'. (Higgins 1981:28) But solvency escaped him and, upon
appeal, he was to receive an ex gratia payment of £45 from
Shepstone for unpaid services rendered, including the loss of his
horse which had died "on duty". Yet a further promotion came in
May 1877 when he replaced the newly deceased Master and
Registrar of the High Court. For someone so young - just twentyone - having no trained legal experience, this was a very high
honour.
26 HRH, Gentlemans
September 1877.

Magazine, London, vol 241, no 1761, pp 302-18,

Haggard's affinity with the safaris of colonial life was well
expressed in writing to his father in October 1877 telling him,
'Do you know one quite gets to like this sort of life. It is a savage
kind of existence, but it certainly has its attractions, shooting your
own dinner and cooking it~I can hardly sleep in a house now'.
(Higgings 1981:31) But on returning to Pretoria, he was soon
involved in the social whirl once more where, along with other
spellbound guests, he Hstened with renewed awe to Shepstone's
after-dinner yams about Africa.
In King Solomon's Mines, the disputation over the succession to
a Matabele heritage between Ignosi and Tuala stems from an
incident involving Haggard. Lobengula of the Matabele tribe had
deposed Kuruman the valid heir, and the High Commissioner, Sir
Bartle Frere, had despatched peace-keeping advisers among whom
Haggard had wished to be included. His duties were too pressing,
however, but he loaned the party two of his own servants, Khiva
and Ventogel. Not one of the party survived the ambush laid by
Lobengula; something which was to grieve Haggard for the rest
of his life.
It was an incident that prompted him to volunteer for the
cavalry in December, when the prospective Zulu uprising
threatened to erupt. But civil duties were to take priority once
more. However, the disparaging remarks he had published about
the Boers came home to roost in March and he wrote to his
mother that, 'Some spiteful brute translated it into Dutch with

comments and published it in the papers. The Boers are furious;
there are two things they cannot bear—the truth and ridicule...It is
precious little I care about them and their threats
I have a
pleasing duty to perform early tomorrow—go and see a man
executed'.
In Days of my Lfe he elaborates on this incident saying: 'The
executioner proved to be hopelessly drunk...The High Sherrif,
Juta, overcome by the spectacle, retired into a comer of the yard,
where he was violently ill. The thing had to be done, and between
a drunken executioner and an overcome High Sherrif it devolved
upon me. So I stood over that executioner and forced him to
perform his office.' (cf. Higgins, 1981:33)
It would appear from this account that, by this time, young
Haggard had become hardened to the imperial ways of justice in
Her Majesty's colonies. But the story was a complete fabrication,
according to Judge Kotze, who asserted that it had been Haggard
who had become ill, and the executioner had not been drunk. The
statement was extended to say, 'That those who knew Haggard
recognised in him a man of honour and truth. But his was an
extraordinary mind. He was emotional and much given to
romancing. His imagination impelled him into a world of fancy
which for the time had complete hold of his sense, and hence he
described a fact what [sic] was mere fiction.' (Higgins, 1981:33)
Aged twenty-one. Haggard had been appointed Master and
Registrar with a salary of £400 pa. Naturally, he was delighted

and he wrote to Lilly saying he was now able to marry her. Her
reply evidently devasted him—he had been jilted in favour of a
banker stockbroker. Lilias Haggard was to record later that the
'marriage brought disaster and sorrow to her relatives'. The
outcome was that Haggard decided to share with his friend Arthur
Cochrane in buying a joint property from £500 advanced out of a
trust fund. The finished cottage was called "The Palatial", and it
was enshrined in the romance Jess:

About a quarter of a mile from the outskirts of the camp stood a little
house known, probably on account of its diminutive size, as 'The
Palatial"...It consisted of two rooms—a bedroom and a good-sized
sitting room, in which still stood a table and a few chairs, with a stable
and a kitchen at the back.

Here one must ask why Haggard has never been specifically
connected with any romantic attachment among the "available"
colony of married European women, nor indeed has his name
been officially connected with any of the accessible blacks. After
all, he had been separated from his beloved Lilly for almost three
years; and out of physical reach of any likely parental criticism.
Although his daughter Lilias mentions Cochrane and her father as
being 'both young, healthy and more than a little wild, and in
Rider's case the shock and bitterness of his disastrous love affair
had left him utterly reckless and unsettled,without any anchor or

particular goal on which to fix his ambitions...There is no
doubt...the inevitable feminine complications e n s u e d ' . 2 7 Higgins
(1981) also writes:
The remorse and moral censure with which Haggard later described his
pecadilloes after Lilly's marriage strongly suggest that they had been
sexual ones. Living as he did in a country where there were few single
British women. Rider's "feminine complications" could have arisen
from a relationship with either a married British woman or a foreigner.
That Rider would have made advances to a married women is unlikely,
for, as a child of his age, he regarded them as sacrosanct. It is
impossible that Rider had any relationship with a Boer woman...There
is some evidence in his fiction to suggest that he may have found female
companions who came to Africa from other European countries...It is,
however, much more likely that, if Rider had his first sexual relationship
at this time, the girl was black It was not uncommon, of course, for
the white colonialist to find African women sexually attractive. As they
were considered to be godless and therefore incorruptible, they were
legitimate sexual prey to Victorian young men, deprived of the company
27 In her father's biography, Lilias blames 'the accursed Amyand
blood' which derived from the union of Wm Henry, his paternal
grandfather, and Frances Amyand, grand-daughter of George II's
surgeon: 'Wayward, wild, excitable and brilliant, with more than a
hint of mental instability, the Amyand blood took possession of the
Haggard stock'. However, I would suggest that this family "curse"
was purged when it was last inherited by Squire Haggard, since
Rider himself appeared to be well adjusted and relatively free of
eccentricities.

of young unmarried women, who had been brought up in a country
where the prevailing sexual mores tolerated prostitution as a necessary
evil, (p 35)

Rider Haggard's private lifestyle in Africa is a grey area that
appears to have been unexplored (or deliberately concealed). It is
perhaps the most interesting period of his life. Not only does the
missing biographical information create an unfortunate gap in the
biographical sense, regrettably, it obscures elemental influences in
determining his evolving philosophies in regard to woman and
race. We can only speculate. Aggravated by a growing
disenchantment with his colleagues and government bungling, and
driven by a sense of isolation, he may have found "prohibited"
consolation. Perhaps an imminent scandal had developed and that
was what precipitated his taking leave in England in 1879, and his
subsequent resignation from the colonial civil service. At some
stage he had apparently discussed personal matters with Osborne,
who was deputising for Shepstone (whilst in England) and the
outcome was the sale of Osborne's "Hilldrop" estate to Haggard,
along with its three thousand acres of land at Newcastle in Natal.
Arthur Cochrane and Haggard then decided to breed ostriches
there, sight unseen; after having sold "The Palatial" for £650
(Higgins 1981:38)
In 1879, the twenty-three years old Rider Haggard returned to
England after four years absence. On 11 December 1879, at

Norfolk, he married Louisa Margitson, who was heiress to the
manor house and estate of Ditchenham; which was to become
their

residence.28

in the following year they returned to the

Transvaal, where they settled at "Hilldrop" to breed ostriches with
their associate Arthur Cochrane. Not long after their arrival
there, however, the Boer Rebellion flared up as a result of
Gladstone's 'betrayal of the Transvaal by the retrocession of
1881' and Haggard decided to return to England and read for the
Bar. (R L Greenl946)
When Rider Haggard had left for Africa four years earlier he
was a gangly, naive boy entering a strong man's province. Given
the opportunity - which his father Squire William had not
anticipated - he quickly shed many of those inhibiting factors of
his life which, otherwise, might have left him to be a very
ordinary person indeed. The visceral fortitude he acquired there
nourished a latent desire and ability to write which might
otherwise have suffocated in the humdrum life of a solicitor's
office or the monotonous annual task of estate management. In
Africa he was deeply affected by a comradeship thriving naturally
within the colonial community; something which even his

28 The marriage only took place after much litigation with her uncle
William who was not pleased with the match. He attempted to make
her a Ward in Chancery till she reached age and this turned into an
expensive legal saga ending in Louisa's having to pay out £3,000
from her estate since Haggard was penniless.Uncharacteristically,
Haggard senior supported his son, giving advice and financial
assistance.

brothers had never afforded him as a child. But more than
anything - if we are to interpret his frequently expressed views
correctly - he appears to have derived a certain spiritual
compatabilty matching his own ideals from within the kraals of
the Zulus.
Haggard had matured through his African experiences. His
capacity for sound judgment belied his youth; which had always
been more or less impeded by an overbearing parent intent on
classifying him as rather the simpleton. The first manifestation of
his real capability becomes part of the introduction to Cetywayo
and his White Neighbours, written when he was only twenty-six
years old:

I could never discern a superiority so great in ourselves as to authorise
us, by divine right as it were, to destroy the coloured man and take his
lands, It is difficult to see why a Zulu, for instance, has not as much
right to live in his own way as a Boer or an Englishman. Of course,
there is another extreme. Nothing is more ridiculous than the length to
which the black brother theory is sometimes driven by enthusiasts. A
savage man is one thing, and a civilised man is another; and although
civilised men may and do become savages, I personally doubt if the
converse is even possible. But whether the civilised man, with his gin,
his greed, and his dynamite, is really so very superior to the savage is
another question, and which would bear argument, although this is not
the place to argue it. My point is, that his superiority is not at any rate so

absolutely overwhelming as to justify him in the wholesale destruction
of the savage and the occupation of his lands, or even in allowing others
to do the work for him if he can prevent it. The principle may be pushed
to inconvenient and indecent lengths. Savagery is only a question of
degree.

All the tales, all the personal experiences, all the wonders and
mystery of the "Dark Continent" were to be imprinted in his
memory as fond reminiscences, and as a resource of inspiration
for his unique brand of storytelling. These yet untold adventureromances were to attract global attention, but only after the noble
Zulus had suffered destruction of their communities, racial
genocide and imperialist subjugation at the hands of exploitative,
white men. Only six months after King Solomon's Mines had
been pubUshed, in September 1885, the spoils of their collective,
rapacious annexations of African territories were being divided
up by European powers at Berhn.29
Apart from better equipping him for a return to life as a
"civilian" in England by pursuing a new career at the Bar, the
African experience was nonetheless sufficient to inspire no less
than eighteen Quatermain tales (and, subsequently, short stories as
extractions) and four others with the notorious She-who-must-beobeyed as the central character. It also was to set in train the
29 William Minter, King Solomon's Mines Revisited: Western interests
and the burdened history of southern Africa, Basic Books, New York,
1986.

writing of some fifty-eight adventure-romances, thirteen nonfictional works, as well as numerous papers, speeches and articles.
THE ENGLISH SHORT STORY IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY

Rider Haggard was already earning an extraordinary income
from fiction writing at age thirty-one. In late 1887, when his
writing first blossomed, his residual earnings were: Cleopatra £1500; Col Ouaritch - £3000: Jess - £400: Allan Ouatermain £1200; She - £3600 and King Solomon's Mines £900. A total of
£10,650.30 Clearly, he was both prolific and popular as a
nineteenth-century English writer; at least until later novels like
Marv of Marion Isle, which was immature.Yet his forte, as
such, lay in adventure romances, not in short stories. He had
begun to experiment in short pieces very late in his career, and as
short stories the result was, in the main, merely a repetition of
30 Hartwig A Vogelsberger, King Romance: Rider
Haggard's
Achievement, University of Salzburg, Austria, 1984.
31 In the area of non-fiction, E D Whatmore's (1987) bibliography
enumerates 103 items under miscellaneous writings, but less than
10% of these focus on African topics. Of 177 items to newspapers and
periodicals, only 10 deal specifically with Africa (9 in 1882 and 1 in
1883, after which there is nothing significant). The remaining 167
(approximately) comprise various generalised topics, but for the
greater part they yield to rural matters. His 193 speeches are devoid
of nationalism except for 1915-1916. They treat with the rural
situation, restoring returned servicemen and a variety of responses
to criticisms of his work. Whatmore also catalogues 177 letters to the
press and periodicals between 1882 and 1924; 193 speeches between
1885-1924 (and 26 parodies and lampoons berating Haggard between
1887 and 1910).

extracts from his already serialised published novels. It appears
to be simply a case of exploiting a literary milch cow. The few
pieces that do show aptitude and promise suggest that he might
well have made a noteworthy niche for himself in that genre if
only he had applied the principles of short story writing, then
being estabUshed, with greater discipline. But the genre itself had
arrived belatedly in Victorian fiction. For Rider Haggard, the
techniques of that particular craft had, apparently, not been
established early enough in his writing career for him to have
benefitted. He rarely displays that craftsmanship Hemingway
describes (in The Green hills of Africa) as: 'First there must be
talent, much talent. Talent such as Kipling had. Then there must
be discipline. The discipline of Flaubert. Then there must be the
conception of what it can be and an absolute conscience as
unchanging as the standard meter in Paris, to prevent the
faking'.32
The "correct" form for short story writing is difficult to define
precisely, but its themes and plots range over the whole spectrum
of human emotion and experience, and is produced in a wide
variety of styles. However, it is not merely a 'truncated version of
the n o v e l ' . I n England, its modem form appears to have
evolved latterly from Stevenson (The new Arabian nights: 1882\
Kipling (Plain tales from the hills:1888) and Hardy (Wessex
32 The essential Hemmingway, Triad Panther, St Albans, U.K. 1977.
33 Roger Sharrock, in his introduction to The Oxford Library
of
classical English short stories.
Guild Publishing, London, 1989.

tales:18881 but they, in turn, had evidently been influenced by
writers like Tolstoy and Chekhov (Russia), Maupassant (France),
O Henry, and English-educated Edgar Allan Poe (America).
However, it was Sir Walter Scott who, in 1827, published the first
modem Enghsh short story in his 'The two drovers' {Chronicles
of the Cannongate), thus creating a marked change of course in
direction for English literature.
Two factors that gave particular impetus to the genre globally
were the opening up of America's western frontiers with a
simultaneous proliferation of newspapers and magazines that
published the avidly awaited "cowboy and injun" adventure
stories. The father of the American model is generally recognised
to have been Nathaniel Hawthome {Twice told Tales, 1837). A
similar phenomenon subsequently took place in the British
colonies such as Africa, India, Canada and Australia (where the
"Bush Tradition" was bom out of writers of the stature of Henry
Lawson and Barbara Baynton).
The initial delay in its general acceptance in England may well
have been the result of the middle-class-upwards, leisurely,
Victorian habit of reading popular multi-volume novels of the
era; such as those of Dickens and Thackeray, whose contribution
to the notion of short stories was, generally speaking, the
repetition of lengthy extracts from their popular work, skilfully
exploited by way of serialisation in the burgeoning print media.
(Henry James has been variously reported as saying, 'the little
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story is but scantily relished in England, where readers take their
fiction rather by the volume than by the page'.) One of the more
obvious misfortunes of this practice was that their respective
characterisations were never diluted to the crisp economy that is
considered essential to the vitality of the modem short story,
Victorian writers had still to leam that every superfluity of
expression, every extravagance in sub-plotting had to be excised
to the extent that the least possible number of words could express
the most interesting ideas. Paradoxically, this "formula" was not
exactly a new concept. The English model can be traced to
eighteenth century magazines like the Tatler and the Spectator
which published brilliant pen-portrait essays, customarily of not
more than 2,000 words, similar to those of Sir Roger De
C o v e r l y . 3 4 Before this, Samuel Richardson (1698-1761) had
unwittingly laid the foundations for the English short story by
using a series of fictive letters to recount the tale in Pamela: or
virtue rewarded ; a device that generated the English novel itself.
But, perhaps, the real source was legend and myth through fable
and parables like 'Cain and Abel', 'The story of Ruth', and the
'Prodigal Son' thence through The Canterbury Tales and The
Arabian Nights and the Decameron, for instance.
The work of Rider Haggard would possibly have been much
improved and endured longer had he served a proper
apprenticeship like his more successful peers had done. H E
34 Roger Sharrock, op. cit. p. ix.

Bates.35 Bates could be speaking of Haggard's fiction when he
says:
Anyone who can put together a sentence of three words can write. Perhaps
for this reason few writers, or persons ambitious to be writers, trouble to
serve an apprenticeship...in the course of centuries (some) have been gifted
with the prodigious talents to write...at the teething stage...but for the most
part there are long essential years of hard apprenticeship
This quality
of amateurishness is more evident in England than in America, where the
writer comes to the market more capably equipped, knowing all too well that
in a highly competitive country where short story writers alone are said to
number two hundred thousand, the half-baked product will have no chance
of survival, pp. 7-8

In Rider Haggard's short stories there is, furthermore, a
reluctance to discard an obsolescent didactic, Victorian element
that more successful peers had all but abandoned (one probable
reason for their work being more successful insofar as quality).
He also fails to inject the same sensuousness into them that had
apparently made She and Montezuma's Daughter so recreationally
enjoyable; perhaps another reason for the greater literary
successes of his contemporaries. He also leaned towards a
parochial limitation in outlook, such as Virginia Woolf points to
in The leaning Tower, where Victorian writers tended to picture
35 H E Bates, The modern short story. The Writer Inc, Boston, 1961.

a landscape divided into segments where each had its social ethic,
and that they did not attempt to change the homogeneity which
comprises the real human cosmology. For that reason, and
although credit is due to Kipling for exploiting the genre, it still
reflected imperialism, class distinctions and banal heroism.(Bates
1961:42/45) This would account for one of the concrete points of
the nineties being its masculinity, suggesting that to be good, the
stories must be mascuhne, full of physical action where there is
little room for introspection or subtlety. This is one reason why
Haggard's writing at times tends to the 'indigestible cold-pork
fashion so characteristic of much English fiction of his day'.
(Bates 1961:73-78) Incongruously, Maupassant and Chekhov were
not appreciated and indeed, in many quarters, were frowned upon
as not only being dissidents but perversely subversive to the fabric
of society. Americans were still writing in a daze of wonder
because their environment was still very much unexplored. In
similar circumstances - until Henry Lawson and Barbara Baynton,
for example - the writers of Australia remained bewildered and
therefore amateurish; which subjected them to mirroring the
attachment to England rather than the creating of fresh vistas. But
wherever discussed in its modem context, the names Chekhov,
Maupassant, Poe, Kipling, Joyce, Hemingway and Katherine
Mansfield are generally appraised as exemplary. Before this, the
English short story was 'a manifestation of the romance', which
Northrop Frye (Anatomy of Criticism) defined as a 'fictional

mode in which the chief characters live in a world of marvels
(naive romance) or in which the mode is elegiac or idyllic and
hence less subject to social criticism than the mimetic m o d e s ' . 3 6
As will be illustrated, it is precisely such a fictional mode that
permeates Haggard's short stories for the greater part; one that
confirms his attachment to the past.
H G Wells and Haggard had this in common: they insinuated
that, after all, 'this is all a simple writer like me can make of it'.
But Wells was more imaginative and always asked the question
"Suppose?" Suppose someone was invisible? Suppose we could fly
to the moon? Despite venturing into the metaphysical, Haggard
always remained earthbound for the greater part of his writing.
What Wells and Haggard have in common is that they are storytellers who have a superb gift for getting people to believe the
fantasy they explore. Kipling was not a great writer: he was an
excellent journalist born at the right time in the right
circumstances for cultivating his artistry. 'The whole carefully
bolstered structure of the nineties period of short story greatness
apparently rests, therefore, on less than a dozen important names,
of which only half can file a claim for consideration in the first
class.' (Bates, 1961:106-119)
Insofar as critical appraisal, the short story genre appears to
have been neglected, despite existing in its "modem form" for
36 Walter Allen, The short story in English, Clarendon Press, Oxford
1981, pp. 4-5.

some 150 years. A century before Edgar Allan Poe's essays,
efforts had been made to define the form, but these were
inconclusive, though there is consensus that they derived
principally from magazines and newspapers in a somewhat
stereotypical format. One of its "necessary" attributes was that it
be "virgin" fresh and able to 'move us by an intensity which the
novel is unable to sustain'.^? (Reid 1977:10) It is a qualification
that cannot be applied significantly to Rider Haggard's short
pieces.
The appropriate length has never been formalised, but it is
usual to lie somewhere between six and seven thousand words.
Poe himself defined the short story in a still valid way in
approving 'the short prose narrative, requiring from a half-hour
to one or two hours in its perusal'.^^ In Somerset Maugham's
collection of short stories, however, the range varies from six
thousand to twenty thousand words. Thus, the genre is not
arithmetically definable for length. Nevertheless, authors were
required to provide a single impression, a pivotal crisis and a
controlled plot. In this regard. Haggard generally adhered to the
proviso, except in some of his novels, where, too frequently, he
tended to digress. As to characterisation in novels, the players
tend to run off with the plot and use the writer as medium.
Haggard tended to have considerable control over this but this was
37 I Reid, The short story, Methuen, London 1977.
38 Walter Alien,The short story m English, Clarendon Press, Oxford
1981,p 10.

only so, perhaps, because his characters were so stereotyped (after
those of She and Allan Quatermain) that, for him, it was simply a
question of modifying the theme and the plot to accommodate a
somewhat newer scenario. In short stories, the author is in stricter
control because he and his characters are boxed-in by the
parameters of word count. And this proved beneficial to Rider
Haggard when writing the original short pieces later discussed.
Generally speaking. Haggard bound himself to the required
"unity of intention" in his short pieces, where, in line with
formula, he had a single character as focal point. This facet of
short story writing can be related to poetry, where a word out of
place can spoil the whole effect. Coleridge's 'Kubla Khan' and
Browning's 'Child Roland' are examples that might have had
some influence on Haggard as a Victorian schoolboy. (Reid
1977:54-56) The most rewarding pattern illustrating this concept
is to be found in James Joyce's The Dubliners. and especially in
'The dead' and 'Araby'; but there is no suggestion that Haggard
ever attained nor indeed aspired to such quahty.
Although there is supposed to be a symmetry of design, with a
beginning a middle and and end, as formulated by Aristotle, many
"good" stories do not adhere to this classical notion. Maupassant's
La Parure ('The necklace') exemplifies this. A woman insists on
up-staging the rest of the female guests at a ball by pestering her
friend to lend her a fabulous necklace. This she loses, to her
mortification, but rather than admit this to its owner she forces

her husband to purchase another duplicate which forces them into
a bankruptcy lasting decades. Then one day, she finds out that the
necklace originally borrowed was a mere paste imitation and that
the one she had replaced it with was of real value. There the story
ends without moralising. But one must be careful to distinguish
between the trick ending and the "Fundamental Awakening". In
Haggard's 'Blue curtains' this anomaly crops up in a supposedly
"trick ending". Maugham apparently discouraged the ploy in
stating that he preferred to end his story with a fall-stop rather
than a series of dots (!) (Reid 1977:62)
T O Beachcroft39 notes that 'The essential response of the poet
and the artist is to portray such minute aspects of reality as he is
gifted to see. He struggles to portray rather that to expound. To
ask for wholesale explanations of the "meaning of life" is simply
to ask for dusty answers', (p 289) Unfortunately, Rider Haggard,
inexorably conditioned by his lifestyle, asks for the "meaning of
life" all too frequently, in his short pieces as well as his novels,
with the result that his answers are rather dusty (especially in
today's context). Perhaps, however, critics sometimes look for too
much in short stories or read too much into them. When this
occurs, their worth as escapist entertainment is devalued
considerably. One should not be over-critical of Haggard's
foibles, therefore. He never aspired to be greater than a story39 T O Beachcroft , The English short story,
1964.
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teller, which is good reason not to dismiss him too readily as of
little consequence in nineteenth century fiction writing.

Chapter 1
ALLAN Q U A T E R M A I N : ALTER EGO

I always find it easy to write
of Allan Quatermain, who,
after all, is only myself set
in a variety of imagined
situations,
thinking
my
thoughts and looking at life
through my eyes.
The days of my life
Vol II pp 85-86 (1926)

In

1926,

Rider

Haggard

confirmed

publicly

that

his

characterisation of Allan Quatermain had always been an
investment of profound personal emotional significance to
him as a projection of his inner self. But it was forty-one
years after introducing the hero of King

Solomon's

Mines

(1885) before he could make this admission.
To

be

able

to

satisfy

his

irrepressible

passion

for

adventure, the author had created Allan Quatermain: British
imperialist, white hunter-trader extraordinary. Similarly, to
release

those

sexual

fantasies

that

a

strict

Victorian

upbringing had invested him with. Haggard created She as a
literary conduit to a dream world otherwise out of reach of
mortal man.i In fact, the nature of his fiction writing clearly
1 An interesting facet of this part of his life is that, although King
Solomon's
mines and She were published respectively in 1885 and
1887, Haggard's principal hero and heroine, Allan Quatermain and
She, were never to meet till thirty-four years later in 1921 in She
and
Allan.
Four years later Rider Haggard died, leaving us
wondering why.

indicates that he passionately yearned for adventure and
exotic mystery as a diversion from the mundane.^ In that
context, his fiction writing therefore appears to have been
personally therapeutic. That his stories were so popularly
acclaimed at that time indicates that there were many
kindred spirits among his vast following of readers who
valued the cathartic qualities and the escape offered by his
adventure romances.
In the introduction, I explained that my aim was to
explore and comment upon the merits and weaknesses in
Rider Haggard's short stories in attempting to evaluate their
ranking among Victorian literature of that genre. The
structural leanness of the short story genre used as
framework tends to expose only those features perceived by
the practised author as being most essential, because it
imposes a discipline on the author, who must distil his
material to absolute essence; this is particularly the case
with characterisation. I believe that Rider Haggard
introduces works within these formal and thematic
restraints with considerable skill, and that it is not going too
2 His daughter Lilias once asked him why he did not write on more
down-to-earth themes and his reply was that 'nothing is easier, let
me tell you, than to write a book about men and women as they really
are; those risky novels you are fond of making me read do not touch
the fringe of it - but it just can't be done, my dear - it just can't be
done.' (Lilias Haggard, The cloak that I left, Boydell Press, London,
1976, p 185)

far to suggest that critics have unduly trivialised his work
by not taking account of the way in which he has shaped his
material to meet the demands of this genre.
The focus of my investigation of the selected stories is on
the

creation

of

Allan

Quatermain

and

how

the

hero's

disposition was linked to that of his creator. Although at
times

the

similarity

between

the

characteristics

of

the

fictional hero and the author are almost indivisible, Allan
Quatermain was no more than the product of a cleverly
creative

adventure-story

writer.

It

is

necessary

appreciate that Allan Quatermain was not Rider

to

Haggard

written large (in the same sense that Ian Fleming's James
Bond was purely fictional) and that the adventures of the
hero

were

not,

in

fact,

autobiographical.

Nevertheless,

Quatermain, as character, represents all that Haggard would
have liked to have been. The characteristics with which
Haggard

had

endowed

the

hero

were

applauded

by

exceptionally large numbers of readers, readily attracted to
his adventures, and this

apparently reflects a

collective

state of mind in numerous Imperial Britons of the late
nineteenth century. Like Haggard, they had found a vehicle
for vicariously living a life of adventure that real life did not
permit. But Haggard's writing was not free of

scathing

criticism. For instance, in an unsigned letter from a critic.
King Solomon's Mines was described as a 'farrago of obscene

witlessness...In conclusion we must enter our protest against
the multiplication of books like King Solomon's Mines.
Nothing which has ever appeared in the Pall Mall Gazette or
Town Talk is likely, in the hands of the young, to do so
much injury as this reckless immoral book.' (Lilias Haggard,
1976: 123-4)
Allan Quatermain's adventures are the imaginatively
enhanced product of Rider Haggard's experiences from the
age of ten till the age of twenty-five, approximately ('only
myself set in a variety of imagined situations'). As a rather
sickly young lad^, the interlude at Garsington had been a
welcome escape from the Haggard household from whence
an unfortunate history of rejection had begun. Haggard's
parents and siblings were by no means conventional, which
tended to worsen young Rider's natural shyness. This
environmental prelude was, in fact, the cause of an
impediment in his speech where he had difficulty in
properly pronouncing his r's (for irrevocable he would say
"iwevocable", for instance.'^ It was a psychological problem
3 Only days old, he had succumbed to jaundice and 'A clergyman was
hastily summoned and christened the boy in a big Lowestoft china
bowl that happened to be handy' (Ellis, 1978: 12).
4 Among psycho-literary analysts it has been suggested that the
sibling and parental environment which triggered this impediment
was later symbolically manifested in the permanent limp that Allan
Quatermain was to develop as a result of a mauling by a furious lion
and described in A tale of three lions. It will be noted, furthermore,

that Allan Quatermain, despite the heroics, can only be perceived as unusually
gauche for a hero.

rather than an inherent, imitative affectation of upper-class
speech. At Garsington, he had been freed from his father - a
domineering John Bull type - who constantly belaboured the
boy for being less than extraordinary. At Garsington, his
brothers could not humiliate him because of his having a
placid nature. Conversely, his mother and sisters were not
able to mollycoddle him, as he foraged the

countryside,

examining old gravestones; cottages abandoned by pastoral
labourers

pursuing

city

factory work,

and

local

wildlife

scurrying in copses. Roaming the Fens, he would also have
come across nomadic boat people. He would also have been
familiar with the moated Oxburgh Hall, built in 1482; the
eleventh

century

Shrine

of

Our

Lady

of

Walsingham;

thirteenth century Peterborough cathedral, and the tall ruin
of Crowland Abbey. Such escapades helped fulfil Haggard's
highly imaginative boyhood fantasies. They were later to
become the steamy swamps, exotic jungles and mysterious
ruined cities of far off lands. His retreat at Garsington,
therefore, became a primary source of his later romantic
adventures.
To enable the translation

to an imaginary

hero (from

retired colonial public servant, latterly solicitor, magistrate
and

country

character

who

squire)
was

Haggard
more

than

himself

had

ordinary,

to
and

create
the

a

most

appropriate guise was to be found in the gentleman-hero.

Allan Quatermain. Through that character, Rider Haggard
was able to act out his unfulfilled fantasies about adventure:
'I always find it easy to write of Allan Quatermain, who,
after all, is only myself set in a variety of imagined
situations, thinking my thoughts and looking at life through
my e y e s . B u t who was the original role model? While the
question cannot be definitively answered, there is good
reason to believe that he was devised from a combination of
a few real "characters" whom Haggard, as a boy, had grown
to admire. Based on his biographical history, we can be
almost certain of one thing, however, Quatermain was not
built in the country-squire image of the author's irascible
bully of a father.
Lord Conway of Allington who had seen 'a good deal of
Haggard at the Atheneum' recalls that, 'One day when he and
I were lunching together he produced a gold ring and told
me that it was that ring that first opened up the world of
romance to him, and then he related the story which he
incorporated in "King Solomon's Mines"'.^ Allington goes on
to explain that Haggard, as a boy, had been electrified 'with
all manner of wonderful tales' told him by an old retired sea
captain who had lived in the neighbourhood. Another source.
5 Rider Haggard, op. cit..
6 Lord Conway of Allington, Episodes in a varied life,
Ltd, London ND

Country Life

J E Scott^, says 'that it was generally believed that Sir Rider
had drawn upon the life of the late F. C. Selous for this
character;

yet

he

had

never

heard

of

conceived Allan Quatermain, and Selous

him

when

he

stated in February,

1893, that he had not met Haggard'. In Davs of mv Life.
Haggard

has

pointed,

with

apparent

admiration,

to

a

Reverend H J Graham at whose rectory at Garsington^ he had
spent two idyllic years of his boyhood, from the age of
thirteen. It was there also, it seems, that he had formed an
affectionate

attachment

to

a

farmer

called

William

Quatermain and also experienced a first warm, flirtatious
attachment to Blanche, the vicar's daughter. The impression
made when the
enough

to become

boy stayed at Garsington
the future setting

was strong

for the village in

Allan's' Wife [1889].9 Haggard's biographers are otherwise at
variance in their opinions.

7 An interesting reconstruction of the life-span of Allan Quatermain
is made by J E Scott in A bibliography
of the works of Sir Henry
Rider Haggard
1856-1926,
Elkin Mathews, Hertfordshire, London,
1947. Researched from Haggard's fiction, it is determined by the
author that
Quatermain was "born" in 1817 and "died" on 18 June
1885.
8 P B Ellis observes that Haggard was so impressed with the village
that he used it in Allan's wife
(1889) to describe the village where
Allan Quatermain had come from, that Allan's father had been its
rector, and that the rectory itself was modelled on the one in which
Haggard has lived (A voice from the infinite,
London, 1978:25).
9 Ibid, p 25. Also: in an article titled 'On Going Back', Rider Haggard
records his thoughts on returning to a village he had not seen since
early boyhood.
During the visit, Haggard asked for William

Allan Quatermain's undisguised nationalism appear to
reflect many of the professional characteristics of Haggard
senior as a country-squire, stipendiary magistrate and
huntsman. In the Quatermain series, however, little, if any,
of his mother's nature is apparently mirrored in the writer's
female characters. His mother Ella had been born in Bombay,
the daughter of an expatriate, well-off Englishman serving in
the East India Civil Service. She had spent her first twentyone years in India, and from her he had inherited a sense of
mystique and the exotic, and creative writing abilities.lO
Insofar as creating the hero Allan Quatermain's sense of
imperialism and adventure in foreign parts, this seems to be
an envious imitation of the careers of his older brothers. One
of whom was an army officer, another a naval officer,
another was in the diplomatic corps and yet another served
in the Indian civil service.
Like most fiction characters,
Allan Quatermain was not constructed out of the
characteristics of one person but was a collage of facets
drawn from many other people which had stuck in Haggard's
Quatermain who, with his wife, had been kind to Haggard.
{Longmans Magazine, No LXI, Nov 87, Vol XI, p 61)
10 Shortly after her death Haggard wrote: 'Of all the women whom it
has been the writer's lot to be intimately associated, she was
certainly the most charming as, taken altogether, she was the most
brilliant. Beauty she did not possess to a remarkable degree, though
the gentleness that characterised her face in youth grew with her
years, and may be said to have reached its most complete
development before her death'. (Ellis, 1978: 16)

mind over the years. To his boyhood experiences he was to
add his African experiences, drawing upon personalities of
his superiors and colleagues like Sir Henry Bulwer and Sir
Theophilus Shepstone from within the civil service and
military community. These were the circumstances which
Rider Haggard had personally experienced in his lifetime,
and which were to colour the above-mentioned collage. He
repeatedly used incidents occurring in Africa that have been
confirmed and are amply recorded by literary historians. In
imaginatively using these "real" circumstances in his fiction
writing, he therefore reinforced audience credibility and
generally strengthened his characterisations. In itself, this
practice is not uncommon with authors, but in Haggard's case
it did nothing to dispel the image of a formulaic, hack writer
which he subsequently acquired.
As a white, hunter-trader hero, Quatermain was born out
of the reminiscences deriving from the author's formative
years. Not only do they externalise the author's own
perception of the ideal Victorian "officer and gentleman"
philosophy ['I have been trading, hunting, fighting, or mining
ever since...And yet is is only eight months ago that I made
my pile' KSM p 1] but they also epitomise and enshrine the
collective conscience of Imperial Britain. In fact, the
11 For a convincing appraisal of Haggard's imperialist philosophy I
recommend Wendy R Katz, Rider Haggard and the fiction of empire: a

eighteen

adventure-romances

in

which

Quatermain

participated may have had a considerable effect in shaping
that

nationalistic

comprised

a legacy

chivalrous

heroes.

conscience.

For

young

readers,

they

from a past era once populated
For

the

more

mature,

they

by

provided

escapist pipe dreams of exotic adventure.
Essentially aimed at propagating expansionist theories, or
continuing

a

Victorian

revival

of

chivalric

sometimes subtle, sometimes subliminal.

codes,

the

Haggard was able

convincingly to talp into the contemporary ethos because of
a brief but noteworthy career, in the African civil service, as
I have noted above. It was there, that he had been in
intimate contact with military and civic empire builders, and
those Zulu warriors whom his writing had elevated to the
ranks of national heroes because of their courageous defence
of

their

aboriginal

rights.

Paradoxically,

Haggard's

Umslopogaas, with Stevenson's Friday, and Kipling's Gunga
Din is a classic example of the noble

savage

as

heroic

character.
Allan Quatermain was already

"dead" when

twenty-nine

years old Rider Haggard started writing about him in 1885.
Because Quatermain was the

mainstay of his popular fiction

writing

supports

career,

this

critical study of British
London,1987.

detail
imperial

fiction,

my

Cambridge

perception
University

that
Press,

Haggard was at his best only when writing in the "past
tense", as it were, and that he was happier dwelling in
Britain's past glory than within the contemporary state of
the nation. Additionally, it becomes a convincing argument
that the Quatermain adventures could not possibly have
been "autobiographical" with respect to Haggard. Moreso, it
further suggests that Rider Haggard was not a realist.
The events in which the hero had taken part were already
part of British history, and it was in "creative history" that
Haggard worked best when writing fiction. His novels of a
contemporary nature were comparative failures because, as
author, he appears to have been incapable of escaping from
a psychologically protective cocoon he had apparently
wrapped around himself. Where he wrote using a
contemporary scenario - as in The Yellow God (1909), for
example - he appears to have been somewhat unsure of
himself, and less confident in the quality of empathy he
would attract from his peers. Hence both dialogue and
characterisation are particularly stilted in that ambience. In
relation to this point, his daughter Lilias notes that 'He was
not a good judge of character, being too responsive to
affection and appreciation, also too optimistic and trusting of
his fellow man, especially in matters financial; but his
intuition rarely failed.'!^ Cloaked in the guise of Allan
12 Lilias Haggard, op. cit. p 91.

Quatermain,

however,

Haggard

could

divest

himself

of

personal sensitivities.
The

adventurous

Quatermain

incidents

could

not,

experienced

however,

have

convincing if they had not been coloured

by

the

been

hero

made

as

by Haggard's own

brief association with white colonials who, during his stay in
Africa, recounted

numerous

anecdotes

of l e g e n d a r y Z u l u

braves, the heroic military, the Boers, and a variety of
charismatic white traders. (This quality is what often gives
his short stories the texture of the war correspondent turned
novelist.) But, none of the real-life individuals Haggard knew
quite

matched

although

many

the characters
of

their

in Quatermain's

worthiest

adventures,

attributes

had

effectively translated to Quatermain's romantic

been

companions.

Rider Haggard had reserved to himself an author's privilege
to

shape

Quatermain

in

his

own

image

out

of

the

constraining mould of his boyhood dreams, his progressive
experiences and the evolving philosophies of his maturing
years. Consequently, Allan Quatermain, in fact, represents
Rider Haggard as "one who might have been...if only".
In

essence,

the

Allan

Quatermain

adventures

are

not

strident vehicles for imperialism in themselves, despite gory
tales of the colonialisation of Africa, and the consequences of
European

incursions.

Typifying

an

entrenched

perception, his characters portray the English

Victorian

establishment

as being in all respects superior to that of other colonial
settlers. Allan Quatermain is characterised as an exemplary
Britisher. The sense of romantic adventure is always spiced
by a combination of arduous service to the Empire in the
outpost settings of exotic Africa and a display of classical,
knight errant-like chivalry. Haggard's aborigines often
appear to be equal to the white man in prowess, if not in
intellect. This contrasts with his fellow countrymen who
generally considered that the conquest of territorial Africa
was a God-sent privilege for the black man which
manifested itself in a typically patronising show of
paternalism. It reflects a Victorian gentleman's vestigial
sense of seigneural
rights being effected. The empire
envisioned by Haggard in his fiction appears to have been
based upon the more romantic, ancient Roman model. On
the other hand, however, his public deportment continued to
support the nineteenth-century exploitative, imperialist line
with stoic pride, side by side with Rudyard Kipling and other
prominent Victorian writers. Nevertheless, in his adventures,
Allan Quatermain is merely doing what is expected of him,
given nineteenth-century philosophies. Therefore, it is
Haggard's capacity to convincingly sustain the charade that
elevates him as teller of romanticised adventure stories.
The full effect of Haggard's imperial stance on his readers
cannot be categorically determined from his published

fiction, but it can be fairly assumed that his African
adventure stories would probably have further fertilised a
British bourgeois perception that "the white man's burden"
was no more nor less than a sacred duty to free indigenous
non-Europeans from cultural and intellectual ignorance. But
this does not mitigate its being simply an acceptable cover
for rationalising territorial conquests made in order to
exploit indigenous natural resources.
Nationalist characteristics of the hero Allan Quatermain
typify the imperialist Victorian colonial, but the persona of
Rider Haggard often leaches into Quatermain's "character".
Thus, a mixture of English liberal humanism and qualified
paternalism frequently trips the hero up and he (too)
displays a certain inherent geniality not found in stauncher
imperialists: 'He was a Bechuana by birth, a good hunter, and
for a native a very clever man' {KSM pi6). In order to dispel
any apparent ambivalence, Quatermain ponders the
necessary qualities that make (him) a gentleman. It confirms
the author's distaste for the rabble of colonial ne'er-do-wells
encountered in his travels:
What is a gentleman? I don't quite know, and yet I have had to do
with niggers - no, I will scratch out the word "niggers," for I do
not like it. I've known natives who are, and so you will say, Harry,
my boy, before you have done with this tale, and I have known

mean whites with lots of money and fresh out from home, too, who
are not. [sic] {KSM p 2 )

It is also a reaffirmation of his experience that very often
the black man displays qualities of integrity that,
unfortunately, are missing in the white colonial. His
censoring of the pejorative term "niggers" suggests he is
more of a humanitarian gentleman compared to other ne'erdo-well white colonials. In this instance, it is a didactic
Haggard speaking for Quatermain.
Having made this remark, however, Quatermain has cause
to reflect on his primary assessment {KSM p 4). 'I asked a
page or two back, what is a gentleman?' he says, then he
replies: Til answer the question now: a Royal naval officer
is, in a general sort of way, though of course there may be a
black sheep among them here and there. I fancy it is just the
wide seas and the breath of God's winds that wash their
hearts and blow the bitterness out of their minds and make
them what men ought to be. The 'bitterness' is an indirect
reference to Haggard's own experience. He had tried to reenlist in the South African public service after being cruelly
jilted by his first love, and had been further humiliated by
his father's arrogant dismissal of him as an impediment to
the family reputation. Haggard's application had been
rejected without explanation. The embarrassment and hurt

young Haggard himself had sustained is translated as the
acerbity of the compulsorily retired naval officer in King
Solomon's Mines (p 4):
This is what people who serve the Queen have to expect: to be shot
out in the cold world to find a living just when they are beginning
to really understand their work, and to reach the prime of life. I
suppose they don't mind it, but for my own part I had rather earn
my bread and butter as a hunter. One's halfpence are as scarce
perhaps, but you do not get so many kicks.

The dismissed officer of the adventure was to become that
other hero. Captain John Good, who, along with Sir Henry
Curtis and Allan Quatermain, was the third member of the
intrepid trio of King Solomon's Mines.
Allan Quatermain "died" in 1885 when the sun of empire
was at its zenith: (Sir) Henry Rider Haggard, in 1925, when
its sun was already s e t t i n g . ^ 3 Documenting the heroic
13 It is worth noting that whilst dissension was increasing in other
parts of the Empire, Kipling-like empire builders were strutting
around in the newly formed Commonwealth of Australia. With the
opening of its first Federal Parliament in 1901, the editorial of
conservative Melbourne's The Argus pontificated that: 'It is good for
the world, good for the empire, and good for ourselves that this
dream has been realised. It is good for the world that a White Empire
should grow up in these Southern-Asian seas, as a counter-balance to
the great Asiatic empires of China and Japan, with all the mysterious
possibilities.'

exploits of Quatermain had spanned a period of forty years
witnessing the effects of Victorian imperialism, but it should
be noted that the Quatermain tales were always recounted in
retrospect. (Allan's "death" in 1885 had not prevented him
from "living on" in the many adventures "recollected" by the
narrator-author, to satisfy wide public demand.)
Earlier in this chapter it is noted that there remains some
difficulty in separating the persona of the author from that
of his character Allan Quatermain, particularly in view of
Haggard's own biographical notes (see the epigraph). It
appears that Haggard himself encountered this problem
because he tinkers a great deal with Quatermain's "thinking"
('thinking my thoughts and looking at life through my eyes').
The far-flung empire had extended itself to China, Malaya
and the Pacific islands, with British influence being asserted
in the Americas, but there was no contemporary model for
the hero that would set him apart from the conventional
military type. For this reason. Haggard had to back-track to a
not too-distant, past golden age, nearer to a nascent
imperialism, and one more akin to his own boyhood
imagination. There he found the material for creating an
acceptable Victorian hero who could still stir youthful
imagination, and, at the same time, provide a creative
playground for his own nostalgia. This accounts for many of
the similarities in disposition between author and character.

It also sustains the various adventures of Allan Quatermain
as pure fiction in the context of wishful thinking.
In his memorialising the past, we can assume that
Haggard already appears to have regretfully anticipated the
imminent loss of nineteenth century British grandeur. As
Allan Quatermain "ages"i4, the hero becomes more and more
philosophically resigned to losing the "good old days"; upon
which he frequently reminisces in his progressive
adventures. In the same manner as his fictional hero, Rider
Haggard also became progressively more cynical in the
process of aging. In describing Quatermain's death (1885),
there is a mutually symbolic pre-empting of the zenith and
eventual diminution of both Rider Haggard's career and the
Victorian way of life which he pursued so assiduously:
And so, a few minutes before sunset, on the third night after his
death, they laid him on the brazen flooring before the altar, and
waited for the last ray of the setting sun to fall upon his face.
14 In his autobiography Haggard notes: 'I was a tall young fellow,
quite six feet, and slight; blue-eyed, brown-haired, freshcomplexioned, and not at all bad looking...Mentally I was
impressionable, quick to observe and learn whatever interested me,
and could hold my own in conversation. I was, however, subject to
fits of depression and liable to take views of things too serious and
gloomy for my age—failings, I may add, that I have never been able
to shake off.' While the physiological differences between creator and
character are quite evident, all the other facets of his disposition are
generally reflected in the hero Quatermain as his various
adventures are unfolded.

Presently it came, and struck him like a golden arrow, crowning
the pale brows with glory, and then the trumpets blew, and the
flooring revolved, and all that remained of our beloved friend fell
into the furnace below... We shall never see his like again if we
live a hundred years. He was the ablest man, the truest gentleman,
the firmest friend, the finest sportsman, and I, believe, the best
shot in all Africa.l^ [sic]

Such elegiac prose distils an awe with which Haggard
simultaneously embraces notions of Empire and nineteenth
century concepts of reconciling glories of a past era with
overpowering contemporary social change. The spiritual
imagery in the passage is enriched by a blending in
Quatermain's characterisation of somewhat ethereal
elements with human ones. It also throws up imagery of a
dead, Nordic hero of legend sailing off on his final journey to
mythical Valhalla on a funebrial fiery bark. As his broken
body returns to its original, blinding source of energy, almost
saint-like, the old hunter become a symbolic Ecce Homo in
his own right. Yet, simultaneously, one instinctively
envisages the dead hero as a latter day Don Quixote. But it is
no coincidence, since Rider Haggard spent a great deal of
time tilting at windmills - perhaps too much.
15 H Rider Haggard, Allan Quatermain , The Readers Library Publish
Co Ltd, London, ND. p 247.

Although a number of Haggard critics insist that he was a
thorough imperialist, and there is ample prima
facie
evidence to support this, there is still a general tendency to
overlook his diary notes of 15 July 1918 where he registers
ambivalent ideologies: 'I thank God that I have lived to see
the downfall of the Victorian idea and ideal. Personally I
always knew, that is ever since I began to think, that the
whole business was an elaborate show and sham, but so far
as I am concerned that knowledge made things worse rather
than better. And what a sham it was!' (Higgins 1980:141142) It is perhaps the most profound statement Haggard
every made, though a private one, yet it is evidently one
never used in his d e f e n c e . Allan Quatermain had been
duped. A "national hero" had been undone by his creator
Rider Haggard, to whom he had given so much.
The symbiosis of Quatermain as character and Haggard as
creator-author seem to be so complete that it is almost
impossible to separate them as entities in their own right.
And, as has been previously noted. Haggard, by his own
admission was hardly able to distinguish them apart. Unable
to do the things which he enabled Quatermain to accomplish
so well, there had clearly been much wishful thinking on
16 It did not prevent him from further exploiting Quatermain
however.r/ze ancient Allan (Cassell, London, 1920), She and Allan
(Hutchinson, London, 1921)
and Allan and the
Ice-Gods
(Posthumously: by Hutchinson, London, 1927) did nothing to dispel
the recurring sense of imperialism in his fiction.

Haggard's part. His first adventure, King Solomon's Mines,
had been cathartic in many ways for him. Curiously, it had
allegedly been the result of a bet that he could capture an
audience as well as Stevenson's had in Treasure Island. As
fate would have it, the "palliative" effect was simulated in an
exceptionally large number of his readers. Intuitively,
Haggard cleverly exploited the phenomenon to its fullest. In
the event, he amassed extraordinary royalties in some fortyfive years of writing.
To illustrate the intimate "relationship" between Allan
Quatermain and Rider Haggard, and simultaneously explore
the quality of the author's work, I will focus on one essay
and the short stories which are most significant in that
context in the following chapters. This bracket of short
works has an important publication history since it points
quite clearly to Haggard's clever manipulation of popular
taste. Where appropriate, however, I will refer to some
longer works to further highlight points of argument.
'Hunter Quatermain's story' was first published in the
magazine In a good cause in 1885, and again along with
'Long odds', 'Allan's wife' and 'Tale of three lions' in Allan's
Wife in 1889. It was again published almost simultaneously
with The Witch's Head (1885) and King Solomon's Mines
(1885). 'Long odds' was re-published in 1886 in Macmillan s
Magazine, and 'Allan's wife' was re-issued as a short story

in 1889, in the same year as Colonel Ouaritch and Allan's
Wife and other Short Stories. The exclusive short story 'Black
heart and white heart' was published in The African Review
of 1896 when Heart of the world and The wizard were released.
Although Allan Quatermain's background had already
been partially revealed in the earlier 'Long odds' and in
'Hunter Quatermain's story', it was not until twenty-two
years later that the subject was resurrected as 'The real King
Solomon's Mines' {CasselVs Magazine, 1907) in the same year
that his romance Fair Margaret came out.
In 1912, 'Magepa the buck' was published as a chapter of
another romance titled Marie. It also came out in its own
right as a short story in Pear's Xmas Annual that year and
was again included as a short story in his collection Smith
and the Pharaohs and other tales in 1920.
When one considers that the hero Allan Quatermain had
figured in eighteen full-length novels, all previously
published in serialised editions, and that his adventures
were further repeated as the above-mentioned short pieces,
it can be concluded that, not only was Quatermain a most
popular fictional hero, but that Rider Haggard knew how to
financially exploit his character's popularity to the full.

Chapter 2
THE MIRROR CRACKED
On either side the river lie
Long fields of barley and rye.
That clothe the wold and meet the sky;
And through the field the road runs by
To many-tower'd Camelot.
Tennyson, The Ladv of Shalntt.

Haggard's essay, 'The real King Solomon's Mines' {CasselVs
Magazine, July 1907) reminisces about the catalyst for King
Solomon's Mines (1885) without revealing too much of
himself. He expresses some eloquent surprise at its
successful publication, because he had merely written the
adventure novel tongue-in-cheek as a wagered response to
Stevenson's Treasure Island. Furthermore, he adds that he
had 'hawked it round to sundry ['pessimistic'] publishers
[till] At length...the MS...reached the late W E Henley
who...brought it to the notice of Mr Andrew Lang. Ultimately
that book found its way to Messrs Cassell.'i The public soon
became so absorbed in Allan Quatermain that they followed
his fictive career in much the same way as Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle's Sherlock Holmes had captivated readers of crime
mystery.
In his essay, Rider Haggard says that he is dumbfounded
that King Solomon's Mines is still popular, even after twenty1 The days of my life , Vol II pp 220-233.

two years, considering so many novels fail to outlast twelve
month's

sustained

interest.

He

also

notes

that

this

phenomenon is the more surprising since there is no typical
heroine in the plot. (The only two women depicted
Foulata and Gogaoola [sic], a witch doctor.)

are

By saying, 'At

any rate, I can safely say that there is not a petticoat

in the

whole history,' he underlines this lack of female interest. As
metonymy

"petticoat"

has

a

special

significance

in

his

vocabulary, however, since the author obviously

discounts

the

of

romantic

unconsciously

inferring

natives

attachment,

as

being

while

in

any

way

simultaneously,

worthy

that they rank below white women in that capacity. The lack
of romantic interest in King

Solomon's

Mines is not an

affirmation of Victorian misogyny. In this instance. Haggard
had merely intended the book for "boys' only"

entertain-

ment; although, at the time of writing, no doubt he believed
girls and women would have no interest, indeed have no
place, in such masculine reserves.
His readership had
and

become progressively

not confined to any particular

heterogeneous

age group.

Haggard,

however, seems to be puzzled when noting that 'Old ladies
still buy it under the impression that it is a religious tale - I
have seen it included in theological catalogues, even those of
German origin...'. Any religious reference gleaned from K i n g
Solomon's

Mines

alludes most likely only to the title itself.

As with Treasure Island, from which the impetus to write
derived, its originally targetted audience comprised young
boys. The only religious reference lies in 'Water! for the sake
of Christ, water!' [sic] when José Silvestre returns parched
and gaunt from his exploration of those mountain tops (p
13). The book's only connection with the biblical Solomon is
in the title and mythological gold mines.2
The title of his essay suggests the reader might anticipate
something new by way of identifying the hero Allan
Quatermain because eventually (like Sherlock Holmes) his
characterised lifestyle had generally become closely coupled
with a public perception of his creator. On the contrary,
nothing of the hero's background is noted in the essay.
Unfortunately, the essay is simply a potted, rather
unimaginative, historical account of the origins of Zimbabwe
and its environs.3
Haggard denies knowing of Zimbabwe or its origins in
1907, but I suspect this is another example of selective
amnesia, because the ruins had been rediscovered circa
2 Haggard had been often criticised for misinforming his readers
that Solomon's fabulous treasure comprised a diamond hoard when in
fact diamond mining had not been exploited in the region at the
time. His response was that it was an academic criticism and
immaterial. Besides, and with tongue in cheek, 'diamonds are easier
to carry' he would inform "pedantic" critics.
3 But he had benefited from this brief excursion by further
researching suitable material extracted from the family of an
acquaintance to be used later in Nada the Lily.

1870. They were the subject of widely publicised
speculation for a Victorian public entranced by archeology.^
In alleging ignorance of the anthropological and
archeological history of Africa, Haggard ignores the 1788
founding of London's African Association which had
subsequently sponsored well-publicised discoveries. Among
these was the discovery of Pygmies in 1865. The discovery
of this hitherto obscure tribe accelerated the quest for lost
races. 5
Various denials of prior knowledge further suggest an
effort to reinforce his frequent claims as seer, which he
sums up in his comment: I never knew of the ancient
workings...All of these [details] so far as this and other books
are concerned, were the fruits of imagination...of that
imagination wliich in some occult way so often seems to
throw a shadow of the truth.' (My italics.The intermixture
4 Explorers Mungo Park, Clapperton, Lander, Bareth, Schuenfurth,
Livingston, Spencer and Grant; Baker, Stanley, Anderson, Cameron
and Thomson had collectively published detailed accounts of their
individual excursions into the opening-up of Africa from 1768-1883,
so presumably Rider Haggard would have gained from this
knowledge.
5 In 1887, Rider Haggard had already used this theme in Allan
Quatermai , a sequel to King Solomon's Mines.
6 Haggard had considerable knowledge of African histories. He was
familiar with Thos. Baine's Maps of the Goidfields of South Africa
(1873), J R Jeppe's Map of the South African Republic (1877), and
Hugh Mulleneaus Walmsley's, The ruined cities of Zuluiand (1869).
This is substantiated by Laurence Millman's "Rider Haggard and the
male novel" {Dissertation Abstracts International, 1976 p 6075A) and

of fact and fiction becomes clearer as he recalls personal
experiences with the Matabele during his civil service stint.
However, he continues to build up a list of data for which,
factually, he has no grounds to label 'of all these things and
many

others

we

are

utterly

ignorant'.

More

accurate

research by the author would have exposed them as prior
recorded public knowledge. But he accurately describes the
prevailing

imperial

atmosphere,

quoting

from

Andrew

Lang's verses: '...We know but that men fought and fell,/Like
us, like us for love of gold'. The crux of his "gospel" is that
the vanity and avarice of all races brought about a decadent
ruination of their

collective national aspirations. It is an

affirmation of his increasing disenchantment with a grasping
British

empire

whose

death

knell

is pealing

while

he

observes the crumbling might, unable to intervene because
no one will listen.
It is obvious that Haggard has fallen under the spell of
ancient

dynasties

that

celebrated

their

religious

and

temporal meaning in what they perceived to be ever-lasting
monuments to their grandeur. In She and M o n t e z u m a ' s
Daughter,

for instance, he embroiders

what he cannot

confirm historically with considerable latitude based on his
own creativity.

But the heroes rhetorically

question

Norman Etherington's "South African origins of Rider
Imperial romances" {Notes and Queries, 1977 pp 436-438).

the

Haggard's

validity of ancient burial rites nonetheless. Religious
philosophical tidbits of his essay then conclude his rambling
overview. Further contradicting himself in earlier suggesting
that he had an unscholarly knowledge of the antiquity he
was discussing in his essay, he undermines the fidelity of
that assertion by referring to documentation held by the
Vatican, stating that 'in 1628 one Brother Louis, having
defeated the Emperor and his army of a hundred thousand
men, went on to the Great Zimbabwe.' Such specialised
information can only be attributed to primary or secondary
research more than to hearsay. Its mentioning at all does,
however, give Haggard an opportunity to bring up religion
as a favoured topic once more.
'Hunter Quatermain's Story' is a clever 6700 word
promotional "flyer" for King Solomon's Mines published in
the same year as the novel (1885). It is Haggard the
raconteur at his best, where the author displays an easy
skill with the use of crisis and resolution in adventure storytelling. The effect is interesting because the "I" of the story is
obviously Haggard describing his own alter ego Allan
Quatermain so we are, as "participating" readers, looking into
a literary hall of mirrors.
We are referred to King Solomon's Mines in the very first
few lines, as the author-guest is about to meet the hero
Allan Quatermain, now returned to Yorkshire to visit boon-

companion, and host, Sir Henry Curtis and his other guests.
The venue is Quatermain's boyhood stomping ground, but, in
fact, is the author's environment revisited.7 The tantalising
agenda is set up in the host's telling the guests they must
await

Quatermain,

and with

baited

breath

they

comply.

Haggard has a tiny snipe at the ladies whose 'curiosity and
envy printed on fair faces' complemented the otherwise all
male cast as they inspected one of the fifty carat

{KSM)

diamonds brought back by their host.
Eventually Quatermain arrives, 'one of the oldest hunters
and the very best shot in Africa, who has killed more
elephants and lions than any other man alive'. Readers are
now treated to a rare description of the man:

Everybody
lame man,

turned

and stared politely

at the curious-looking

and though his size was insignificant,

worth staring at.

little

he was quite

He had short grizzled hair, which stood about an

inch above his head like the bristles of a brush,
eyes that seemed to notice everything
to the colour of mahogany

gentle brown

and a withered face tanned

from exposure to the weather.

He

7 (Sir) Rider Haggard's country seat was at The Lodge, Ditchingham;
located in one of the most picturesque acreages of Norfolk.
Surrounded by the Bath Hills and spreading out towards Buganay and
the Waveney Valley, his estate was bordered by the river. He had
shooting rights to the woodlands of his neighbour. Lord de Saumarez,
in a scenario typical of 'the successful Empire-builder come home to
rest on his laurels'. (R Blythe; introduction to A Farmer's year book
(Rider Haggard, Longman's
Magazine, London, 1898-99), qv.)

spoke,

too, when he returned Good's enthusiastic greeting, with a

curious little accent, which made his speech noticeable.

This profile of the hero Allan Quatermain does not
correspond to Rider Haggard the man, since, unlike
Quatermain, he was tall, well-built, and had a generally
imposing disposition. On the contrary, he was depicted by
his nephew as being 'long and loose-limbed, with sparkling
rather piercing blue eyes, a big nose over as sensitive mouth
and a small beard which had turned grey. His hair was
untidy. He wore his tie knotted with a gold ring (which once
had graced the hand of a pharaoh)....He looked like
somebody and people, when I walked with him in London,
people turned round to stare at him, just as about the
Norfolk fields and lanes they would stop to speak to him
because he was a familiar figure'.^ Quatermain did, however,
have Rider Haggard's earlier mentioned embarrassing,
speech impediment that is described here as Quatermain's
'curious little accent'. The hero's interesting "crew-cut"
suggests a Germanic or Nordic characteristic echoing details
made by Haggard and his biographers that his family had a
8 Godfrey Haggard, his nephew, notes that 'Rider's manner and
appearance were distinctly formidable to a number of people,
especially women without much power of self-assertion...He gloried
in the infinite variety of women, but men he found, especially
young men, much of a sameness, as he himself records somewhere'.
(Lilias Haggard, op cit ; foreward).

Nordic ancestry that appealed to the author. But the 'gentle
brown eyes' suggest otherwise. Anomalously, the hairstyle
symbolises the stereotypical military disciplinarian for
which the writer had an aversion instilled by Haggard
senior. His daughter Lilias stated that all his brothers
similarly hated discipline ('William Haggard's sons inherited
dislike of discipline'[sic]9) yet, each of their respective
careers had been founded on bureaucratic authority. The
physiological image of Allan Quatermain presented in this
tale does, however, illustrate Haggard's naturally selfeffacing characteristics. Simultaneously, this description of
the aged hero Quatermain manifests Haggard's
psychologically frustrated wishes for a more adventurous
life; that, perhaps unconsciously, he really believes that he
should have had the spiritual fortitude to realise
Quatermain's adventure-filled feats instead of pursuing the
life of a country squire, preoccupied with affairs of state,
whose counsel has been persistently trivialised and ignored.
The aging hero Allan Quatermain, depicted here, may be said
to stand for Haggard's fading dreams
Initially, Quatermain resists talking about his adventures.
This serves to heighten the curiosity of the guests (and
readers, of course). He keeps changing the subject when
pushed, pressing, instead, his suit as a humble person while
9 Lilias Haggard, op cit p 116.

whetting the appetite for the exotic. Eventually he gives in
and starts the story proper, warning them that he is doing so
in simplified form, and that they should really be reading
King Solomon's Mines 'because the whole story partakes so
much of the marvellous, that I am afraid to tell it piecemeal,
hasty fashion, for fear I should be set down as one of those
common fellows of whom there are so many in my
profession, who are not ashamed to narrate things they have
not seen, and even to tell stories about wild animals they
have never killed'. (Italics mine.) It is a fine demonstration
of public relations skill--and story-telling excellence.
The tale is of an elephant hunt in which the players
comprise a trio: a white and two blacks, against the wild. It
is a familiar motif in Haggard's works, where groupings of
opposing sets of three are manipulated by the author. Here,
it is three men of diverse character, fighting the odds with
an elephant, a lion and a buffalo. They match the
dispositions of Quatermain, Hottentot Hans and Mashune;
not necessarily in that order. Naturally, it is the white man,
who survives because of innate intellectual superiority
('especially where natives are concerned, of doing a thing
one's self if one wants it done at all') despite the braveness
and fidelity of the aborigines.
There are some disappointing inconsistencies which
detract from the hero's personality. Why would the three of

them alone, kill and devour an entire antelope and within
forty-eight hours, hunter Quatermain still 'be too weak to go
myself to kill a buck for food? Why would lions make him
'nervous,

especially

atmosphere

of

the

in

my weak

wild

state?'.

is revitalised

Otherwise,

and

is

the

sustained

throughout the story, except for discordant dialogue such as
'Nay, my father' (Mashune), 'Must I go myself, thou fool'
(Quatermain), which strikes an unpleasant note. Mashune is
too humble, the hero too arrogant for a "gentleman". But
inconsistency in characterisation revealed by such dialogue
is a foible Haggard readers must endure throughout

his

works.

by

Additionally,

Quatermain

reinforces his aging

admitting that he was an 'old hunter...even in those days'.
Perhaps, this is intended to underscore the hunter's physical
vulnerability as an excuse for not being able to face up "like
a man" to the enraged lion at the end of the tale: just as
Haggard the man was never able to face up to his father's
rages.
For

the

greater

part,

gripping: "I raised my rifle

however.

Haggard's

dialogue

is

and I knew that he was dead'.

Where he encounters the maddened buffalo and kills it,
after

an

extremely

hazardous

fight

to

the

descriptive imagery is evocative of Hemingway:

death,

the

Both the man's arms were by his sides, his head went back as the
horn went in, and the bull lifted him and then dropped him. The
bull picked up another man running in front...The man who had
been gored lay down in the trampled mud
There was a little jolt
as Romero came clear, and then he was standing, one hand up,
facing the bull, his shirt ripped out from under his sleeve, the
white blowing in the wind, and the bull, the red sword hilt
between his shoulders, his head going down and his legs
settling.(r/ie sun also rises.)^^
Cf
In another quarter of a second I had fallen from the horn, and
heard the blow of the spear, followed by the indescribable sound
of steel shearing its way though flesh...Alas it was too late.
Bellowing madly, and spouting blood from mouth and nostrils, the
devilish brute was on him, and had thrown him high like a
feather, and then gored him twice as he lay...but before I had gone
a step the buffalo gave one long sighing below and rolled over
dead by the side of his victim. {Hunter Quatermain's story.)

The description of the dead Hans being tossed into the
branch of a tree by a furious buffalo is classic adventure
writing. Haggard's description can also be quite gruesome
(but, paradoxically, less bloody than Hemingv^ay) as we
10 The essential Hemingway,
England, 1947, p 165.

Triad/Panther books, Hertfordshire,

picture how the animal 'licked the flesh off the pendant leg
with his file-like tongue'. Unfortunately, such graphic
material was often targetted by prudish Victorians as being
a bad example to impressionable young readers.
Nevertheless, it was the sort of material avidly devoured by
a public starved of escapist reading that was more
entertaining for them than academic debate or the sheer
jingoisim of imperialism.
Like his creator, the blustering hero, Allan Quatermain,
was essentially a sensitive person. He 'wept like a woman'
upon the death of his last noble savage. Here, Haggard is
encoding his sexism and racism, he is subliminally endorsing
the notion that real Englishmen should never succumb to
the emotional displays then widely perceived to be
exclusive, by nature, to frail woman. For a young reader
growing up in a turgid nineteenth-century society - but not
quite lost yet to nationalistic indoctrination - the display of
sentiment would have been nonetheless encouraging
because, for the majority, it really did not detract from the
hero's "moral fibre" to show that after all, he too, was a
human being. This made him less of a fictional character and
more of a credible personality, with whom to share
imaginative adventures.
'Magepa the Buck' {Pears' Christmas annual, 1912) is a
story about a septuagenarian black who carries his baby

grandson to safety across a river, pursued by rampaging
Zulus who had made a revengeful attack on the mother's
kraal (village) during the Zulu Wars - and how he dies with
valour

in

the

attempt.

It

was

not

fresh, having

previously

associated

with publicising

then

published

in

later

Pharaohs

the

Marie

anthology

Smith

been

(1912) and
and

the

(1920). Haggard rarely veers from his plots and

here, again, we have the editor as his projected persona; in
this case recalling Allan Quatermain's visit to Yorkshire,
where he recounts the tale to him in the company of a
captive audience comprising other house guests, as he does
in 'Long odds'.
Early in the piece, Quatermain says, 'He [Magepa] made me
feel proud of humanity. And yet he was nothing but a
"nigger", as so many call the Kaffirs.' Evidently,

whilst

frowning at the pejorative "nigger", he had no problem using
"Kaffirs",

confirming

significantly

enshrined,

Victorian

values. This is followed by a description of Allan Quatermain
as 'old Allan' and we are left wondering if it is a term of endearment or euphemism for senility, but there is a wistful
aura

of

melancholy

attaching

in either

circumstance.

It

nevertheless attracts the reader to the welcome intimacy of
meeting an old acquaintance once again.
Haggard has not lost his flair for the dramatic tale: the
story begins: 'I'll tell you a story of what I think was one of

the bravest things I ever saw. It happened at the beginning
of the Zulu War, when

the troops were marching

into

Zululand...'. While Quatermain was 'turning an honest penny
... ashamed

to mention the amount' and happy with his

government cartage contract, there is an allusion here to
government carelessness in administering the public purse.
A

tone

of

resentment

also

creeps

in

occasionally,

for

example, where he reflects on the establishment paying no
heed to his numerous well-qualified advices, going so far as
saying

that

if

'they

had,

there

would

have

been

no

Isandhlwana disaster'. Having alluded, as an aside, to the
battle where Quatermain 'had lost friends on that fatal field'
Magepa's tale continues, but not before the author astutely
presages

Child of Storm (1913), which relates to his first

meeting Magepa 'in the battle of Tugela'. Once again, he
exploits the linkage between his perceptions of the various
contemporaneous Zulu inter-tribal and anti-white uprisings,
salted by

interspersions of his own anti-Boer feelings and

re-enacted through Allan Quatermain as the hero.
Always mindful of self-promotion as a writer. Haggard
exploits a further opportunity by re-introducing
passim.

Cetywayo

Thirty years earlier, the non-fiction story, Cetywayo

and his White Neighbours (1882), had been Haggard's first
publication. The king's merciless imp is

had originally put

Magepa to flight at Tugela where he had played possum and

escaped with his life: 'At last the strong swimmer goes with
the stream and the swift runner is run down'. Haggard does
not imply that Magepa was cowardly, but that he displayed
discreet valour. The main plot is preceded by Haggard's use
of Quatermain as a mouthpiece, recalling his personal civil
service experiences. Once again, he implies that his advice
was never heeded by the establishment. His mission then,
disguised as a trader, had been to collect intelligence of
Cetywayo's war-plans, a factual real-life incident. So now he
has caught up with Magepa, after many decades, when the
warrior is over seventy years old. It appears that Haggard
constructed this tale to maximise personal publicity for
himself as well as his writing. He was continually dogged by
self-doubt, thoughts of death and a perception that his
services to Britain had never been fully appreciated and
publicly recognised. In his own eyes, he had been as much
an acknowledged hero as Magepa, and the hero of his fictive
adventures, Allan Quatermain. 11
Quatermain asserts that Magepa, as the Zulu, loves the
British ('even Cetywayo likes them') but hates the Boers.^^
11 In July 1914, when he was the best known living British author,
he notes in his diary: 'Life is practically behind me with its many
failures and few successes'.
12 In a letter to his mother while in Africa he once wrote: 'there are
two things they [the Boers] cannot bear—the truth and ridicule...It is
precious little I care about them and their threats... I have a pleasing
duty to perform early tomorrow—go and see a man executed'.

This is a typical justificatory device masking the fact that
Western incursions into "alien" societies arrogantly presume
that all its aborigines do look upon the British white man as
superior or god-like, and that they have every reason for so
doing. It also underscores a racism which, paradoxically,
prefers the black Zulu to the white Boer when "expedient".
Yet, Quatermain does not entirely trust Magepa: 'he
suspected that Magepa was feeding [him] with news that he
had been ordered to disseminate' [by Cetywayo]. In much of
colonial literature, the white man's trust is generally
qualified by "reserved powers" where justice is based
exclusively on the white man's perception of "principle".
Rudyard Kipling's The Man who would be King and Joseph
Conrad's Heart of Darkness are among the best illustrations
of this conflict of interests between the races that Haggard
briefly alludes to here. The better interests of the British
establishment always take precedence with Haggard, even
when they are suspect in his own mind.
In this instance, Haggard can believe the intelligence
about Zulu troop movements that Magepa has given him is
truthful. The surety lies in the fact that the black man trusts
Quatermain enough to place his yet-to-be rescued infant
grandson in his care should anything happen to himself. But,
in illustrating his insight into the white man's true nature,
Magepa offers the prospective guardian money and cattle as

reward for "adopting" the orphan. Quatermain refuses the
money, but does not entirely reject the cattle, suggesting
that, perhaps, the Zulu was correct in his character
assessment after all. This should surely have made him less
of a hero, but apparently it did not in the eyes of his
readers.
As a condition of protecting the child, the white trader
perfidiously obliges the native to divulge secrets which
would in fact make him a traitor to his own people. Once
again, the inherent duplicity of white morality is unwittingly
raised by the author. Somewhat disillusioned, old Magepa
has to comply. He has to put his grandson's safety above the
Zulu nation's interests. By Quatermain's British standards,
Magepa is elevated in moral stature. As a tribesman,
however, he has committed gross treason in the eyes of his
people. As an Englishman, Haggard obviously did not
comprehend that, through Quatermain, he was actually
perpetuating a standard of value judgements and moral
practices which were not only hypocritical but
unquestionably racist.
Magepa tells us that all the able-bodied have been "calledup", leaving behind women on their own to look after the
aged and the young. Here, it is Magepa's daughter Gita and
grandson Sinala who are at risk. Although Quatermain
pontificates that 'Life is more than cattle', it does not stop

him from including some as part of the ransom for saving
the grandson when later "bargaining". British imperial
protection evidently carries an expensive price tag for its
allies.
It is interesting how Haggard injects much subtle
invective against his former superiors using the whitetrader guise. As for Magepa, 'he gave me some very useful
information; that is, information which would have been
useful if those in authority had deigned to pay attention to it
when I passed it on.' No doubt he is correct, and an analogy
with Tennyson's jingoistic, 'The Charge of the Light Brigade'
(1855) surfaces here.
The short story concludes with Magepa being pursued by
Kaffirs whose rifle fire draws a blank with Quatermain: 'A
raw Kaffir with a rifle, in my experience, is only dangerous
when he aims at nothing, for then the bullet looks after
itself, and may catch you.' Incidentally, this typifies one of
Haggard's rare moods of gauche wit. The substance of this
story is that Magepa "makes it" across the river, thus saving
his grandson, but in so doing, he dies, albeit heroically, as he
murmers, 'Remember your promise, Macumazahn.' This
invites examination of the fatal flaw in Allan Quatermain's
character.
Quatermain is intended to represent the "Englishman's
word" at its best, but the weakness of his "moral fibre" is

exposed in the closing lines of the story. 'What became of the
child Sinala?' he is asked. The chilling reply from Haggard,
as raconteur, is: 'Oh, I sent him to an institution in Natal, and
afterwards was able to get some of his property back for
him. I believe that he is being trained as an interpreter.' The
sense of 'I believe' implies that he could not have cared less.
He had presumably made a profit from the custodial deal.
Magepa, who had stood beside him facing enemies in mortal
battle, would have been bitterly disappointed.
'Black heart and white heart' offers a less cryptic view of
the white man in Africa. The story can be better described
as a novella rather than a short story because it runs to over
15,000 words. It is an "original", first serialised in The
African Review [of mining and commerce ] in January
1896, preceding 'The Wizard', when Haggard was already
well established. It is perhaps ironic that it should have
been included in a journal that otherwise focused on
materialism, rather than on moral issues. Already we have
seen that the hero Quatermain was not quite as honourable

13 Rider Haggard had been a co-director of this "up-market" journal
which specialised in business affairs during the boom period in
Africa. It was often slipshod in typography despite its high quality,
and to find the contents list one had to search through the comers of
its middle pages. Haggard had published some 14 political pieces
between 1894 and 1988, twelve of them in 1894 (apart from the
serialised stories).

as he was made out to be; but he was not beyond the pale in
matters colonial.
This is probably Haggard at his best. It reveals the dark
side of white man and becomes an incisive exposé of perfidy
and lust versus honour and nobility of spirit. It is imbued
with the patina of Conrad's Heart of Darkness, which was to
be published six years later. And it may well be that Rider
Haggard's later introspectiveness results from his beiing
influenced by Conrad's Almayer's Folly (ISPS).!"^
In the tale, the white man is depicted as exploitative,
selfish, mean-spirited, basely lustful and totally egocentric.
It is a characterisation that conflicts with the generally
perceived chivalric picture of heroism revived in nineteenth
century Britain, where the hero is honourable to the core
and only motivated by righting wrongs (and therefore
winning the hand of the fair maiden). The British colonial is
miscast here if he is to be regarded as an exemplary man of
principle. But perhaps Haggard was touching upon the truth
of the matter, although reluctantly, one supposes. Hence, he
becomes the "Black Heart" of the tale. In the opposite corner
we have the "noble savage" depicted in Nahoon (as "White
Heart"), and the exotic but utterly principled Nanea, to
whom the black hero is "engaged". The secondary bolstering
14 Conrad and Haggard appear to have had a mutual difficulty in
treating love relationships except as a verbose romanticism.

of the plot comes with the English villain Phillip Hadden as
the white man who attempts to seduce the Zulu girl, and
thereafter to discard her should she become a burden ('After
all, I can always get rid of her if she becomes a nuisance').
As the story delves into an unconscious dilemma that
externalises Rider Haggard's personal experiences, the
otherwise predictably plausible hero, Allan Quatermain,
white hunter-trader, is surprisingly ousted by Hadden's
brand of Mr Hyde. Cetywayo is portrayed as an implacable
tyrant preparing for war against the English. But Haggard
manages to maintain a commanding, regal posture for him
despite his aims to crush the invasive white man.
Haggard cannot resist his persistent attraction to the
occult. In this instance, the player is the Bee woman who,
using ESP, is able to predict the inglorious end facing Hadden
and the rightful reward of the hapless pair after a turbulent
adventure. Mapatu, the rich old lecher, to whom ingenuous
Nanea has been promised, is well characterised, though he
only plays a minor role. He too meets a proper reward for
unbridled treachery, indicating in the end that the white
man has no monopoly on vice; that the wages of sin are not
racially selective.
'Black Heart and White Heart' comprises six scenes which
are far from idyllic. In this first of these, A Zulu idyll. Rider
Haggard wastes no time in depicting the ambivalences in

Phillip Hadden's makeup. First endowing him with the
characteristically credible "role" experiences of Rider
H a g g a r d i 5 (as Quatermain), charismatic Quatermain's image
is soon displaced by that of scoundrel Hadden. He is a
renegade white trader "on the run" for having terminally
knifed a storekeeper during a heated argument in which he
had been accused of cheating. From the text, it could be
deduced that the circumstance is based on one with which
the author had had personal experience. As a prospective
gunrunner, he unscrupulously sets out to exploit Cetywayo,
who is then on a war footing. The wily Zulu king does not
trust him and has his "mission" supervised by one of his
captains, a noble savage who, "must have measured six foot
two inches, yet did not strike the observer as being tall,
perhaps because of his width of chest and the solidity of his
limbs'.
Nahoon's protests to the king, claiming that he cannot
possibly give up Namea since she they are already promised
to each other. But he quickly learns that omnipotent
Cetywayo has already promised her to a rich, obese and
villainous lecher for political convenience. In any case, he
Cetywayo would resort to seigneural rights if he so wished,
especially since Nanea is nubile and beautiful. The young
15 As a District Officer Rider Haggard had acted as magistrate in
colonial disputes and would have drawn upon a similar incident
during his brief administration.

warrior is reminded that he has no rights whatsoever.
Utterly miserable, the frustrated lover must comply.
Reluctantly, he sets out with the hostage Hadden, while his
mouth 'drooped, and down one corner of it there trickled a
little line of blood springing from the lip bitten through in
the effort to keep silence'.
The next episode. The bee prophesies, gives Haggard
another opportunity to introduce the familiar hag character
of his African tales. In this instance it is the Bee Doctoress.
His biographers and research critics consistently attempt to
substantiate claims that this motif originated in numerous
scarifying nightmares about a ragged golliwog lodged in a
darkened nursery closet. It had been named She-who-mustbe-obeyed by a sadistic nurse who had aggravated his
childhood fears through punitive threats for childish
misbehaviour. Subsequently, this episode again introduces a
familiar supernatural element as we explore the "forbidden"
ambiences of spirits. Among the more frightful ghosts is
Inyanga, who 'gathers wisdom from the dead who grow in
the forest'. The described meeting is a repetitive element of
Haggard's exotic story-telling :
At first all that Hadden could see of her, crouched as she was in the
shadow, was a huddled shape wrapped round with a greasy and
tattered catskin kaross,

above the edge of which appeared two

eyes, fierce and quick as those of a leopard. At her feet smouldered
a little fire, and ranged around it in a semi-circle were a number
of human skulls, placed in pairs as though they were talking
together, whilst other bones, to all appearances also human, were
festooned about the hut and the fence of the courtyard.

Cryptically, the seer tells Hadden that he will end up
badly because of his black heart. He laughs this off, despite
the psychic seer's revelation that 'If the white lord says I am
a cheat, it must be so...for he of all men should be able to
discern a cheat.' In payment for her fortune-telling she
demands a special snake ring the white man has. He refuses
to part with it. It is worth noting that Haggard again finds
the motif of rings and snakes irresisible. Once again they will
play an important part here in the climax, as customary.
When he tells her she will have to wait till he is dead to get
the ring she responds knowingly, presaging the coda.
A graphically described hunt, to provide food, follows. The
description is gory, dipicting the white hunter gratuitously
yielding to overkill. And it appears to have been introduced
here to further verify Haggard's increasing, and publicly
stated, distaste for the hunting and killing of game. Phillip
Hadden, however, is incongruously saved from fatal injury
by Zulu Nohoon's primitive spear, not the sophisticated
Martini rifle, always at the ready. This symbolises the

author's growing perception that white man can still learn a
lot from "primitive" aborigines.
An exceptional narrative development Haggard uses here
is one where he describes the African terrain in a manner
that induces a "bird-view" sense of flying above exotic
landscapes. It simulates that subconscious dream flying
sensation many of us have experienced from time to time in
periods of sleep, and seems to presage a filming, helicoptercamera technique, so commonly used today, that gives a
signifantly more graphic perspective of topographical
vastness (and simultaneously of man's insignificance in
nature).
At this point we meet Nanea who, 'As is occasionally the
case among Zulu women [...] was beautiful - so beautiful that
the sight of her went straight to the white man's heart, for
the moment causing the breath to catch in his throat.'
Hadden's patently pejorative observation has been italicised
by me.
In describing nubile Nanea, Haggard's characterisation
approaches Edgar Rice Burroughs' resplendent alien beings.
These, in fact, deserve close comparison, but I restrict myself
here to Haggard's "noble savage":
while round her forehead and left knee were strips of grey fur,
and on her right wrist a shining bangle of copper. Her naked

bronzed-hued figure was tall and perfect in its proportions; while
her face had little in common with that of the ordinary native
girl, showing as it did strong traces of the central Arabian or
Semitic blood

She struck some cord in his turbulent uncurbed

nature, and of a sudden it was filled full with passion for her - a
passion which, if not elevated, at least was real. He did not for a
moment mistake the significance of the flood of feeling that
surged through his veins

He watched her advancing along the

path, her hands resting on her hips, her splendid naked figure
outlined against the westering sun...

There is enough here to reflect a Victorian penchant in
Rider Haggard for prurience and eroticism. Such passages in
his adventure-romance fiction were written consciously for
erotic titillation, and contributed to the popularity of his
writing as much as his "innocently" contrived, plots. But, had
contemporary standards been similarly applied in explicitly
describing white women, the writing would certainly have
been labelled obscene. However, since the description
applied to primitive
woman, it could be classified by
Victorian double standards as euphemistically deemed
"exotic" rather than erotic, thereby legitimising man's
response as acceptable. Its influence, therefore, was
generally considered to be as harmless as the popular
revival of nude painting; which was judged naturally artistic

(after Dante Gabriel Rosetti, say) despite its also being a
product of culturally repressed sexuality.
The story proceeds to unravel the perfidious nature of
Hadden, who goes to extreme lengths to dispose of Nahoon so
that he can have the girl for himself—despite the black
man's having twice saved his life at great risk to himself.
Hadden even allies himself with Maputa the lecher in a plot
to ambush the younger Zulu. Nevertheless, the outcome is
that Nahoon is revenged and it is Hadden himself who dies.
Haggard indicates a good grasp of the requirement of the
tight resolution for the short story genre. His closure
illustrates the cimactic "surprise" ending that has now
become a classic formula for the successful short story
writer:
Today Nahoon is one of the Indunas of the English Government in
Zululand, and there are children about his kraal. It was from the
lips of none other than Nanea his wife that the teller of this tale
heard its substance..The Bee also lives and practises as much
magic as she dares under the white man's rule. On her black hand
shines a golden ring shaped like a snake with ruby eyes, and of
this trinket the Bee is proud.

The "noble savage", Nahoon, is justly rewarded for his
bravery and moral superiority over the renegade white man.

despite his primitive background.
It is not applied
condescendingly here, but as an example of how Haggard
often treated his blacks with something more than British
paternalism. The 'English Government in Zululand' has, in
fact, elevated the black to equal ranking with his white
colleagues. He has been further rewarded by securing the
hand of his faithful Nanea and has several healthy children,
the ultimate mark of manhood. The seer lives on, practising
her rites wearing the ring she said she would inherit from
the villain of the piece. It concludes a tale of morals in which
Rider Haggard successfully presents an incisive exploration
of unpraiseworthy Victorian characteristics. The white man
has much to learn from the black. Yet we are left wondering
just who Phillip Hadden is modelled upon. Unfortunately, the
problem remains that Haggard's readers may perceive that
Allan Quatermain had become somewhat schizophrenic in
the manner of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, and that, by
association, such a presumption might be similarly applied
to the author as creator.
'Long odds' {Macmillan's Magazine, 1986) is the final tale
comprising this bracket. It is also the most significant in the
context of the opening epigraph because it gives Haggard
readers a definitive insight into Allan Quatermain, his most
admired male character. It also tells us much about the
nature of its creator and mirrors the imperial environment

which nurtured his personal philosophies. Juxtaposed with a
reading of 'Black heart and white heart', this tale might
perhaps have been subtitled "Whiteheart Quatermain" and
the other "Blackheart Quatermain". It is recounted in retrospect by Quatermain, but a third party tells Allan's story.
Sir Henry Curtis and Captain Good, who were introduced in
King Solomon's Mines, have disappeared with the famous
hunter into darkest Africa in search of a lost white tribe; a
fixated motif of Victorian fiction. Prophetically, Allan
Quatermain is out to purge himself of the bitter loss of his
fictional son. At this point, Allan Quatermain is already an
old man. The hero's physical characteristics are closely
observed. He has a noticeable limp which has him 'limping
up and down the vestibule, with his grey hair sticking up in
brush fashion, his shrivelled yellow face, and his large dark
eyes, that were as keen as any hawk's, and yet as soft as a
buck's' (cf 'Hunter Quatermain's story' above). But, as he
points out the huge head of a lion among his many trophykills, he says 'Ah, you brute! you have given me a lot of
trouble for the last dozen years, and will, I suppose, to my
dying day'. The 'brute' symbolises the British Lion - and the
mauling it has given Haggard - and how it too is merely
trophy hung in the halls of former glory. We can now settle
16 Haggard's only son Jock was to die three years later whilst his
father was in Mexico researching material for what became
Montezuma's
daughter.

down in the souvenir-crowded Victorian salon for another
thrilling adventure as Allan Quatermain slowly fills his pipe
with 'Boer tobacco', and unwinds the writer's own
pipedreams.
Quatermain is described as 'a most abstemious man,
having conceived, as he used to say, a great horror of drink
from observing its effects upon the class of colonists hunters, transport riders and others - amongst whom he had
passed so many years of his life'. Evidently, Haggard had
meticulously noted the characteristics of nineteenth century
African colonists - especially those in government
administration - during his stint there as a highly esteemed
young public servant and erstwhile ostrich farmer. In the
tale, Allan Quatermain's behaviour reflects much of
Haggard's own personality: that of a self-effacing man who is
generally reluctant to tell of his adventures. But the reader
should always be aware that Allan Quatermain is a fictional
character and, if there are personality defects in that
fictional hero, they are not necessarily an accurate reflection
of Haggard's own disposition. The defects are cited to
realistically illustrate unfortunate imperfection in humanity,
one presumes.
The story continues with its imperative hunt and overkill,
and frequent foppish dialogue such as, 'My word! I did feel
queer; I don't think I ever felt so queer before'. Later, this is

aggravated by, 'So I just lay there and thought of my sins,
and prayed to the Almighty, and reflected that after all life
was a very enjoyable thing'. I should imagine such dialogue
stemmed from Haggard's gentlemanly upbringing, or from
"boys' own" yarns, since hardened hunters would hardly use
it. However, I further suspect that such dialogue was artfully
exploited as a projection of what he anticipated would best
entertain his readers (and enhance his profits). Nonetheless,
it is Rider Haggard the philosopher and not Hadden, the
counterfeit white hunter, whose thoughts would hardly be
directed to the Almighty, given the nature of the man. In
acquainting us with the practice of the kill, Quatermain, as
raconteur, warms to the re-telling with graphic detail. It is
often gory as he practises tactics 'worthy of a greenhorn out
on his first hunting trip', determined to wipe out a family of
three lions for no apparent reason other than so-called
"sportsmanship". The white man obviously enjoys the thrill
since 'there is nothing in experience to warm up your nerves
like a lion at close quarters, unless it is a wounded buffalo'
(cf 'Black heart and white heart'). The substance is, that
Quatermain misfires and wounds the animals (which he does
more often than not) and then pursues the enraged cub and
its parents. He is rather elated by the subsequent kill,
proudly declaring that this 'was the first and last time that I
ever killed a brace of lions right and left, and what is more, I

never heard of anybody else doing it'. But the male eludes
him yet.
It is difficult to comprehend the hero Quatermain's
perception of sport. In the same context he says, 'I took
comfort, however, from the reflection that a lion rarely
attacks a man - rarely, I say; sometimes he does, as you will
see - unless he is cornered or wounded', and then continues
to track down this "harmless creature". Knowing that the lion
will not attack him unless provoked he nevertheless goes in
for the kill. As white man, this action demeans him, because
it is an established fact that the black man will only kill
game for two reasons: self defence or necessary food.
Retribution comes with the lion turning on him as he
unceremoniously scrambles up a tree. But for his audience
this apparent cowardice is to be euphemistically interpreted
as a "tactical advance to the rear". Cornered, the lion mauls
his leg and, as 'The pain of my wound kept me from
fainting', Tom the black fellow finally rescues him from
beneath the dead beast.
The lesson, perhaps, is not fully ingrained. His other
adventures are in the same vein, purporting that, 'it was a
just reward for my folly in trying to tackle a family of lions
single-handed. The odds were too long. I have been lame
ever since, and shall be to my dying days; in the month of
March the wound always troubles me a great deal, and

every three years it breaks out raw
And now I've told
you the yarn, so I will have a drop of Holland's [sic] and go
to bed. Goodnight to you all, goodnight!' And so ends yet
another ripping yarn.

Chapter

3

A TROUBLED SPIRIT
What weight of ancient witness can
prevail,
If private reason hold the public scale?
But, gracious God, how well dost Thou
provide
For erring judgements an unerring
guide!
Thy throne is darkness in the abyss of
light,
A blaze of glory that forbids the sight...
Belief , John Dryden 1631-1700

Rider Haggard

had been profoundly affected by religion

from an early age. The collective family v^as obliged by
Squire Haggard to attend church regularly, when he v^ould
read the lesson. i He would take up a strategic position in the
nave where he would embarrass any late-comers by looking
pointedly at his watch. Later, outside the church,

he would

cut the ground from under them. At the same time, he
would make a mental roll-call of absentee parishioners, in
order to rebuke the offenders at the earliest opportunity.^
One would have expected Haggard senior's idiosyncrasies to
have subsequently soured Haggard's interest in religion. On

1 Morton Cohen (1968:21) relates that, 'If by chance, he had drunk
an extra glass of port before coming to church, he was likely,
when reading the Lessons, to address the eagle on the dais with his
loud and belligerent voice, and command it to stop swaying back
and forth.'
2 Ironically, it was the very same watch that Squire Haggard
bequeathed his son Rider—along with considerable debts upon the
estate.

the contrary, they aroused a lifetime interest in multidenominational, ancient and modern religious practices in
the future author. Later, he was to become absorbed in the
paranormal, the occult, in spiritualism and the mystique of
Oriental transcendentalism, to the extent that they more or
less permeate his writing. From time to time he had
participated in seances.3 But despite the subject of
spiritualism being tacitly banned from table talk in later
years (precipitated by the death of his only son Jock) his
studies of the occult and parapsychology had apparently
fortified his conviction that he was personally endowed with
special psychic abilities. Most importantly, his preoccupation
with religious rites and their paraphernalia was also the
catalyst for much of his more exotic romance fiction. It was
She, in particular, that was to create so much notoriety for
its author in nineteenth-century England, because of its
3 The teenaged Haggard was to encounter spiritualism [which was a
fashionable Victorian pursuit] for the first time, through Lady
Paulet, whilst he was living in London. Initial scepticism was quickly
changed to belief. But one incident particularly
seeded the
experiences in his mind for ever; to be graphically remembered
even thirty-five years later. During one session, an attractive girlmedium suddenly lost the wig she was wearing, which had left her
quite bald. Another memory was that of how huge pieces of
furniture were piled one on top of another and 'lights floated about
the room, and with them a file of Morning Posts which normally
reposed in a comer, cold little hands picked at the studs of our
shirts...feather fans off the mantelpiece floated to and frow,
performing their natural office upon our heated brows', (sic)
[Morton Cohen, "Rider Haggard looks back", Columbia Library
Columns, Vol 31 (1), 1981]

spectacularly narrated adventure fiction theme that was
based on eternally enduring love and the transmigration of
souls in that context. And, although he retained an interest
in the paranormal throughout his life, unfortunately, the
better qualities of Rider Haggard's fiction writing discernible
in his earliest adventure novels (and which had been
prompted by a compelling interest in the supernatural) were
not sustained much beyond his first
romanticised
characterisation of She.
The year before his death in 1925, Haggard visited Luxor
with his daughter Lilias and a nephew. He was so impressed
with the inspirational grandeur of the historic setting'^ that
he entered in his diary what seems to encapsulate his
religious perception : I look upon religion (from that of the
lowest savage up to that of the most advanced Christian) as
a ladder stretching from earth to heaven - a Jacob's ladder if
you will, whereby stretching with many slips and backward
fallings, mankind climbs towards the skies. In that ladder
the faith of the old Egyptians was a single rung, that which
we follow is another rung, and perhaps there are many
more, out of our sight and knowledge, for God's skies are far
away.5
4 In May 1950 Godfrey Haggard recalled that Haggard's son-in-law
Major Cheyne, 'the most prosaic of men, was with him the night
before. He tells the story always in the same words. The window
blind was up, and the blaze from a large building on fire was

Ill

Clearly, he had become a firm believer in reincarnation.
Since that was a concept that would have have undermined
his protestant father's

entrenched notions of salvation, it

might have been an unconscious act of rebellion in the
maturing son just as much as a search for truth.
In accord with contemporary revolutionary
physiological
must

evolution.

additionally

evolution,

or

Haggard

endure

believed

various

transmutation

that

mankind

of

spiritual

stages

before

theories of

being

ultimately

"perfected" as pre-ordained (in the manner of caterpillar-tobutterfly, rather than tadpole-to-frog, however,
by Charles

Darwin).

The diary

notation

analogised

(Higgins,1980)

furthermore implies his belief that practised religion can be
the only vehicle for this spiritual fulfilment. Like so many
Victorians, the author was very likely influenced by Robert
Chambers'

attempts

materialist

explorations.^

Victorians

were

to

find

a religious

compulsive

debaters

conclusion

and,

in

to

the

nineteenth century, there had been many sensitive topics
for introspective people like Rider Haggard

to ponder.

visible in the distance. Rider rose up in bed,
conflagration with arm outstretched, the red
face. My God! said Cheyne to himself, an old
Haggard, op cit; introduction)
5 P B Ellis, H Rider Haggard: a voice from
Kegan Paul, London, 1978 pp 250-1.
6
Robert Chambers, Vestiges of the natural
London 1844.

Routledge &

and pointed to the
glow upon his dying
Pharaoh'. (Lilias
the infinite,
history

of creation,

np,

Serious doubts had been raised publicly by factional
interests of "low" and "high" practices in Christian religion.
There was enduring conflict over which was more
appropriate in religion, simplicity or pomp, and the Church
of Rome became a principal target for its numerous negative
critics. The debates became increasingly argumentative with
the vogue for declared agnosticism or atheism. At other
levels, the Bible was interpreted literally in orthodox terms.
In the question of religion, for instance, the dogma of the
Immaculate Conception had been promulgated for Roman
Catholics (1854). Four years later, at Lourdes (1858), visions
of the Virgin Mary had been reported. With public attention
focussed on Mary as mother of Christ, the term Mariolatry
was soon coined by Protestants, generally, as an abusive
term implying idolatrous worship of Mary. The Pope had
subsequently been dogmatically declared infallible in
matters spiritual during Vatican Council I (1870). Numerous
urban and cosmopolitan newspapers and periodicals then
proliferating had taken up religious argument, as well as
other social controversy. Heated arguments raged in
gentlemens' clubs and in strictly male sitting-rooms but,
conforming to etiquette, not at the family dining room table.
These then were some of the factors preoccupying Haggard
who had "comfortably" juxtaposed his Christian ideology

with selective elements of Eastern rites7 His views on
Roman Catholicism are precise in his diary:

Yesterday I went to town to attend the marriage of my niece
Margery to Mr Archibald Charlton, our Consul-General in Berlin.
Mr Charlton is a Roman Catholic and the service took place in a
church of his persuasion. I cannot say the it was a cheerful
function - a priest and his attendant, words muttered for the most
part in Latin, no music till after the ceremony, and a general air
of disapproval were its most marked characteristics. Were I
concerned in any way, I think I would prefer a Registry Office
rather than submit to such a religious arrogance.
(Higgins, 1980:232)

The statement made in 1921 casts some doubt on
Haggard's philosophic consistency. It is in some conflict with
numerous religious references made in the She series, and
in Montezuma's Daughter, for instance, where he dwells
upon exotic rituals in fine detail. The latter romance is
highly critical of Catholicism's dogmatism. In the novel, he
equates cruelties perpetrated by the Aztec hierarchy in
their human sacrificial, religious practices with those of the

7 According to Henry, Miller Haggard was An e a r t h - b o u n d
individual, conventional in his ways, orthodox in his beliefs though
full of curiosity and tolerance, endowed with great vitality and
practical wisdom, this man who is so reticent and reserved, English
to the core, one might say, reveals through his romances a hidden
nature, a hidden being, a hidden lore which is amazing". {The books
of my life, pp 94-95)

genocidal implanting of Roman Catholicism by the Spanish
Inquisitors, whom he asserts are abject tools of a materialist
Vatican. Though a practising Christian, Haggard was unable
to come to terms with the Church of Rome because of an
"Englishness" deriving historically

from the Reformation.

Ancient Egyptian rites having thoroughly captivated him.
Rider Haggard describes them with awe in She. I conclude
that

he perceived the Roman rite to be in the grasping

clutches of temporal vanities, while the ancient Egyptians
were, by his perception,

on a more appropriate course with

their religious practices; which were founded on one's being
properly

prepared

obviously

for

discounted

the
that

hereafter.
the

(Though

quality

of

he

one's

had
burial

accoutrements reflected the life to be expected there; where
kings

remained

from

this

kings

world

and

servants

continued

to

accompanying
be

mere

them

servants.)

Paradoxically, the cruelties perpetrated by ancient Egypt's
religious rulers, in perpetuating dynastic rule by

divine

kings, are treated by Haggard as being less blameworthy
than those resulting from the political machinations of the
Roman Church he attacks in Montezuma's Daughter.
By imposing itself upon an aboriginal Aztec nation - while
perfidiously
Christian

disguised

as illegitimately

enlightenment

-

the

Spanish

propagating
Inquisition

true
is

seemingly evaluated by Rider Haggard as effectively being

malignant imperialism in action. In the author's prolific
African adventures, however, the Victorian Protestant
has

already

conveniently

been

(righteously)

presented

there

as

ethic

normalised.

It

is

the

of

a

fruition

progressive, "civilised" form of imperialism. The fact that
any

religious or political practices deliberately forced upon

a people by self-acclaimed cultural superiors to "enlighten
them" is socially abhorrent has been ignored by the author.
This factor further suggests a latent duplicity and weakness
in Haggard's religious arguments.
Haggard's attention was also particularly focussed on the
qualities

of life that the dysfunctions of

an

Industrial

Revolution had eroded in his day; especially in the pastoral
sector, where he farmed as a typical country squire.^ A
growing

consumerism,

and

the

hazards

of

growing

materialism, were often his target. He says of wealthyspeculator, political candidates who were then "buying" safe
rural parliamentary seats in order to further their personal
power:
A people to whom weahh is an object of such heartfelt homage can
scarcely object to the wide dominion of King Cash. The hypothesis
may be denied, but if we do not serve Mammon, or money, which is
the same thing, how does it chance that we so much admire those

8 See Peter Beresford Ellis's 'Rider Haggard as a rural reformer'.
Country Life, London, December 9, 1976, pp 1796-98.

who
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there
in

may
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exceptions,
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to

an

for instance,

for the

charm

of

it

in

great

exceptionally

would
his

not

in

heaps?

successful
general

conversation

be

or the

Although
speculator,
sought

graces

of

out
his

mind, but set him in a palace in Park Lane with the appropriate
accessories, and how delightful he becomes! ^

As a continuing theme for his writing, Rider Haggard uses
religious conviction as being paramount to man's well-being.
In that context, She. Jess. The World's Desire. M o n t e z u m a ' s
D a u g h t e r . The People of the Mist. S w a l l o w . L v s b e t h . T h e
Brethren. Margaret and the Lady of Blossholme are perhaps
the

most

interesting.

Not

unexpectedly

their

respective

narratives revolve around (his) ideal woman. In non-fiction
he

was

commissioned

to

write

his

now

frequently

researched Report on the Salvation Army Colonies (1905),
and a year earlier he had joined Dr A R Wallace, W T Stead
and the Rev Dr Clifford in a public debate: 'Have we lived on
earth before? Shall we live on earth again?'
Nov

Magazine,

conditioned
become

1904).

But

his

theses

{The

are

London

generally

by prevailing religious litigation, and it had

patently

self-opinionated

in

the

process.

9 H Rider Haggard, A farmer's year: being his commonplace
book
for 1898, p 166. [When one observes the current state of national
economies globally, it is interesting to note that the argument he
makes in the question of greedy speculation holds even more
today,
a hundred years later.]

Consequently, where the author projects his particular brand
of

spirituality

into

his

fiction,

it often

attracts

derision,

because it is served up with a banality, frequently mawkish.
This is the case with 'Barbara who came back' (1913). If not
deserving

a

place

among

the

least

magnetic

pieces

of

Victorian fiction ever written, it has the distinction of being
the most amateurish short story Haggard had published.
In this chapter I begin by examining 'Barbara who came
back' which illustrates Haggard's worst defects. I conclude
with 'Mahatma and the hare',

which, in parts is excellent.

This leads to a conclusion that Rider Haggard could often
work

very

well

on

smaller

canvases;

but

the

quality

depended much upon the topic and his particular frame of
mind at the time of writing. And that the main reason for his
remaining classified as a minor writer appears to be threefold: (a) that he had simply lost his vitality and had indeed
become recklessly hackneyed; (b) that he had become overpresumptious

about

his

thematic

strengths,

despite

the

evidence of the successful "new markets" being opened up
by

his

contemporaries

continually

pressing

or,

financial

more

likely,

difficulties

(c)

that

compelled

his
him

towards quantity rather than quality.
'Only a dream' (1905) is an expression of Rider Haggard's
lifelong

fascination

supernatural,

the

with

human

extra-sensory

and

spirituality,
the

the

metaphysical.

Although

sometimes

intricate allegorical
dream

story'

difficult to unravel
style. T h e

(1911)

because

of

its

mahatma and the hare: a

uncannily

foreshadowed

Richard

Adams' mammoth Watership Down (1972) in many respects.
'A ghostly connection' (1904) and 'The blue curtains' (1920),
pursue

Haggard's

fixation with

frustrated love,

strange

(Freudian) dreams and the supernatural. It should be noted
that the latter piece is in fact another essay, not a short
story in the proper sense.
The five short stories were all published individually after
the turn of the century; and within fourteen years of the
author's death. I feel this is significant, because there is a
pervading
suggesting
preoccupied
having

aura
that
with

of

soul-searching

the
the

aging
beyond

Rider
and

in

them

Haggard
his

all,
was

clearly
much

maker. lO

Indeed,

sent his intimate friend and collaborator

Andrew

Lang a copy of 'The Mahatma and the Hare: a Dream Story',
Haggard responded to Lang's appraisal with: 'You are right;
hunted we are, and by a large pack! Still I don't know that

10 D S Higgins (1980), who edited the author's private diaries for the
period 1914-1925, indicates in various areas that Haggard was clearly
affected by World War I and the disastrous effect its outcome had had
on Britain. From day to day, Haggard makes observations about
religious and social manifestations which affected mankind.
There
are too many instances
to cite here, but they are worth pursuing.
One must consider, nevertheless, that the diary notes have most
likely
been sanitised by their editor and are subjective for various
reasons.

this justifies us in hunting other things. As one grows old, I
think the sadness of the world impresses one more and
more. If there is nothing beyond it is indeed a tragedy. But
thank Heaven! I can't think of that. I think it less and less.'ii
In saying. 'But thank Heaven! I can't think of that' Haggard
means that he cannot conceive of such a situation, and
therefore he affirms his own belief in a fulfilling afterlife,
despite the natural tragedies of life.
Rider Haggard was an author of fifty-eight novels (and
thirteen non-fiction works) who depended to an excessive
extent upon the limited perspectives of his personal
environment for his themes. While these were no doubt
topical at the time of writing, the impact, if there was one,
was short lived, except for King Solomon's Mines. She and
Allan Ouatermain. For Haggard, however, there was growing
competition from more capable, contemporaneous and
innovative writers of the calibre of Joseph Conrad, E M
Forster, J Galsworthy, G K Chesterton and D H Lawrence, so
the author's entrenched religious and social views had a
deleterious effect on evaluating his work. Had he been less
liberal in expressing personal interpretations, he would have
become a more highly respected author. Instead, his
affectations were to condemn him to a minor role in
11 D S Higgins, Rider Haggard.The great story-teller,
1981, p 207.

Cassell, London,

nineteenth-century writing. Furthermore, he was intractable
in that his plots and themes were much of a s a m e n e s s i ^ at a
time when his contemporaries were inducting the world into
Modernism (D H Lawrence s, Sons and lovers, for e x a m p l e ) . i 3
The spark of fiction writing novelty first shown in King
Solomon's Mines and She failed in its potential to trail-blaze
in modern literature because Haggard could not adapt his
adventure romances to a changing world. This particular
manifestation of writer s block is recognised by the critic Ian
Reid as:
Wherever parochial standards of taste and morality are allowed to
influence or hamper the writer, the result can only be a loss to
himself and to literature in his own day, and in some future day,
when standards of taste and morality have changed, be the cause
of amazement and ridicule.^^

In testing Haggard s work in that light, his short story,
Barbara who came back', is an appropriate subject. Indeed,
that romance is almost a parody of the extremely
12 V S Pritchett describes the writer's draining "the whole reservoir
of the public's secret desires [whereby] Rider Haggard tapped the
mystical hankerings after reincarnation, immortality, eternal
youth, psychic phenomena. He tracked down priestesses and gods.
So, in a peaceful age, he drew on preoccupations with slaughter; and
in an empire-building age, on fantasies of absolute, spiritual rule in
secret cities'. {The New Statesman, August 1960, n.d.)
13 See Appendix A.
14 Reid I, The short story, Methuen, London 1977:44.

melodramatic situations that usually single out Victorian
writing. It was written in a style that Haggard hung onto
doggedly although it was already falling out of favour
generally, as writers explored realism or sought far more
complex forms to convey the reality they saw around them.
In the short story 'Barbara who came back' the heroine,
Barbara Walrond, is the oldest of stereotypical Reverend
Septimus Walrond's six living daughters. Four of her siblings
have died in infancy. The melodrama opens strongly with:
'This is the tale of Barbara, Barbara who came back to save a
soul alive'. But, having stated this, it does not exploit its
promised mystery. Instead, the story-line becomes more
than usually predictable. As the story proper begins,
Barbara's father is returning home across bleak moorland
after baptizing a dying infant. It is soon evident that the
author is not about to tax either his own imagination or that
of the reader since the gambit is so familiar to Victorians.
Septimus Walrond is not like Thomas Bull the pastor of
Haggard's 'The missionary and the witch-doctor'i5^ because
'The Rev Thomas Bull was a man of rock-like character with
no more imagination than a rock [who] ought to have been
named not Thomas but John Bull'. Walrond, though meek
15 Published as a "long complete novel" in The Story-teller by The
House of Cassell, London, n.d. and in the company of authors such as
Conan Doyle, Baroness Orczy, Hugh Walpole, J M Barrie, Arnold
Bennett, L J Miln and Frank L Packard.

and virtuous, is nevertheless plagued by gnawing self-doubt.
As he literally staggers across the bleak moor on his way
home,

we

are

reminded

perhaps

of

a Bronte

scenario

unfolding. There, however, the similarity ends as the story
lapses into a saga of human misfortunes in this "evil-led
world". In attempting to mimic realism.

Haggard's effort

here unwittingly promotes a widely held view among his
antagonists that (paradoxically) he could only create credible
narratives by way of his romanticised
Barbara herself

is supposedly

character-isations.

dying, but she recovers

"miraculously" in the presence of Anthony, her willing but
impoverished suitor. She has already declined the advances
of a wealthy suitor because she does not truly love him.
Although fortifying her moral character as heroine, Barbara
is not the type normally associated with Haggard, whose
preference is for stronger

women

(as

archetype).16 He is

awkwardly following the literary convention of an earlier
age. As a result, the narrative is stilted and the information
unconvincing.
16
C G Yung observes the phenomenon as: 'When you know that a
man is caught by a certain type of woman in a very specific way, you
know he is caught by the anima. Then the whole thing will have
such and such complications, such and such developments, because it
is typical.
And the way the anima is described is exceedingly typical.
I don't know if you know Rider Haggard's She, or L'Alatantide
by
Beniot. Those are anima types, and they are quite unmistakable. C'est
la femme fatale.
[Wm McGuire & R F C Hull (eds) C G Yung Speaking:
Interviews
and encounters.
Pan Books Thames & Hudson, London ,
1980:279)]

We learn of the previous deaths in the parson's family,
and among his parishioners. And, because he was bred of
"unhealthy stock", Anthony's ill-health is also foreshadowed.
Though poverty and debility is a pervasive theme in earlier
Victorian fiction, readers accustomed to Haggard's escapist
fiction would have been irked at its repetitiveness here.
Charles Dickens at his gloomiest had the literary astuteness
to inject humour to alleviate the terrible consequences of
contemporary social decay, but Rider Haggard's attempt to
focus on social decay in this short story merely becomes a
relentless dirge. It hints at a sickness of spirit the author
himself was suffering from in 1913.
In illustrating the poverty of pastoral folk, with whom he
had a confirmed empathy. Haggard describes a 'New Year
Feast', where the main course comprises a scraggy duck
followed by fruit as dessert, all washed down with fresh
water. In a Farmer's Year Q899). Rider Haggard had given a
good account of himself as knowledgeable, paternalistic
farmer. However, as an English squire he held very similar
views to those held by rich "hobby farmers" today, who use
the "pastoral escapism" as respite from the business
entrepreneurial world. Possibly designed as comic relief
from the pathos of the family's impoverishment, Haggard
has Anthony seat himself too close to an open fire so that he
accidentally singes his buttocks. Everybody at the table

assumes that it is the duck cooking, but it is Anthony's thigh.
This raises raucous laughter among them. It is a Dickensian
sketching, but the jaded joke itself comes over as somewhat
of a lame duck as doom and gloom is only punctuated
thereafter by the precocious witticisms of the siblings; and
the

harrowing front-line news that Anthony's elder brother,

George, has written from Sebastopol during the Crimean
campaign, which adds to the unfolding melodrama.
Though the dual qualities of the cottage's decrepitude
and

hints

appropriate

of

romantic
to

a

love

lingering,

depicted

in

Victorian

melodrama, they are out of kilter with

the

story

penchant

are
for

turn-of-the-century

fiction:
Her hand met Anthony's and lingered there a little; her violet
eyes met his brown eyes and lingered there a little; her lips spoke
some few words of commonplace farewell. Then, staying
to take the violets from the cracked vase,

a

moment

and another moment to

kiss her father as she passed him, she walked, or rather glided,
from the room, with the graceful movement that was peculiar to
her: and lo! at once for Anthony it became a very emptiness. (My
emphasis.)

In symbolically associating Barbara's 'violet eyes' with the
'violets from the cracked vase' both the flower (spirit) and
the damaged vessel (body) are already doomed. There is.

therefore, little
presaging
Barbara

metaphorical

originality

in

the

author's

a spiritual and temporal tragedy.
is

eventually

engaged

as

a personal

companion by Lady Thompson, her dowager

lady's

aunt, who has

joined the family for the seasonal festivities. Once again.
Haggard uses a persistent motif of much earlier novels
where impoverished but highly moral ladies' companions
and

governesses

were the principal

characters.

He was

always mindful of his audience which, at the time, included
genteel ladies. The heroine subsequently ends up in a social
whirl as they trace out a nineteenth-century "Grand Tour" of
Europe. Anthony, meantime, continues his studies for the
Bar (cf Rider Haggard). Before separating, however, the
couple have chastely embraced while 'their souls melted
into rapture, and were lifted up beyond the world...by which
their souls travelled to the throne of Him who had lit their
lamp of love, and made petition that through all life's
accidents

and death's darkness it might burn

eternally.'

Haggard was unable to dissociate romantic ideology from the
factual life of Victorians. There was a real conflict between
his interest in the paranormal and his need to establish a
recognisable setting for romantic flights of fancy. Because of
this, in his novels, the author's attempts at depicting the
actual with any conviction were generally failures, while.

conversely, his romance-adventures still enjoyed universal,
popular acceptance
Later, Barbara rejects yet another wealthy suitor, matchmade for her by her ambitious aunt and so, in a sedate
quarrel, she loses her aunt's patronage. As an "ingrate", she
goes home, but not before telling her aunt that 'after all a
woman's life is her own'. Her aunt's rebuttal is: 'That's what
it isn't. A woman's life is her husband's and her children's,
and that's why - but it is no use arguing.' It is interesting to
compare this "aphorism" with George Eliot and Mr Wakem's,
'We don't ask what a woman does--we ask to whom she
belongs to.' [sicji^ The author's oeuvre repetitively reflects
contemporary male attitudes passim and his short stories
are not excepted. Here, the dialogue is worth noting because
it points to the fact that Haggard would not consciously
sacrifice a reader's "loyalty" by being ostensibly biased in
regard to the social position of Victorian women, so he uses
the argument as a subtle ploy to support the widest possible
audience to which he is playing. Those of his following who
would normally adopt the nascent feminist movement
would probably agree with Barbara. On the other hand, the
anti-feminist lobby would probably side with the aunt. On
17 George Eliot, The Mill on the Floss, Bk 6 ch 8. [Ian Gregor (Ed),
Reading the Victorian novel: detail into form. Vision Press, London,
1980, p 20.

public occasions, however, Rider Haggard was vociferously
opposed to a developing feminist movement. 18
Barbara's and Anthony's marriage is eventually made
possible by the consumptive death of his older brother.
They have just enough to keep them in frugal comfort.
Evidently, Haggard contrives the whole plot along all too
familiar motifs, adding them one by one. Anthony, for
instance, now has 'a kind of presentiment that [he is] going
to become an invalid'. Stoic Barbara reassures him that this
will never affect her love for him. Next, their infant
daughter dies, but is replaced sometime later by a boy. But
he has definite schizophrenic characteristics. He is a
veritable "little devil", or, as the villagers suggest, a Gipsy
changeling. Such a wild one could not be the natural
offspring of such gentle parents. As he grows up, the only
one who can "manage" him is housemaid Bess, barely older
than himself. The reader might then anticipate some
novelty, but this does not happen. Instead, recurrent dreams
forecast Anthony's imminent death as their faithful dog

18 For an incisive commentary see 'Woman and Life - Sir Rider
Haggard's views', Daily Telegraph, London , 18 March 1922. His
daughter Lilias and various family members are generally reticent
about how the author actually felt about woman; perhaps because of
closely-knit family privacy on the matter. I suspect, however, that
they were just not privy to many such secretive feelings because of
the man's emotional characteristics.

pines away in sympathy. The plot gets worse as the tale
verges on the ridiculous.
The rakish life her son takes up causes Barbara's lingering
death. In death she finds herself on a heavenly lounge with
her faithful dog's head resting on her lap. There she finds
Anthony; her former sisters, and her father. Her deceased
infant daughter has now grown-up with fair tousled locks.
Not only are all the ghosts of her family telepathic, the spirit
of her dog has the same ability to transfer thoughts in
human language.
In an expression of being unburdened of human sexuality
Barbara exclaims: 'Oh! happy was her life with Anthony
[there] for though now sex, as we know it, had ceased to be,
spirit grew ever closer into spirit, and, as below they had
dreamed and hoped, their union had indeed become an altar
on which Love's perfect fire flamed an offering to Heaven.'
It suggests that a frustrated Rider Haggard had latterly
found comfort in anticipating an inexplicable "platonic"
fulfilment in the spirit world since, apparently, he could not
satisfactorily satisfy it in the human (guilt-ridden) sexuality
of this one. It is little wonder that both C G Y u n g and
Sigmund Freud^O found Rider Haggard to be a subject worth
19 William McGuire & RFC Hull (Eds), C G Jung Speaking: Interviews
and Encounters, Picador, London 1980 p. 281
20 Von Franz Marie-Lousie, II femminile nella fiaba, Bongheri,
Torino, 1983. [passim] - W B Northrop, 'H Rider Haggard - Story teller
and Psychologist', Cas sell's Magazine, pp 478-81.

citing in their varied psychological deliberations: the former
in the context of human spirituality, the latter in areas of
human sexuality.
But the time-frame for all this becomes somewhat
confusing as the spirits look down on earthlings like
Olympian gods and goddesses. Barbara's ecstatic interval
with her "dead" family and friends in the paradisiac place
does not last long. She and Anthony look Earthwards upon
their son Anthony who is embroiled in a difficult marriage
to their former housemaid, become novice prostitute. It is
too much for ethereal Barbara. Desperate to help her
prodigal son, the heroine determines to return to Earth by a
process of accelerated reincarnation by which she is whirled
through nothingness to 'be born again as the child of the evil
woman—that she might save a soul alive...Thus did the
sweet and holy Barbara—Barbara who came back'.
At first, the reader might assume that Haggard has
overlooked the possibility that the unborn child is probably
not Anthony's in the first place. I believe the author
intended to restate the quality of mercy and that the sins of
the parents should not be visited upon their offspring.
Barbara is revealed as being, in fact, an angel in disguise,
unselfishly prepared to go through reincarnation to save a
human soul

'Barbara who came back' has nineteenth-century qualities
that today are quite desiccated. With its exaggerated,
convoluted prose we find ourselves caught in the flow of a
panegyric that might have been subtitled "Little Nell
revisited".21 Unlike the pathos of The old curiosity shop, the
total effect is not smooth. It lacks the repetitive, emotive
rhythms Charles Dickens "managed". 'Barbara who came
back' is much less crafted and therefore evokes little
empathy .
In 'Barbara who came back', the author has indulged
himself in fantasy writing unworthy of his (former)
capabilities. C r i t i c s 2 2 of his writing can find here ample
ammunition as he dabbles in a tediously dragged-out, soulsearching, hotchpotch of personal conclusions about the
21 'And now the bell - the bell she had so often heard by night and
day, and listened to with solemn pleasure almost as a living voice rung its remorseless toll for her, so young, so beautiful, so good...'
The Old Curiosity Shop, ch LXXII.
22 During his writing career Haggard was bedevilled by lampooning
and parodies of his work, among which should be noted: J M Barrie,
'An interview with "She"', by 'A correspondent', St James Gazette,
London, 16 Feb 1887. (Not a parody but a record of fictional
interviews She has allegedly had with famous English people over a
period of 2000 years.) - Andrew Lang & W H Pollock, 'He' by the
author of 'It', King Solomon's wives','Bess', 'Much darker days', 'Mr
Morton's Subtler', and other romances, Longmans, Green, London
1887. (Contains Lang's sonnet on She published for the first time.) He. A companion to She. Being a history of adventure of J Theodisius
Aristophano on the island of Rapa Nui in search of his immortal
ancestor, Munro, New York 1988. Though most articles were
featured in periodicals of the stature of Punch, suchlike lampooning
amounted to some 26 items of consequence.

meaning of out-dated life. Readers should be careful not to
disparage Haggard's work simply because of its belaboured
melodramatic
staple

of

content, however. Heavy melodrama

mid-century

this

was

consequently reflected in its contemporary literature.

The

most successful early

Victorian

theatre

and

was a

nineteenth-century writers were able

to entrance readers with that style. Literary theatrics had
been anticipated with relish and

had given a considerable

measure of respectability to the term "popular fiction". But
Haggard was stuck in mid-century fashions and continued to
ply his trade in the old fashioned way.

Newer genres were

developing as the potentials of fiction were explored, and
writers sought to accommodate their fiction to this changing
world. Haggard obviously was not able to cope with this.
Nevertheless,

although

twentieth

century

language differs

and the story-lines are far more liberalised, the gesturing,
and

the

rhetoric

perpetuate

the

mechanics

of

Victorian

serialisation in today's "soapies". And movie box office hits
like Raiders
Romancing

of the
the Stone

lost

ark. The temple of Doom

and

are only one remove from Victorian

trends that Rider Haggard devised when at his best. 'Barbara
who came back' is a valid example of Rider

Haggard's

failings as a writer. However, to use such an extrapolation in
generalising his value as an author, simply for the purpose

of rejecting the genre as irrelevant literature, is to be
critically imprudent.
Rider Haggard had already publicised some ingrained
thoughts on woman very early in his writing career. He was
accustomed to characterising these personal perceptions in
all his romances in large or small doses, and this train of
thought is evident also in his short stories. For instance, in
channelling Colonel Quaritch VC as his spokesperson in the
novel of the same name thirty-four years earlier (1889), he
has this to say:
Men generally pass through three stages with regard to the other
sex. They begin in their youth by making a goddess of them, and
finding out their mistake. Then for many years they look upon
woman as the essence and incarnation of evil. Ultimately however
this folly wears out. Then it is that the danger comes, for then
man puts forth his second venture, puts it forth with fear and
trembling, and with no great hope of seeing a golden Argosy
sailing into port. And if it sinks, there is an end of his legitimate
dealings with such frail merchandise.^ ^

In the novels She. King Solomon's mines, and Montezuma's
daughter, respectively, the rites of passage of those 'three
stages' of the author's fictional 'other sex' are manifested by
him in the characterisations of She ('a goddess') and Gagool
23 H Rider Haggard, Colonel Quaritch VC, Wm Brooks & Co, Sydney
nd, p 97.

('incarnation of evil'). Otamie, exotic Aztec princess and the
hero's

de facto wife,

Argosy'.
return

But

to

a

is the 'second

then the hero callously
frail,

conservative

venture',

his

abandons

English

wife.

'golden

Otamie
The

to

Aztec

adventure had been the author's golden Argosy: 'And if it
sinks, there is an end of his legitimate dealings with such
frail merchandise' [as Otamie]. I believe the author meant to
use "normal

dealings" instead of "legitimate dealings". The

use of "legitimate" in this context appears to have been a
Freudian slip on the author's part. With the conclusion
Montezuma's

Daughter,

negative

of

nature

qualities

of

we

Victorian

ascertain
man

nineteenth-century

than

more
of

about

the

woman.

of
the

desirable

Nevertheless,

Haggard's short stories generally support a similar romantic
theme.
Having

dealt

with

'such

frail merchandise'

as

romantic

love, Colonel Quaritch V C later observes, paradoxically, that:
the

greatest

unspeakable
living

terror

identity,

creature,

yearnings

of

so

our being
and

the

lies

unchanging

greatest

hope

in the utter

loneliness,

self-complement
and

the

of

intensest

of our hearts go out towards that passion

which

the

every
natural
in its

fire heats has the strength, if only for a little while, to melt down
the barriers of our individuality

and give to the soul something of

the power for which it yearns of losing [sic] its sense of solitude in
converse with its kind.

For alone we are from infancy to death! -

we, for the most part, grow not more near together but rather
wider apart with the widening years, [idem]

He is unconsciously
author in old age,

previewing

the lonely,

embittered

and, in this sense, it is a safe presumption

that Haggard was already preoccupied with 'utter loneliness',
the frustrated 'yearnings

of our heart' and 'that

which

the

in

its

heats

has

strength...to

give

passion
the

soul

something of the power which it yearns'. Haggard was even
then a troubled spirit. The position now is embroidered in
his earlier position.
Haggard always found it difficult, if not impossible, to
embody his apperception of woman where the plot had a
contemporary setting, for example The yellow idol (1909).
With his knowledge of the "upper set" he had been in a
position

to draw intimately

upon their characteristics

to

render them more interestingly and with more life, but his
modern stories were peopled either by female images of a
lost past, or the same wooden men as customary.

His

daughter Lilias and his nephew Godfrey are the only two
family members who have recorded any assessment of his
disposition towards women with intimate knowledge of the
man as Godfrey says:
The fact is that he was not very good with the sex as a whole.
And yet how well he understood women! Not one of his heroines

is but a warm, living human being, the beautiful adoring mate,
full of tantrums and intelligence such as he himself would have
chosen (and who wouldn't) for himself. He gloried in the
infinite variety of women, but men he found, especially young
men, much of a sameness, as he himself records somewhere. ^^

Godfrey apparently viewed woman in a Victorian romantic
light as the "other" or exotic part of the male, perhaps in the
Jungian sense of anima.
It is difficult to come to terms with 'he was not very good
with the sex as a whole' in the same context as 'yet how well
he understood women!'. The first opinion negates the
second if we are discussing whole woman and not gender
juxtaposed with sexuality. And the so-called heroines are
merely figments of the author's mind; unconsciously
qualified by 'as he himself would have chosen (and who
wouldn't) for himself. It appears he had no choice outside
his fiction. Furthermore, there is no 'infinite variety of
women' in Haggard's fiction. It is peopled either by
repetitive stereotypes or archetypes, male and female.
Since Haggard cultivated his romantic vision so well when
dealing with his ideal women, who were literally outside his
reach, he could not relate to actual women in the sense of
22

Lilias Haggard, op cit.

satisfactory

fulfilment.23 Otherwise, it is unlikely that She

and Otamie would have been created to satisfy an apparent
compulsive fantasizing in the author. For this reason, those
of

his

stories

portraying

romantic

situations

set

contemporaneously come over as fatuous. Because of this
reversal,

it is

such

women

characters

who

are in

fact

"unreal". 'Barbara who came back' typifies this aberration.
A compulsive theme of frustrated love pervades Haggard's
romances and it leaches into his short stories. Five years
before

his

death.

Haggard published

'The blue

curtains'

(1920), which is generally recognised as his only (short)
"love story". Since the story seems to work within incidents
in Haggard's own lifestyle experiences, the tragic episode of

23 'The dominant code of sexual morality in
nineteenth-century
Europe provided a highly repressive sexual ethic for women. This socalled Victorian morality sought to keep unmarried women chaste
and married women passive and submissive to their husbands.
Women were conditioned to repress their sexuality and view sex only
as an obligation and a means of conceiving children.
Men, on the
other hand, were considered to be naturally lustful creatures whose
sexual needs had to be gratified.
In order to keep women of their
own class virtuous and all women subordinate, upper- and middleclass men used working-class women for sexual gratification and
imposed sex on their wives, who were to receive no gratification
from the sex act. The husband thereby asserted his sexual ownership
and control of his wife.
The belief that women were men's sexual
property was not limited to the upper classes.
Among the working
class, too, sexual intercourse was widely viewed as a husband's right
and a wife's duty. [Eleanore S Riemer & John C Pout (Eds),
European
women: a documentary
history 1789-1945,
Harvester Press, Brighton
U K 1980, p 220.]

unrequited

love

clearly

reflects

the

author's

own

disappointments in that regard.
'The blue Curtains' had the potential to be a noteworthy
short story, but there are banalities in it which detract from
its narrative strengths. It is included here because of its
nostalgic rendering of the romantic theme, and because of its
having been included in an anthology recalling the creation
of

She

and

characters

Allan
(Smith

Quatermain,
and

the

his

principal

Pharaohs).

romantic

Despite

its

shortcomings, it suggests that, in this case, the author was
adapting to new developments in the short story format.
Awaiting

his service discharge, the hero John

George

Peritt, of the British occupational forces in South Africa,
receives a letter of rejection from his erstwhile fiancée Miss
Madeline Spenser. He is a simple soul, impoverished, not
handsome in the least. In fact, he is called
because of his obvious physical handicap.

"Bottlenose"

From the letter,

one gathers that Madeline, on the other hand, is

pretty, but

conniving, willing to drop friend or lover alike whenever
something

more

socially

advantageous

arrives.

The

preamble effectively reshapes incidents in the author's life
which are factual.
Madeline has the temerity to ask her former lover - whom
she abandons for 'a middle-aged

gentleman, who danced

with me several times' - not to marry but to keep on loving

her, despite this "impossible" marriage. John has very few
prospects, while Sir Alfred Croston is gentry: she is quite
transparent about this as the reason for her decision to
break with the hero. Soldier John can only sigh, 'It is a great
blow...Poor Madeline! How she must suffer!' His reply is
sympathetic to her dilemma and reflects his unselfish,
unassuming (rather dim-witted) nature:
I think we might have managed on five hundred a year, although
perhaps I have no right to expect you to give up comforts and
luxuries to which you are accustomed; but I am afraid that when
one is in love one is apt to be selfish...! love you much too
well...and you are too beautiful and delicate to be the wife of a poor
subaltern with little beside his pay...You need not be afraid that I
shall forget you or marry anybody else...you are 'bettering
yourself [sic] as the servants say.

This done, he decides to settle in South Africa as a
farmer (like Haggard himself, who had taken up ostrich
farming in similar circumstances).
Twelve years pass and he has returned home where Sir
Eustace, his other brother, tries to persuade him to settle,
but he wants to return to Africa as he hates 'strangers, and
society'. Then, however, he learns that Lady Croston
(Madeline) 'makes a charming widow'. Eustace, however,
describes Madeline as the most 'worthless of all the

worthless women that I know...Look how she treated you.'
But George sets out to reclaim the widow's favours.
Stood in the street, soaked to the skin in a deluge of rain,
he

"comes

across"

Madeline

'standing

between

the

blue

velvet curtains...now a woman in the full splendour of a
remarkable beauty*. He succumbs immediately to 'her large
dark eyes fixed upon him with a look of wistful curiosity,
her shapely lips parted to speak, and her bosom
heaving,
eventually

as though
exchange

with

trouble'.

marriage

They

proposals,

meet,
but

gently

talk

not

and

before

George bashfully admits to responsibility for a great act of
heroism in a battle with wild African natives. Rider Haggard
was always bashful about his own "heroic" participation in
African uprisings while on duty there.
When Eustace finds out about

his younger

brother's

gullibility, he tells him so. The result is a bet of five pounds
where the elder brother says he can prove the fraudulence
of the proposed match. At this point, the short story takes
on dramatic aspects of a stage play and it might have served
the author's purpose to have had written it as a play. Given
its texture and the public's theatrical taste of the day, it
would probably have been a greater success as a play than
as a short story: if Rider Haggard had properly appreciated
the irony, however.

The pair set out for Madeline's home where George is
reluctantly persuaded to hide behind those same blue velvet
drapes. Ironically, Eustace alludes to this trickery as
'stepping behind those velvet curtains - a la "School for
Scandal"'. The analogy is weak, however, since Sheridan's
salon scene was a measure of hypocrisy where a marriage of
young to old is endangered although it is noted for its
"screen scene" effected with witty dialogue. The "blue
curtain" scene here depicted more aptly mirrors the "arras"
scene from Hamlet where Polonius is stabbed to the heart.
This "coincidence" suggests that Haggard, the theatre-goer,
had not seen the full potential of dramatisation, although he
had already become immersed in the nascent movie
industry with the (silent) filming of D a w n in 1917
(screenplay by Pauline Lewis) and King Solomon's Mines in
1919.
John George Perrit eventually hears his brother
fraudulently propose to the perfidious woman. With very
little persuasion she accepts. John is disgusted with himself
and, Hamlet-like, ponders a permanent ending to his
tribulations. Next morning he is discovered by his brother
Eustace. He has deliberately overdosed with 'chloral'.
Broken-hearted, George had 'swallowed his sleeping-draught
and laid himself down to rest'.

Though

this

entertainment

short
superior

story
to

is

far

much

of

from

perfect,

Haggard's

it

is

customary

style. Its craftsmanship is strengthened by the

romance

skilful reversal of its conclusion: 'When Madeline Croston
heard the news at a dinner-party on the following evening
she was much shocked, and made up her mind to go home
early. To this day she tells the story as a frightful warning
against the careless use of chloral' (Finale! Curtain!). Haggard
introduces

an untapped

potential

which, unfortunately, is lacking in

for black comedy

here

other works that might

have been enhanced by it: 'Barbara who came back', for
example. It is this element that makes the treatment of 'Blue
curtains' interesting among otherwise bland work. But given
his natural, Victorian disposition, I suspect this
has

been

enhance

inserted

unwittingly

by

the

author,

"humour"
solely

to

pathos.

'A ghostly Connection' is the next of Haggard's
stories to be discussed here, and Michael Hayes

short

has noted

an interesting observation about the quality of Sir Walter
Scott's short stories that can be paralleled with it. 'By his
own admission,' Hayes says, 'Scott expressed a total lack of
interest in the craft of fiction - "Style-I never think about
style. I have had regiments of cavalry marching through my

24 Michael Hayes (Ed), The supernatural
short stories
Scott, John Calder, London Nd (In his introduction)

of Sir

Walter

head ever since I was fourteen" - and this is obvious in his
novels. Storytelling was all important, so that in the grand
tapestries

of

surrounded
stories;

his

by

flaws,

novels

threadbare

you

will

patches.

perhaps-threadbare

find
Not

beautiful
so in

patches,

areas

his

short

never.

Lord

David Cecil accurately observed that "even around his worst
work hovers a hint of careless greatness"'. Similarly, in
Haggard's oeuvre there are some 'grand tapestries [and] you
will find beautiful areas surrounded by threadbare patches'
in his novels. But Haggard has none of Scott's so-called
'careless greatness'. His literary weaknesses also leach into
his short stories.
Only his first novel. D a w n

(1884),

had received

the

attention that should have been permanently applied to his
further writing. From a

note in Haggard's handwriting

(on

the MS to Dawn held in Norfolk's Record Office) we learn
that 'I worked so hard at re-writing this MS that I went
nearly blind and had to finish it in a darkened room. For
weeks afterwards I was not allowed to read anything and
might only amuse myself by throwing a ball against a wall,
like a child, and catching it again' (Whatmore 1987). Perhaps
the success of King Solomon's Mines had deluded the author
into believing in his own greatness prematurely, that rewriting was for the less "naturally" skilled writer.

'A ghostly Connection' is one of those after-dinner
episodes Haggard was to repeat frequently as the Victorian
raconteur. Re-published in The Tmes, on 21 July 1904 as a
non-fiction essay, it had already appeared in Lilias
Haggard's biography as well as in his own diaries. All of his
other biographers mention the uncanny coincidence, as do
Haggard-thesis writers. Haggard himself believed he
enjoyed "the sight", and there are several citations of his
personal experiences from his biographers that today would
be classified paranormal.
It is a simplistic tale of a pet dog apparently
communicating with its master in its death throes as it floats
in reeded water beside a railway track, having been
accidentally hit by a passing train (cf contact of the
telepathic dog in 'Barbara who came back'). Haggard awakes
from a nightmare in his bedroom; where his wife also sleeps
at a considerable distance from him in the manner of
Victorian upper classes. Using a bench magistrate expertise,
acquired in real life, he reconstructs the story of how the
dog met its end.
The short story is perhaps attractive because of its Mary
Shelley-like opening:
(1) The event on which this fiction has been supposed, by Dr
Darwin and some of the physiological writers of Germany, as not
of an impossible occurrence. I shall not be supposed as according

the remotest degree of faith to such imagination; yet in assuming
it as the basis of a work of fancy...(Shelley: Frankenstein)
(2) The following story is so strange and its sequel so
extraordinary that I have hesitated to write it down although
I know its circumstances to be well worthy of record. I have
considered telling it anonymously, yet after much thought I
have made up my mind to publish it over my own name,
ridicule and disbelief. (Haggard: A ghostly connection)

and its H G Wells-like closure:

(1) One other thing, even at the risk of an irksome repetition, I
must insist upon lest I seem to favour the credulous superstitious
view. Plattner's absence from the world for nine days is, I think,
proved. But that does not prove his story. It is quite conceivable
that even outside space hallucinations may be possible. That, at
least, the reader must bear distinctly in mind. (Wells: The Plattner
story)
(2) On the remarkable issues opened up by this occurrence I
cannot venture to speak further than to say that, although it is
dangerous to generalise from the particular instance however
striking and well supported by evidence which is so rarely
obtainable in such obscure cases, it does seem to suggest that there
is a more intimate ghostly connection between all members of the
animal world, including man, than has hitherto been believed, at
any rate by Western peoples. That they may be, in short, all of
them different manifestations of some central informing life.

although

inhabiting the universe

(Haggard: A ghostly

Connection)

in such various

forms.

It is generally believed, incidentally, that Haggard's
claiming the story as true was the main reason for his giving
up blood-sport. Hitherto he had always been a keen
sportsman, but, from the time of that favourite dog's loss, he
apparently rejected blood-sport completely. The incident
had become a harrowing aversion that was subsequently to
be mirrored in 'The mahatma and the hare: a dream story'.
This leads me into Haggard's only ghost story, 'Only a
dream', which was published in Harry Furniss's Christmas
annual, 1905. Rider Haggard uses an opening narration that
has an interior rhyme which is immediately emotionally
evocative. On the eve of a second marriage, a prospective
bridegroom's nightmare has him wandering around a
gloomy manor house terrified, haunted by the ghost of his
first wife who presents him with an ominous token of her
eternal love. Or is it hate? It has an arresting introduction,
reminiscent of Coleridge's 'The Rime of the Ancient Mariner'.
Quickly, it moves into a storyline like 'Christabel': 'Footprints
- footprints - the footprints of one dead. How ghastly they
look as they fall before me! Up and down the long hall they
go, and I follow them. Pit, pat they fall, those unearthly
steps, and beneath them starts up that awful impress. I can

see it grow upon the marble, a damp and dreadful thing.'
[sic]
The prospective groom drifts through a salon where many
gifts are displayed, including an electro-plated urn, and
silver table services which he envisages using at future
breakfast tables 'when one is about to make a really
satisfactory marriage [which] was very different when [he]
married [his] first wife...but then that marriage was not
satisfactory - just a love-match, no more'. So we might
perceive the next marriage to be platonic, but more
intellectually satisfying perhaps. His inner quandary is
measured in the fashion of Algernon Blackwood but, because
of Haggard's stylistic awkwardness, with less skill:
Well, it is very curious to notice what ideas will come into a man's
head sometimes. Sometimes something waves a magic wand over
his being, and from the recesses of his soul dim things arise and
walk. At unexpected moments they come, and he grows aware of
the issues of his mysterious life, and his heart shakes and shivers
like a lightening shattered tree.

In that drear light all earthly

things seem far, and all unseen things draw near and take shape
and awe him, and he knows not what is true and what is false,
neither can he trace the edge that marks off the Spirit from the
Life. Then it is that the footsteps echo, and the ghostly footprints
will not be stamped out. [Rider Haggard-O«/}' a dream]

This flaw is discernible in the comparison:
Some nights are merely dark, others are dark in a suggestive way
as though something ominous, mysterious is going to happen. In
certain remote outlying suburbs, at any rate, this seems true,
where great spaces between the lamps go dead at night, where
little happens, where a ring at the door is a summons almost, and
people cry 'Let's go to town!' In the villa gardens the many cedars
sigh in the wind, but the hedges stiffen, there is a muffling of
spontaneous activity. [Algernon Blackwood - The doll ]

A grotesque atmosphere builds up as his thoughts are
tossed about randomly:
Pretty thoughts again! and how persistently they come! It is one
o'clock and I will go to bed. The rain is falling in sheets outside. I
can hear the lashing against the window panes, and the wind
wails through the tall wet elms at the end of the garden. I could
tell the voice of those elms anywhere: I know it as well as the
voice of a friend. What a night it is; we sometimes get them in
this part of England in October. It was just such
a night when my first wife died, and that is three years ago. I
remember how she sat up in bed...'Ah! those horrible elms...I wish
you would have them cut down Frank; they cry like a woman.'

Although he had promised to cut down the trees and his
former wife dies contented upon that reassurance, he has
not honoured his commitment, and this infidelity is the
theme of the story. The familiar voice of the trees has
indeed become a 'cry like a woman' or the mythical Banshee.
It reminds him that their mutual best friend had visited his
wife for a last visit on the day prior to her death. His wife
had then told him: 'There goes your future wife, Frank...You
should have married her at first instead of me; she is very
handsome and very good, and she has two thousand a year;
she

would never have died of a nervous illness...Oh, Frank

dear, I wonder if you will think of me before you marry
Annie Guthrie. Wherever

I am I shall be thinking of

you.'[sic] Haggard attributes deathbed second sight to the
wife in this scarifying tale of a man haunted by broken
promises and an inference that he was already enamoured
of his new bride-to-be while his wife was dying.

As the

would-be groom suggests that 'Death must indeed be a hell
if the dead can see and feel and take measure of the
forgetful faithlessness of their beloved' he adds - for our
information - that he is 'not so young or so strong as [he]
was, and this wedding wears me out. I wish that the whole
thing were done or had never been begun'. Annie Guthrie

might well be Cathy to Frank's conscience-tortured
Heathcliff, but in a much diminished key.
Following the voice wailing 'Frank! Frank! ...Open the door;
I am so cold. I have so little time,' [sic] he staggers from
room to room without apparently awaking any one else in
the house. (An image of Hamlet seeking his murdered father
is again raised.) Finally, Frank opens the great entrance door
in the deserted hallway. He notes that 'The black clouds had
broken a little overhead, and there was a patch of blue, rainwashed sky and with just a star or two glimmering in it
fitfully...but by degrees I made out the accustomed outline
of the great trees swinging furiously against it'.
On the porch he finds 'something small and black and wet'.
It is a homunculus 'short and shrunken, the figure of a tiny
woman...dressed in black and wore a black covering over the
whole head, shrouding it, after the fashion of a bridal veil,
[sic]' At this point Haggard aficionados will probably
recognise a repetition of the final scene from She where the
once-magnificent Ayesha shrivels up horribly; rejected by
The Flame. Psychologists and others will perceive the
imagery of the golliwog of Haggard's nursery days.
This figure carries a basket. He notices that 'on the third
finger was a red line showing that a wedding-ring had once
been there'. Eventually he realises it is his former wife
haunting him:'/ could not give you my life, Frank, so I

brought you my death - take it!'

...I wanted to talk to you

before you married Annie; and now I shall never see you
again - never! never! never!

I have lost you for ever! ever!

ever! \ [sic]
The basket turns out to be one he had bought her years
before, but which had been swept overboard in a gale
during a sea trip. Then 'A mouse ran along the dresser and
jumped on to the floor, making quite

a crash in the silence.'

We are brought back to the wraith. (I have emphasised
"quite" because the expression appears to underscore Rider
Haggard's

inadequacy.)

He lifts the lid of the infamous basket only to find inside it
a 'small bleached human skull' wrapped in linen. Then he
wakes up: 'A dream! After all, only a dream by the fire, but
what a dream. And I am to be married tomorrow

Can I

be married tomorrow?' [sic] The horror might well only be
starting.
This
beyond

Haggard

tale contains

psychological

significances

the scope of this critique. It is a horror

illustrating

the

dark

recesses

of

the mind.

One

story
where

inexplicable, primitive fears wait to pounce out of the dark
of

old

nursery

manor
closets.

houses,

dark

woods,

Like Haggard's

country

unexploited

lanes--and
aptitude

for

black comedy, there is a fine sense of the macabre threading
this brief tale together. It is sufficient to send a

"delightful"

cold shiver through an unsuspecting reader. But I feel that it
has never been given a recognition it merits among the best.
For the entertainment value of that genre, it deserves
placing closely to Bram Stoker's The coming of the lady' 25
for example. However, because its style is unique within
Rider Haggard's oeuvre it is suspiciously like an imitation of
Poe, rather than an original concept, at a time when the
modern horror genre was developing.
Today, eighty years after first publication, 26 the theme of
'The mahatma and the hare: a dream story' may be
attractive to conservationists. It is both a plea for animal
protection and a warning about the nature of mankind's
inherent cruelty. At the time of writing, Haggard was again
ridiculed for publishing yet another "sham-fantasy", but one
suspects the denigration came from "sporting" lobbyists and
gunsmiths, rather than from the public majority. It is an
underrated and misunderstood commentary, although
Hartwig A Vogelsberger 27 appears to have assayed its value
to a much greater degree than other Haggard critics.28
25 Bram Stoker, The Lady of the Shroud, Arrow Books, London, 1975.
26 Rider Haggard, The Mahatma and the Hare, Longman's
Magazine,
London 1911; Henry Holt Publishers, NY 1911 (simultaneously
released 16.10.11)
27 Hartwig A Vogelsberger, "King Romance": Rider Haggard's
achievement,
Intsitüt für Anglistik und Amerikanistic, Universtät
Salzburg, Austria, 1984.
28 Even Sydney Higgins (in his biography of Haggard: The great
storyteller,
Cassell, London, 1981) disparages its value as a 'deathobsessed, anti-hunting yam or nightmare'.

Haggard opens in an almost comic vein suggesting that
'Everyone has seen a hare, either crouched or running in the
fields, or hanging dead in a poulterer's shop

The majority

of those who chance to have heard the title are apt to
confuse it with another, that of the Mad Hatter

giving an

address in Tibet at which no letters are delivered'.
An author-narrator, tells how he became an alcoholic since
his wife died in shipwreck ('The shock broke my heart, in
such

a way

that it has never been mended

again,

but

unfortunately did not kill me'). Contemplating the attraction
of

drowning

(perchance

to dream!)

he is

halted

by

a

thought-reading stranger called Jorsen who engages him in
debating reincarnation. He perceives him to be a Mahatma
when told they have met as Egyptians some eight thousand
years

before. This

gradually

regenerates

the

narrator's

spirits so that he eventually assumes the identity of the
Mahatma of the story.
His guru looks rather like a hare: 'A small, white-haired
man with a thin rather plaintive face in which are set two
large,

dark

eyes

that

continually

seem

to

soften

and

develop'. The unfolded story affects him so much that the
story-teller
deprived

becomes a total abstainer thereafter.'Thus it has
me of my interest in earthly things,' says this

born-again Believer. 'How can we strive to win a crown we
no longer have any desire to wear? Now I desire other

crowns and at times I wear them, if only for a little while.
My spirit grows and grows. It is dragging at its strings.'
Rider Haggard has instinctively personalised the story and
is expressing a mood which reflects his preoccupation with
aging and passing glory. He had, by that time, slipped off his
public pedestal and lost his literary crown ("King Romance")
to

a

new

era.

Indeed,

a

journalist

telephoning

to

Ditchingham, Haggard's home, is said to have enquired if the
author had passed away. Ironically, Haggard uses a variation
of this incident in the tale of the hare. Having given so much
of his time to community and national interests, he felt he
had still not received the accolades he had sought. But the
pondering over this appears to have finally sublimated itself
in resignation to the real facts of life.
From

a

frisky

regurgitations of

opening

the

tale

digresses

into

Haggardian philosophy. He subtly alludes

to the plot of 'Smith and the Pharaohs' and reincarnation.
Fortunately, the fictional Mahatma is quickly

manipulated

by the author so that he quickly picks up the thread again
and takes us into another strange adventure in an even
stranger world where ghosts of men and lower animals can
communicate
sensory

and

debate.

share the
Once

same fears in lucid,

again. Haggard

uses

the

extra-

authorial

"humility" of pleading ignorance, but his readers know to

expect a relatively scholarly lesson; which is precisely what
occurs with gentle didacticism:
I

am

no

explained,

member

of

no Mahatma,

any

mystic

brotherhood,

although I have

and,

as I have

called myself

thus for

present purposes because the name is a convenient cloak.

I repeat

that I am ignorant if there are such people as Mahatmas, though if
so I think Jorsen must be one of them. Still he never told me this.
What he has told me is that every individual spirit must work out
its own destiny quite independently of others.

In this story, Dorothy's Yellow Brick Road (Wizard of Oz)
becomes The Great White Road leading to heaven on an
astral

plane;

which

he

describes

in

dreamlike

terms

comparable to the then popular song 'I dreamt that I dwelt
in marble halls...'.

There are images too of 'Barbara who

came back': departed souls approach the closed gates waiting
patiently

to serve goblets of refreshing nectar to newly

arriving souls. It is ironic that the paradise so described has
the effect of being merely a Haggardian, sanitised model of
Victorian ideals, miraculously levitated to another sphere by
an all-benevolent, Anglophilic entity. Periodically,

though,

the narrator reminds us that this is a dream: 'from time to
time I, a mortal, seem to stand upon the borders of that
immortal Road and watch the newly dead who travel it
towards the glorious Gates'.

When

describing

the

hare's

environment

and

later

horrifying experiences, the magic of Rider Haggard's pastoral
non-fiction reflects the intimate personal

knowledge

and

experiences he had gone through as a country squire and
former shooter (described perfectly in his, A Farmer's Year
Book^.
The story is too lengthy to examine fully here except to
note that the graphic description of the cruelty to foxes and
hares, birds and hapless gun dogs is explicit and provides a
sound basis for an argument against the killing of innocent
wildlife in the name of the so-called "sporting life": The hare
loses

all

of

its

family, including

its mother,

whom

it

identifies in a brace: 'He held these in his hand that was tied
up, and in the other, oh horror! was a dead hare bleeding
from its nose. It looked uncommonly like my mother, but
whether it were or no I couldn't be quite sure. At least from
that day neither my sister nor I ever saw her again'.
Haggard

becomes

introduces a profound

didactic

again

in

the

closure.

He

moral argument contrived between

the hare and a ghost squire (who insists on shooting the
ghost hare with his ghost gun!). Using the argument that T
who am a Christian man maintain that my religion perfectly
justified me in doing all these things, and that no blame
attached

to me on this account', the squire justifies his

having cruelly dealt with the hare as a lower animal, subject

to man, when they were both alive. The hare

counters,

proclaiming that if the higher Power judges in favour of the
squire then it will return to earth to be tortured once more.
Much disturbed, and in justification, the squire says, 'You
must admit that while you lived you had a first-class time
under my protection. Lots of turnips to eat and so forth.'

It

is a facetious rebuttal. The debate, however, is a judgement
on Darwinism as much as on moralities of the time.
Nevertheless, the argument continues back and forth, as
the

three

judgement

stand
to

at

the

validate

gates
entry.

waiting

for

Suddenly,

the

superior

from

above

'descended that crowned city of the Mansions before whose
glory imagination breaks and even Vision veils her eyes'.
One is

reminded, uncannily, of the finale of Spielberg's Close

Encounters of the Third Kind where the fantastic space ship
finally arrives. But Haggard may have been affected by H G
Wells' The

Time

Machine (1895) at a time when extra-

terrestrial interests were popular.
Though there are some irritating digressions.

Haggard's

arguments are well fortified. His closure is rounded off
admirably with the "Being's" question: 'Who hath suffered
most? Let that one first taste of peace.' And 'This was the
command: "Draw near, thou hare".' A moral judgement has
been made by the author and had been endorsed by the

almighty entity. The reader has little choice: comply or be
damned!
'The Mahatma and the Hare', though a minor classic in
defence of animals, was ineffectual. Victorian sportsmen
continued with their bloody diversions, while claiming that
Haggard was quite silly after all; and a hypocrite to boot (cf
The Ivory Child, below). Haggard did not respond
defensively to his critics as he might have done earlier in his
career. He felt he did not need to defend himself now,
having played the part of the hare symbolically all his long
literary career. Thomas Hardy agreed with him. In a letter to
Haggard (1911), he said:
a strangely attractive book...I am, as you know, entirely on the

side of the hare...I feel certain that you are too, in spite of
your reserve; and that delights me. There is not the least
doubt that blood sport will have to go. To teach boys to
like it, in the 20th Century, is monstrous
I hope very
many people will read the book, and be as much moved
by it as I was and am.2 9

29 Morton Cohen, Rider Haggard:
London, 1960 p 175 (footnote).

his life and works,

Hutchinson,

It has been noted^o that when Haggard wrote The Ivory
Child (1916), only five years later, Allan Quatermain had not
been similarly converted. On the contrary, the opening
describes a shoot between our hero and Van Koop ('a cur of
the first water') where, for a wager, they "bag" 555
pheasants, 27 hares, 6 pigeons, 4 partridges, 3 woodcock and
a duck! This does not necessarily confirm tacit approval by
Haggard as has been mooted; though it is somewhat
incongruous in the light of 'The Mahatma and the Hare'. (At
the time, the heir to the Victorian throne and his entourage
were notoriously fond of such sport.) To have had Allan
Quatermain recant his love of sport would probably have
been financially disastrous for the writer. The argument
against blood-sports continues today; more effectively and
more persistently because of modern communications
techniques. So, 'The Mahatma and the Hare' remains validly
topical four decades on. As such, it is a fair measure of the
quality of Haggard's imaginative persuasiveness - despite
its peculiarities - and a fair rebuttal of the author's being
merely a forgetable nineteenth-century writer as has been
often suggested.

30 T J Binyon, 'Eternal Triangles', Times
September 1981, p 1055.

Literary

Supplement,
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The short stories discussed in this chapter indicate that
Haggard's work in that genre is usually a mixture of sincere
spirituality juxtaposed with his station in life. Sometimes it
is well crafted. Often, it has the stamp of the writer who has
much to learn about publishing in haste: but little to learn in
regard to exploiting popular taste. The medium of the short
story gave him an opportunity to concentrate his thinking
and therefore become less ambivalent with his storylines,
less confusing than in his romance novels; which tended to
ramble, and, for this fault, become neglected by impatient
readers. Had he gone with the tide of literary changes that
the early twentieth century introduced, he might have been
better remembered. But he was conservative to the core.
Like Sir Walter Scott, Haggard, too, never gave serious
thought to style. Not of the same calibre as Scott, they
appear, nevertheless, to have shared a mutual problem: too
many ideas... not enough time.

CONCLUSIONS

In my study, I set out to examine those factors which I
perceive to have contributed to the categorising of Rider
Haggard among the ranks of "forgotten men" of nineteenth
century fiction v^riters, at worst, or at best, to the multitude
of minor Victorian writers of either gender. In so doing, I
used those short pieces I considered to be best illustrative of
both his poorest and best efforts in the short story genre. In
attempting to widen the spectrum of my examination, I
included essays that are often identified as short stories.
My reason for using the author's short pieces in that
context was that no one - to be best of my knowledge appears to have written a thesis specifically focused on Rider
Haggard's short pieces. In fact, the only notable focus on these
is the collection published as The best Short Stories of Rider
Haggard, by Peter Haining (Ed.) [Michael-Joseph, London,
1981]. And, in that work, there is no analysis of literary
quality, although there is a most helpful introduction to the
anthology itself by Hammond Innes.
It is clear that Rider Haggard was a "man of his times" and
that his personal philosophies were forcefully conditioned by
those times. He typifies the Victorian man of means.

staunchly loyal to the British way of life, and to the cause of
an imperialism ameliorated by generalised notions of civic
reform.
I indicated in the epigraph to my introduction that, 'Out of
the tissue of things remembered and forgotten, halfremembered and half-forgotten, the novelist weaves his
fiction' (page i). Rider Haggard epitomises that concept. His
domestic life as boy and man had its own peculiarities, most
of which directed the imaginative course taken by him in his
adventure-romances. That path took him in two directions:
one, back to longed-for imaginary golden days of the past,
and the other, to slightly more contemporary creative
escapism through the heroic adventures of Allan Quatermain.
It was a concept that also inspired the fantastic character She,
which fired the (sexually repressed) imaginations of
thousands of Victorians and which, although dormant today,
still lives in the unconscious minds of numerous boys and
men the world over, perhaps in other guises.
In reading Haggard's works, little doubt exists that he
believed, as intended, that he was writing for boys and men
specifically. He was most surprised, therefore, at the following
that had been attracted from girls and women. Unfortunately,
this attitude also served to reinforce his perception that there

were inherent intellectual differences, although his romances
generally, decorously deferred to the "weaker sex" in true
nineteenth-century manner.
As a mature man, a growing disillusionment permeates his
shorter writings, much of which is discernible in The Blue
Curtains and The Mahatma and the Hare. The "enlightenment"
that inspired the underpinning theme of such tales is perhaps
what elevates the standard of his writing there. It is a
standard that weighs heavily against those of his later
romances which probably did serve to banish him as a minor
writer because of their repeatedly poor qualities. By the same
token, it begs the question: Why had he apparently wasted
his time on them when he could obviously have done so much
better? The answer, I believe, is that he had deliberately
sacrificed quality for quantity in an effort to sustain a
Victorian standard of living to which he and his extended
family had become accustomed. Elevating his position
materially in society had also proved to Victorian society at
large that he was not the dullard his immediate family had
consistently labelled him for from his youth, particularly his
father.
Nearly all of the short pieces examined continue to
unthread the already fraying romantic tapestry of the

knight-like hero previously displayed in the body of his
fiction (and much of his non-fiction). Underlying them, there
is a basic spirituality that questions humanity's place in the
cosmos. 'What weight of ancient witness can prevail,/If
private reason hold the public scale? are words of Dryden's
that pre-empt a painful curiosity pervading the mind of
Haggard, and which is mirrored in much of his writing as a
focal point. Typical of this condition is The mahatma and the
Hare. But this feature only amplifies the fact that he was
very much influenced by the public debates which the
Victorians had opened up in that vein.
While there are good reasons for classifying Rider Haggard
in the lower ranks of Victorian writers, there are others
which, in mitigation, tend to indicate that the author
displayed certain characteristics that might have raised him
onto a much higher literary plane, had they been properly
developed. For instance, he might have given much greater
attention to the changing trends in creativity. Around him so
much talent was mushrooming, but accompanying that talent
was a constant searching for the new. Perhaps he was aware
of his own limitations when he avoided imitating the literary
school of thought which was changing the whole texture of
the novel from 1886. More likely. Haggard preferred to take

the easy course and to continue along well-tried, financially
rewarding, avenues of so-called adventure-romance fiction.
As a result, these romances gradually tended to be
increasingly repetitious in theme and characterisation and,
consequently, they suffered from amateurish writing.!
He appears to have remained too much in the attic of his
mind reopening old trunks containing outmoded fancy
clothes. It is a pity, because the first creativity of K i n g
Solomon's Mines. She, and Allan Ouatermain later was to be
dissipated in a rush to publish; perhaps as a delusion of his
being impregnable as "King Romance". Had he concentrated
solely on a writing career and polished his craft, instead of
simultaneously seeking adulation as a public man; had he
broadened his outlook to write of life with more
contemporary realism, then he might have still fantasized in a
more lasting arena. But the nature of his work substantially
suggests that Rider Haggard could find little comfort in
realism and that he preferred again and again to retreat
towards his youthful romantic aspirations.
1 He had been further disadvantaged in that his formal education
comprised less than eight years of undistinguished tutition, where his
principal asset had been a graphic imagination, first exposed through
winning essay competitions.

Possibly he was born too early, because he was, in fact,
showing tentative recognition of modernism in his short
stories during his latter days. Born some fifty years later, he
might have become one of today's better known romance
writers.
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Appendix A
This chronology of Rider Haggard's book-length works illustrates
his unwillingness, or apparent incapacity, to deviate from a
clearly entrenched storyline, and "incorrigible" style, while his
contemporaries were changing the nature of nineteenth century
English literature in moulding a template for a twentieth century
popular acceptance of experimentation in fiction and style,
particularly. It further suggests that security of income was a
higher priority for the author than continuing the fiction writing
innovative creativity shown in She. [The items in parenthesis
are non-fiction works.]
HENRY RIDER HAGGARD
1882 Cetywayo
1883
1884 Dawn/The Witch's Head
1885 King Solomon's Mines
1886

1887
1888
1889
1890
1891

She/Jess/Allan Quatermain
Tale of three lions
Maiwa's R/ Mr Meeson's Will
/Col Quaritch VC
Cleopatra/Allan's Wife
Beatrice/The World's desire
Eric Brighteyes

1892 Nada the lily
1893 Montezuma's daughter
1894 People of the mist
1895 Joan Haste/ Heart of the world
1896 The Wizard
1897

COMPETITION

The Mayor of Casterbridge Hardy/Kidnapped, J & Hyde
- R L Stevenson
A study in scarlet - Conan
Doyle
The War of the Worlds - H G
Wells
New Grubb Street - George
Gissing/ Tess of the
D'Ubervilles - Thos Hardy
The adventures of Sherlock
Holmes - Conan Doyle
Jungle Book - Rudyard
Kipling /Esther Waters George Moore
The time machine - H G
Wells
Jude the obscure - T Hardy
/Isle of Dr Moreau - H G
Wells
Liza of Lambeth - S
Maugham

1898 Dr Theme
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905

Swallow/Farmer's year
bookA'he Last Boer war
Black heart, white heart
Lysabeth/A winter's pilgrimage
(Rural England)
Pearl maiden
Stella Fregelius/The Brethren
Ayesha/Gard Yr/
(Salvos & Colonies/Poor
& the land)
1906 The way of the spirit/Benita
1907 Fair Margaret
1908 The ghost kings
1909 The yellow idol/
The Lady of Blossholme
1910 Morning star/Queen Sheba's ring/
(Regeneration)
1911 Red Eve/Mahatma & hare/
(Rural Denmark)
1912 Marie
1913 Child of storm
1914 The wanderer's necklace
1915 The holy flower [31.3.1915]
1916 The Ivory child/
(Post war settlement)
1917 Finished
1918 Love eternal/Moon of Israel
1919 When the world shook
1920 Ancient Allan/ Smith and
styles the pharaohs
1921 She & Allan
1922 The virgin of the sun
1923 Wisdom's daughter

A man from the north - A
Bennet/The nigger of the
Narcissus- J Conrad
Kim - Rudyard Kipling
The way of all flesh James Butler
Nostromo - J ames Conrad
Where angels fear to tread
EM Forster
The man of property John Galsworthy
The old wives' tale - A
Bennet/The man who was
Thursday - G K Chesterton
Clayhanger - Arnold
Bennet/
Howard's End - E M Forster
Innocence of Father Brown
- G K Chesterton
Sons and lovers - D H
Lawrence
The Dubliners - J Joyce
The 39 steps - J Buchan/The
rainbow - D H Lawrence
Women in love - D H
Lawrence
The moon and sixpence - S
Maugham
Valmouth - R Firbank
Mysterious affair at
A Christie/Bliss - Katherine
Mansfield
Chrome yellow - Aldous
Huxley
Ulysses - James Joyce
Whose body? - D L
Sayers/Leave it to Psmith P G Woodehouse

1924

Heu Heu

1925

Queen of the dawn

1926

The treasure of the lake/
(Days of my life [Autob])

1927

Allan & the ice gods/
(A note on religion)

1928
1929

Mary of Marion Isle

1930

Belshazzar

Passage to India - E M
Forster
Mrs Dalloway - Virginia
Woolf
The plumed serpent - D H
Lawrence
To the lighthouse - Virginia
Woolf
Lady Chatterley's lover Lawrence/Decline and fall E Waugh
A High wind in Jamaica - R
Hughes/
The good companions - J B
Priestly
Cakes and ale - S Maugha
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